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SUMMARY REPORT TO THE CITY MANAGER
for Council Meeting of March 27, 2017

SUBJECT:

US-10 Business Route Corridor Study

INITIATED BY:

City of Midland Engineering Department

RESOLUTION SUMMARY: This resolution receives and files the US-10 Business Route
Corridor Study prepared by DLZ, Michigan and MKSK Studios for
the Michigan Department of Transportation.
ITEMS ATTACHED:

1. Cover Letter
2. Resolution
3. US-10 Business Route Corridor Study

CITY COUNCIL ACTION: 3/5 vote required to approve resolution
SUBMITTED BY:

JNF
BR10_CorridorStudy_RPT

Brian P. McManus, City Engineer
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City Hall  333 West Ellsworth Street  Midland, Michigan 48640-5132  989.837.3300  989.835.2717 Fax

DATE:

March 22, 2017

TO:

Jon Lynch, City Manager

FROM: Joshua Fredrickson, Assistant City Engineer
RE:

US-10 Business Route Corridor Study

The Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT), knowing of the increase in building activity
in Midland and the location of their street network and facilities within the Downtown
Development Authority boundaries, initiated a traffic study of the US-10 Business Route corridor.
This project study focused on the US-10 BR corridor between Washington Street to the US-10
interchange at Eastman Avenue. The study was performed by DLZ, Michigan and MKSK Studios.
This study, which began in 2015, has recently concluded.
The corridor study included an assessment of current traffic conditions and roadway
characteristics. Estimates of future growth were established along with the development of project
and policy recommendations to address future conditions. Recommendations from the study
include typical roadway characteristics, recommend intersection configurations, safety and traffic
flow improvements as well as pedestrian, bicycle and transit improvements. In addition,
recommendations regarding the intensity and design of future land use development in this portion
of the City of Midland have been included.
Data collection efforts for the corridor study included obtaining traffic counts, intersection turning
movement volumes, traffic signal phasing and timings, crash information and land use. Utilizing
this data, an analysis of key intersections and segments has been completed. The crash data was
analyzed and any identified deficiencies in intersection and segment operations or crash patterns
were further evaluated. The analysis included a capacity analysis of the existing conditions and
future conditions using the projected traffic growth rates. Also included was a review of nonmotorized facilities.
The corridor study included a Steering Committee and a Stakeholder Committee. The Steering
Committee met to identify the project goals, areas of concern and needs. The Stakeholder
Committee was engaged to obtain input regarding specific problems or deficiencies, future planned
transportation improvements and potential land-use changes. These committees provided input and
feedback related to the design alternatives. In addition to the committee meetings, a Public
Information Meeting was held to solicit public input regarding the project. This input was
considered for the overall outcome of the alternatives presented in the corridor study.
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Through the data analysis and public input process, three alternatives were developed and included
in the corridor study. Alternative 1 has been selected as the preferred alternative. This alternative
reduces the number of travel lanes on the one-way sections of US-10 BR. In addition, access
management strategies are recommended to be implemented as part of this preferred alternative.
Alternative 1 was selected due to its ability to provide acceptable levels of traffic operations, an
improved pedestrian experience by reducing the number of traffic lanes required to cross US-10
BR and its low cost. This option also does not generate the right-of-way impacts as other
alternatives while also providing the best opportunity to accommodate non-motorized users.
We recommend that additional public input be sought, including an open house and a social media
component to obtain input related to the preferred alternative. This will further allow the City and
MDOT to inform the public about the alternative, solicit additional comments and help select
preferred non-motorized options.
The resolution accepts and files the US-10 Business Route Corridor Study. Once the preferred
alternative is commented on by the public through the additional public process, feedback will be
presented to Council and support for a recommendation to MDOT will be solicited.
DLZ and MDOT will be available to present the corridor study.
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City Hall  333 West Ellsworth Street  Midland, Michigan 48640-5132  989.837.3300  989.835.2717 Fax

BY COUNCILMAN
WHEREAS, the Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT) has commissioned DLZ,
Michigan to perform a corridor study of US-10 Business Route within the city of Midland;
and
WHEREAS, the corridor study information has been presented; now therefore
RESOLVED, that City Council hereby receives and files the US-10 Business Route
Corridor Study.

YEAS:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

I, Selina Tisdale, City Clerk, City of Midland, Counties of Bay and Midland, State of
Michigan, do hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of a resolution
adopted by a
yea vote of all the Councilmen present at a regular meeting of the
City Council held Monday, March 27, 2017.

___________________________
Selina Tisdale, City Clerk
BR10_CorridorStudy_RES
JNF
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1.0

PROJECT BACKGROUND

1.1

Introduction

The US-10 Business Route (BR) Corridor Study was commissioned by the Michigan Department of
Transportation (MDOT). The project study is focused on the US-10 BR corridor through the City of
Midland (City) from Washington Street to the US-10 and US-10 BR (Eastman Avenue) interchange
(Figure 1). US-10 BR is a principal arterial road within the City of Midland, connecting the southeast side
of the City with the northern portion of the City. Other arterial roads that intersect US-10 BR include
Jefferson Avenue, Rodd Street, Ashman Street, Saginaw Road, and Wackerly Street. From Washington
Street to Hines Street, US-10 BR is split into a one-way pair with Indian/Patrick Street traveling
westbound and Buttles/Lyon Street traveling eastbound. The one-way pair joins together at Eastman
Avenue and runs north and south to the US-10 interchange.
The study included a corridor-wide data collection effort to obtain historical Average Annual Daily Traffic
(AADT) volumes, intersection turning movement volumes, traffic signal phasing and timings, crashes,
and land uses. Using the traffic volumes, an analysis of key intersections and segments was completed.
The crash data was analyzed to identify any crash patterns or locations with high crash rates. Any
identified deficiencies in intersection and segment operations or crash patterns were further evaluated
to develop mitigation measures to improve the operation or reduce crashes such as the installation of a
signal, retiming of an existing traffic signal, lane addition, and/or geometric improvements etc. These
mitigation measures were then developed into three unique alternatives.
The report is broken into four main sections, each of which describes an important element of the study:





1.2

Introduction
Baseline Traffic Analysis
Road Improvement Alternatives
Conclusions and Recommendations

Project Purpose

The purposes of the project are to identify potential corridor improvements to US-10 BR that will:
1. Accommodate the design year (2040) traffic volumes
2. Alleviate current and anticipated traffic congestion at the project area intersections and
along the road segments
3. Enhance safety and reduce crashes for all modes of transportation
4. Increase connectivity to Downtown Midland and Discovery Square
5. Improve non-motorized mobility and eliminate barriers for bicyclists/pedestrians with
minimal impacts to traffic flow
6. Context Sensitive Design
7. Support economic development within the corridor

1.3

Corridor Characteristics

Due to the varying characteristics in different parts of the corridor, the study was broken out into three
individual segments for analysis. The three segments include:
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1. Segment 1 – Washington Street to West Hines Street (One-Way Pair Segment)
 Westbound US-10 BR (Indian Street/Patrick Road)
 Eastbound US-10 BR (Buttles Street/Lyon Road)
2. Segment 2 – West Hines Street to East Wackerly Street
3. Segment 3 – East Wackerly Street to Airport Road (US-10/US-10 BR Interchange Area)

Within Segment 1, US-10 BR is made up of a one-way pair segment; Indian Street/Patrick Road
(westbound) and Buttles Street/Lyon Road (eastbound) with three travel lanes in each direction. From
Hines Street to Sugnet Street (Segment 2), the roadway is a four-lane cross section with two travel lanes
in each direction, except at the St. Andrews Street and Sugnet Street intersections where northbound
and southbound left turn lanes have been added. From Sugnet Street to Wackerly Street, US-10 BR
consist of a five-lane roadway with two travel lanes in each direction and a continuous two-way, leftturn lane (TWLTL). Segment 3 is generally a seven-lane cross section consisting of three travel lanes in
each direction and a TWLTL.

1.4

Public Involvement

Two meetings were held with the Steering Committee to identify the project purpose and goals, areas of
concern, known problems and constraints (e.g., operational deficiencies, safety concerns, pedestrian
facilities, etc.), future developments, opportunities within the corridor, non-motorized needs, and
potential transportation improvement alternatives. The Steering Committee consisted of staff from the
MDOT - Bay Region, MDOT Mt. Pleasant Transportation Service Center (TSC), City of Midland, and
Midland Area Transportation Study (MATS).
Stakeholder input was a valuable factor considered as the team carried out the study. As part of the
study process, a Stakeholder Committee was engaged to obtain input regarding specific problems or
deficiencies, data or reports that would benefit the study, future planned transportation improvements,
potential land-use changes, and other topics of interest to each participant. The comments and input
received were considered as the study was conducted, including in the selection of a Preferred
Alternative. The Stakeholder Committee consisted of representatives from Discovery Square,
Momentum Midland, City of Midland Non-Motorized Transportation Committee, Midland Chamber of
Commerce, Midland Downtown Development Authority, Midland Tomorrow, and Midland Area
Community Foundation.
In addition to the committee meetings noted above, a Public Information Meeting was held on
December 14, 2016 to solicit public input regarding the project. The purpose of the meeting was to
present the purpose and need of the proposed project, the Preferred Alternative, alternatives that were
considered as part of the study, and solicit input from all attendees. The public was informed about
methods for providing input, and questions from attendees were answered. Approximately 20
members of the public attended the meeting, with 11 citizens providing written comments. Of the
comments provided, seven were in support of the Preferred Alternative. No opposition to the Preferred
Alternative was presented. Exhibits and comments from the meeting are included in Appendix H.

1.5

Downtown Midland Streetscape Redevelopment Study

The City of Midland is currently conducting a separate study to identify potential streetscape and nonmotorized improvements in their downtown and along other streets that provide access to downtown.
This study is referred to as the “Downtown Midland Streetscape Redevelopment Study”. As part of
this streetscape study, the City has been evaluating how to improve transportation connectivity
between US-10 BR and Main Street. Preliminary recommendations from the streetscape study include
US-10 Business Route Study
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converting Rodd Street and Ashman Street to two-way roadways (they are both currently one-way
streets) from US-10 BR (Indian Street) south to Main Street. Additionally, McDonald Street has been
recommended to include an on-street bicycle facility, making it the main bicycle route connection
between downtown and US-10 BR. These recommendations have not received formal approval by the
City. Some stakeholders have suggested the City should investigate alternative schemes for nonmotorized connections between Main Street and US-10 BR. The City of Midland will be further
evaluating this topic before an approved plan is advanced. Regardless, the Preferred Alternative for the
US-10 BR corridor will be able to accommodate any improvements which are eventually identified from
the City of Midland streetscape project.

US-10 Business Route Study
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2.0 CAPACITY ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
The Synchro (Version 9) and SimTraffic software programs from Trafficware, which are the most recent
version of these softwares, were used for the analysis of operations at each of the study intersections
and roadway segments. Synchro is a macroscopic traffic analysis and optimization software tool that
supports the Highway Capacity Manual’s (HCM) methodology for intersection analysis (discussed
below). This software tool was chosen for this study as it is widely used in the traffic engineering
industry, and is also utilized by MDOT. SimTraffic, a microsimulation program packaged with SYNCHRO,
was also utilized to evaluate queuing and blocking issues.
MDOT’s existing Synchro model was provided to DLZ by MDOT. This model was used as the starting
point for the capacity analysis. The model was updated to reflect the current roadway geometry,
intersection traffic control, signal timings, and traffic volumes. Poseyville Road, Cronkright Street, and
George Street were added to the model to encompass the entire study area for the purposes of this
study.
Roadway segments on US-10 BR were evaluated using Arterial Level-of-Service (LOS). This Measure of
Effectiveness (MOE) considers the delay at intersections and the speed on roadway links and gives an
assessment of the overall corridor operations in terms of average running speed. Arterial LOS was
calculated using the through movement delays at the intersections and the average running time
between intersections based on the posted speed limits on US-10 BR. This analysis does not consider the
effects of mid block traffic movements (i.e., driveways, minor roadways, medians, turn lanes).
The determination of acceptable traffic operation at an intersection is based on the HCM Level of
Service (LOS) calculated based using the methods of the Transportation Research Board Highway
Capacity Manual, 2010 Edition. The HCM details methodologies for assessing the operational
characteristics of various aspects of public roads and non-motorized facilities. These methodologies
have been developed over 60 years based on empirical analyses and studies. HCM methodologies were
utilized for this project and are based on travel delay experienced by users, which is then converted to
LOS. The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) also requires the use of HCM for projects that could
involve Federal funding.
LOS is a qualitative measure that describes the quality of operating conditions within the traffic stream
and the perception of motorists. The LOS of an intersection is based on the total delay experienced by
vehicles waiting to travel through an intersection. The LOS is defined in terms of this total delay, as
measured by the average number of seconds of delay per vehicle. Vehicle delay is a means of measuring
factors such as driver comfort and convenience, safety, maneuverability, fuel consumption, and lost
travel time. The LOS is based on a scale of “A” to “F”, with “A” being the best situation. LOS “A”
describes traffic operations with very low delay (i.e., most vehicles stop only the minimum amount
necessary before entering the intersection). LOS “F” indicates very high delays with long queues of
vehicles. In this case, the volume often exceeds the capacity of the intersection. Traffic is interrupted
and impeded to the point that it can become “gridlocked” and the capacity of the road system is greatly
diminished.
The Synchro model was used to calculate LOS for this study according to the methods of the HCM. The
capacity analyses were completed for five different scenarios: Existing Conditions, Year 2040 No Build
US-10 Business Route Study
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traffic, Alternative 1/1A, Alternative 2, and Alternative 3. The AM Peak and PM Peak hours were
evaluated for all scenarios. An intersection operating at LOS D is typically considered to have an
acceptable operation. The alternatives under consideration are described below in Section 5.0 Road
Improvement Alternatives.

Table 1 summarizes the specific LOS criteria for signalized and unsignalized intersections as well as
arterial segments.
Table 1. Level of Service Definitions

Level of Service
A
B
C
D
E
F

Signalized
Unsignalized
Intersections
Intersections
Average Control Delay
(Seconds/Vehicle)
10
 10
> 10 and  20
> 10 and  15
> 20 and  35
> 15 and  25
> 35 and  55
> 25 and  35
> 55 and  80
> 35 and  50
> 80
> 50

Arterial Segment
Average Travel Speed as a Percentage
of Base Free Flow Speed (percent)
> 85
> 67 and < 85
> 50 and < 67
> 40 and < 50
> 30 and < 40
 30

Source: Transportation Research Board, Highway Capacity Manual, 2010

3.0

EXISTING CONDITIONS

Intersection turning movement counts were collected by MDOT at 26 intersections within the project
area during the AM and PM peak hours. The counts were provided via the 2013 MDOT Synchro model
for the US-10 BR corridor. The following intersections were included in the corridor study:
Segment 1
1. Washington Street/WB US-10 BR
2. Washington Street/EB US-10 BR
3. Bayliss Street/WB US-10 BR
4. Bayliss Street/EB US-10 BR
5. Jefferson Avenue/WB US-10 BR
6. Jefferson Avenue/EB US-10 BR
7. George Street/WB US-10 BR
8. George Street/EB US-10 BR
9. South Poseyville Road/
Ellsworth Street/Cronkright Street
10. South Poseyville Road/
Ellsworth Street/George Street
11. Cronkright Street/WB US-10 BR
12. Cronkright Street/EB US-10 BR
13. Rodd Street/WB US-10 BR
14. Rodd Street/EB US-10 BR

15.
16.
17.
18.

Ashman Street/WB US-10 BR
Ashman Street/EB US-10 BR
Jerome Street/WB US-10 BR
Jerome Street/EB US-10 BR

Segment 2
19. St. Andrews Road/US-10 BR
20. Sugnet Road/US-10 BR
21. North Saginaw Road/US-10 BR
22. Dilloway Drive/US-10 BR
Segment 3
23. East Wackerly Street/US-10 BR
24. Eastbound US-10 on ramp/US-10 BR
25. Westbound US-10 on-ramp/US-10 BR
26. Airport Road/US-10 BR

US-10 Business Route Study
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3.1

Capacity Analysis

As described above, the existing MDOT Synchro model was used as the basis for the existing conditions
model which included the existing AM and PM peak hour turning movement counts, intersection
geometry, and signal timings. Using the 2010 HCM methodology, the existing LOS was determined for
the study intersections. Under the existing conditions, the signalized intersections within the study area
operate at an overall LOS D or better during the AM and PM peak hours, as shown in Table 2. Despite
operating at an acceptable overall LOS, the following movements operate at a failing LOS (LOS E or F)
(See Appendix A for Synchro output reports):





US-10 BR (Eastman Avenue) at North Saginaw Road
o EBL*, PM – F/101.9 seconds of delay
o NBL, PM – E/64.6 seconds of delay
o SBT, PM – F/81.5 seconds of delay
US-10 BR (Eastman Avenue) at East Wackerly Street
o EBL, PM – F/96.1 seconds of delay
o WBT, PM – F/83.2 seconds of delay
US-10 BR (Eastman Avenue) at Airport Road
o EBL, PM – E/57.3 seconds of delay
o WBR, PM – F/92.7 seconds of delay

*NB – Northbound, SB – Southbound, EB – Eastbound, WB – Westbound, L – Left Turn, T – Through Movement, R – Right Turn

Additionally, the unsignalized intersection of Cronkright Street and US-10 BR (Indian Street) operates at
failing LOS F with 55.9 seconds of delay per vehicle during the PM peak hour.
The arterial LOS for the segments along US-10 BR under the existing conditions is shown in Table 3. As
shown in this table, all segments operate at LOS C or better except for the Segment 3 southbound
movement during the AM and PM peak hour, which operates at LOS E/17.2 mph and LOS E/16.7 mph,
respectively. Table 4 presents the arterial travel time for the existing conditions for each corridor
segment. The arterial travel time shows the time it takes for motorist to travel each segment of the
corridor by direction. (See Appendix A for Synchro output reports).
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Table 2. US-10 BR Intersection LOS Summary for Alternatives

Intersection

Existing Conditions
AM

PM

Alternative 1 - Lane
Reduction

No Build 2040
AM

PM

AM

PM

Alternative 1a - Lane
Reduction with BiDirectional Traffic along
Ashman and Rodd
AM
PM

Alternative 2 - US-10BR
5-Lane Cross Section

Alternative 3 - US-10BR
5-Lane Cross Section, Local
3-Lane Cross Section

AM

PM

AM

PM

Segment 1
Washington Street/WB US-10 BR Patrick Road

B/14.0 s

B/15.9 s

B/12.3 s

B/13.2 s

B/13.5 s

B/12.9 s

B/13.5 s

B/13.0 s

B/11.4 s

B/13.7 s

D/35.9 s

B/16.2 s

Washington Street/EB US-10 BR Lyon Road

A/5.7 s

A/8.3 s

A/8.6 s

B/12.3 s

A/9.0 s

B/11.1 s

A/9.3 s

B/11.0 s

C/20.9 s

C/29.4 s

C/21.0 s

C/33.9 s

B/13.0 s*

C/18.3 s*

B/13.9 s*

C/21.5 s*

D/28.2 s*

C/20.8 s*

D/28.2 s*

C/20.8 s*

A/5.5 s

B/11.6 s

A/5.2 s

A/6.9 s

Bayliss Street/EB US-10 BR Lyon Road

A/6.1 s

A/8.5 s

A/7.0 s

A/9.3 s

A/8.1 s

A/9.0 s

A/8.0 s

A/9.2 s

B/11.2 s

A/9.2 s

B/11.1 s

B/16.3 s

Jefferson Avenue/WB US-10 BR Patrick Road

A/8.8 s

A/7.6 s

A/9.4 s

A/8.8 s

A/8.9 s

A/7.5 s

A/9.0 s

A/7.6 s

A/7.4 s

A/8.7 s

A/7.9 s

A/8.6 s

Jefferson Avenue/EB US-10 BR Lyon Road

A/8.6 s

A/6.2 s

A/4.6 s

A/7.4 s

A/5.5 s

A/7.8 s

A/5.6 s

A/7.7 s

A/7.3 s

B/10.8 s

A/7.9 s

B/10.8 s

George Street/WB US-10 BR Indian Street

A/10.0 s

B/11.9 s

B/7.5 s

A/6.1 s

A/3.9 s

A/6.6 s

A/3.7 s

A/6.4 s

A/3.6 s

A/3.3 s

A/2.7 s

A/2.6 s

George Street/EB US-10 BR Buttles Street

B/14.0 s

A/4.9 s

B/10.9 s

B/11.0 s

A/9.8 s

A/8.0 s

A/9.6 s

A/8.0 s

B/13.5 s

B/10.0 s

B/15.5 s

B/14.9 s

South Poseyville Road/Ellsworth Street/George Street

B/11.3 s

B/11.7 s

A/3.9 s

A/9.6 s

A/5.2 s

A/9.6 s

A/5.2 s

A/9.7 s

A/5. 1 s

A/9.4 s

A/5.1 s

A/9.1 s

South Poseyville Road/Ellsworth Street/Cronkright Street

B/12.8 s

B/16.1 s

A/3.1 s

B/11.2 s

A/3.7 s

B/13.5 s

A/3.7 s

B/13.1 s

A/8.1 s

A/8.9 s

A/6.1 s

A/6.2 s

Cronkright Street/WB US-10 BR Indian Street

C/17.6 s*

F/56.4 s

C/21.0 s*

F/123.2 s*

C/16.6 s*

D/33.2 s*

C/16.6 s*

D/33.2 s*

B/11.4 s

B/15.4 s

B/12.3 s

B/15.4 s

Cronkright Street/EB US-10 BR Buttles Street

A/4.0 s

A/7.8 s

A/6.3 s

B/10.1 s

A/5.5 s

A/8.3 s

A/5.6 s

A/8.6 s

A/4.7 s

B/10.8 s

A/8.9 s

B/17.2 s

Rodd Street/WB US-10 BR Indian Street

A/6.6 s

A/7.1 s

A/5.6 s

A/6.1 s

A/7.1 s

A/8.2 s

B/12.1 s

B/13.7 s

A/5.5 s

A/4.4 s

A/1.8 s

A/2.9 s

Rodd Street/EB US-10 BR Buttles Street

A/1.7 s

A/5.2 s

A/3.4 s

A/5.6 s

A/2.1 s

A/4.8 s

A/5.6 s

A/7.2 s

A/3.1 s

A/5.9 s

A/3.5 s

A/7.9 s

Ashman Street/WB US-10 BR Indian Street

A/5.6 s

A/6.5 s

A/8.9 s

B/11.7 s

A/8.0 s

B/10.4 s

A/8.2 s

A/9.4 s

A/9.1 s

B/11.0 s

A/6.9 s

A/8.6 s

Ashman Street/EB US-10 BR Buttles Street

A/8.2 s

A/8.5 s

A/6.2 s

A/4.3 s

A/7.4 s

A/6.5 s

A/6.9 s

A/7.8 s

A/4.2 s

A/4.6 s

A/7.8 s

A/8.6 s

Jerome Street/WB US-10 BR Indian Street

B/11.6 s

B/12.5 s

B/12.9 s

B/13.5 s

B/10.1 s

B/10.9 s

A/9.9 s

B/10.0 s

B/11.7 s

C/20.6 s

B/17.0 s

C/26.3 s

Jerome Street/EB US-10 BR Buttles Street

A/8.3 s

A/9.7 s

A/12.8 s

B/13.5 s

B/15.3 s

B/16.0 s

B/14.8 s

B/15.7 s

C/23.0 s

C/29.8 s

B/17.1 s

C/27.5 s

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

A/6.8 s

A/8.8 s

A/2.3 s

A/4.2 s

A/6.5 s

A/4.1 s

A/6.5 s

A/5.3 s

B/11.3 s

A/5.3 s

B/11.3 s

Bayliss Street/WB US-10 BR Patrick Road

US 10-BR Eastman Ave/EB US-10 BR/WB US-10 BR Indian Street
US 10-BR Eastman Ave/St. Andrews Road

A/4.6 s

B/10.5 s

A/5.3 s

Segment 2
A/7.3 s
A/4.2 s

US 10-BR Eastman Ave/Sugnet Road

A/9.2 s

B/11.4 s

B/8.3 s

B/13.4 s

A/8.2 s

A/6.9 s

A/8.3 s

A/6.9 s

A/8.4 s

B/12.3 s

A/8.4 s

B/12.3 s

US 10-BR Eastman Ave/Saginaw Road

C/25.8 s

D/44.0 s

C/25.9 s

D/51.2 s

B/19.5 s

D/43.2 s

B/19.5 s

D/43.2 s

C/30.1 s

D/51.6 s

C/30.1 s

D/51.6 s

US 10-BR Eastman Ave/Dilloway Drive

A/8.6 s

A/7.6 s

A/7.6 s

A/5.3 s

A/7.7 s

A/5.9 s

A/7.7 s

A/5.9 s

A/9.3 s

A/8.9 s

A/9.3 s

A/8.9 s

Segment 3
US 10-BR Eastman Ave/Wackerly Street

C/29.4 s

D/42.4 s

C/27.2 s

D/52.6 s

B/19.7 s

B/19.1 s

B/19.7 s

B/19.1 s

C/28.3 s

C/27.1 s

C/28.3 s

C/27.1 s

US 10-BR Eastman Ave/Airport Road

C/20.9 s

C/30.7 s

B/15.4 s

D/24.7 s

B/13.6 s

B/17.3 s

B/13.6 s

B/17.3 s

B/19.0 s

C/23.3 s

B/19.0 s

C/23.3 s

*Intersection is unsignalized, LOS & delay listed is for worst performing controlled approach
**Under Alternatives 2 & 3, US-10 BR would have bi-directional traffic and would no longer be designated as eastbound/westbound
US-10 Business Route Study
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Table 3. US-10 BR Road Arterial LOS Summary for Alternatives

SEGMENT

Segment 1- Washington Street to W. Hines Street
(Patrick Road)

Direction

Eastbound

Existing Conditions

Alternative 1 - Lane
Reduction

No Build 2040

Alternative 1A - Lane
Reduction with BiDirectional Traffic along
Ashman and Rodd
AM
PM

AM

PM

AM

PM

AM

PM

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

A/38.2 mph
B/27.8 mph
A/38.5 mph
B/26.0 mph
B/35.5 mph
B/36.8 mph
C/27.2 mph
D/20.8 mph

A/38.1 mph
B/25.8 mph
A/39.1 mph
C/23.4 mph
C/26.5 mph
B/31.6 mph
C/26.8 mph
E/15.1 mph

A/37.7 mph
C/27.1 mph
B/36.8 mph
B/25.5 mph
B/36.2 mph
B/36.5 mph
B/31.7 mph
D/20.7 mph

A/30.2 mph
C/24.4 mph
B/37.3 mph
B/24.2 mph
B/32.7 mph
B/32.9 mph
C/28.7 mph
D/20.3 mph

A/33.6 mph
C/26.3 mph
B/36.9 mph
B/25.7 mph
B/35.9 mph
B/36.5 mph
B/32.2 mph
D/20.9 mph

Westbound
B/35.3 mph
B/34.5 mph
Eastbound
Westbound
B/27.3 mph
B/25.4 mph
Eastbound
B/36.9 mph
A/38.7 mph
Westbound
Eastbound
B/26.3 mph
B/24.7 mph
Westbound
Northbound B/37.1 mph
B/35.0 mph
Segment 2- W. Hines Street to E. Wackerly Street
Southbound B/36.3 mph
B/33.9 mph
Northbound C/25.0 mph
C/23.0 mph
Segment 3-E. Wackerly Street to Airport Road
(US-10/US-10BR Interchange Area)
Southbound
E/17.2 mph
E/15.3 mph
Values in red text indicate segment is operating at a unacceptable Level of Service (LOS E or F)
Segment 1- Washington Street to W. Hines Street
(Indian Street)
Segment 1- Washington Street to W. Hines Street
(Lyon Road)
Segment 1- Washington Street to W. Hines Street
(Buttles Street)

Alternative 2 - US-10BR
5-Lane Cross Section

Alternative 3 - US-10BR
5-Lane Cross Section,
Local 3-Lane Cross Section

AM

PM

AM

PM

-

B/34.1 mph

B/32.6 mph

C/23.7 mph

C/27.7 mph

A/29.6 mph
C/23.5 mph
B/37.5 mph
B/24.3 mph
B/32.2 mph
B/33.0 mph
C/28.3 mph
D/20.4 mph

B/26.2 mph
C/20.7 mph
B/26.2 mph
B/34.8 mph
B/33.3 mph
C/21.3 mph
B/24.8 mph
B/35.7 mph
B/36.3 mph
B/31.7 mph
D/20.7 mph

C/21.7 mph
C/20.8 mph
C/21.7 mph
B/32.1 mph
C/29.7 mph
C/20.2 mph
B/24.3 mph
B/32.4 mph
B/33.2 mph
C/28.7 mph
D/20.3 mph

C/22.6 mph
C/22.5 mph
C/22.6 mph
B/34.8 mph
B/31.3 mph
C/20.7 mph
B/23.9 mph
B/35.7 mph
B/36.3 mph
B/31.7 mph
D/20.7 mph

B/23.9 mph
C/17.8 mph
B/23.9 mph
B/34.1 mph
C/28.2 mph
D/15.9 mph
C/22.4 mph
B/32.4 mph
B/33.2 mph
C/28.7 mph
D/20.3 mph

Table 4. US-10 BR Road Arterial Travel Time for Alternatives

SEGMENT

Segment 1- Washington Street to W. Hines Street
(Patrick Road/Indian Street)
Segment 1- Washington Street to W. Hines Street
(Lyon Road/Buttles Street)
Segment 2- W. Hines Street to E. Wackerly Street
Segment 3-E. Wackerly Street to Airport Road
(US-10/US-10BR Interchange Area)

Direction

Eastbound
Westbound
Eastbound
Westbound
Northbound
Southbound
Northbound
Southbound

Existing Conditions
AM
3.6 min
3.9 min
3.4 min
3.9 min
1.7 min
1.4 min

PM
3.8 min
3.9 min
3.6 min
4.1 min
1.8 min
1.6 min

Alternative 1 - Lane
Reduction

No Build 2040
AM
3.4 min
3.8 min
3.6 min
3.8 min
1.5 min
1.2 min

PM
4.0 min
4.2 min
4.8 min
4.4 min
1.8 min
1.6 min

US-10 Business Route Study

AM
3.5 min
4.0 min
3.5 min
3.8 min
1.3 min
1.2 min

PM
4.2 min
4.0 min
3.9 min
4.2 min
1.5 min
1.2 min

Alternative 1A - Lane
Reduction with BiDirectional Traffic along
Ashman and Rodd
AM
PM
3.8 min
4.3 min
3.9 min
4.0 min
3.5 min
3.9 min
3.8 min
4.2 min
1.3 min
1.5 min
1.1 min
1.2 min

Alternative 2 - US-10BR
5-Lane Cross Section
AM
4.2 min
3.9 min
4.1 min
4.0 min
3.5 min
3.8 min
1.3 min
1.2 min

PM
4.3 min
4.4 min
4.4 min
4.3 min
3.9 min
4.2 min
1.5 min
1.2 min

Alternative 3 - US-10BR
5-Lane Cross Section,
Local 3-Lane Cross Section
AM
5.2 min
4.0 min
4.2 min
4.2 min
3.5 min
3.8 min
1.3 min
1.2 min

PM
5.1 min
3.9 min
4.7 min
4.6 min
3.9 min
4.2 min
1.5 min
1.2 min
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3.2

Non-Motorized Facilities

The US-10 BR corridor was originally designed with a focus on traffic flow and safety, which has
historically been a common design approach for state trunkline highways. The one-way street system
(Segment 1) was designed to provide high level traffic operations. In addition, one-way streets were
viewed as safer and better for rapid movement of traffic for peak shift times for local industries and in
case of an emergency.
Over the years, traffic patterns in Midland have changed. Traffic growth is relatively low and is generally
stable along US-10 BR. In addition, there has been an increased focus on pedestrian and bike travel,
both in the city’s policy/plans and from MDOT. Past improvements within part of the US-10 BR right-ofway were made to improve travel for non-motorized users. One example is the median shared use path
and landscaping between Washington Street and State Street. Others include the ADA improvements
for the sidewalks at some of the intersections.
Existing conditions for non-motorized facilities along the corridor are varying. There is a long stretch of
the right-of-way that has a convenient 10’ shared use path meandering within the median. This path is
well used and connects to the Dow Diamond and to the Pier Marquette Riverfront Trail, but it is not a
linear path that is convenient for and efficient travel purposes. It also does not serve the entirety of the
corridor.
There is sidewalk along the majority of the corridor running parallel with the street, separated by a
grassy curb lawn. Some segments are in varying stages of disrepair and are not up to current width
standards, especially in the in the area between Jerome and Cronkright. While some of the intersections
have been upgraded with modern ADA compliant curb ramps/crossings, others have not yet been
upgraded.
Outside of the median shared pathway along the eastern segment of US-10 BR, there are currently no
on-street bicycle facilities, though “sharrows” are used entering the downtown crossing US-10 BR on
Ashman and Rodd Streets.

3.3

Crash Analysis

Crash data was analyzed based on existing conditions utilizing five years of crash data (2010-2014)
within the study area. Crash data was provided by MDOT. The crash analysis showed a total of 1,231
crashes within the study area over the five-year period. See Table 5 for a summary of all corridor
crashes. Of these crashes, there were two fatalities, 316 injury crashes (seven incapacitating injuries
(Type-A)), four crashes involving pedestrians, five crashes involving bicyclists, and 1,007 property
damage only (PDO) crashes. Twenty-two crashes were alcohol related. None of the alcohol related
crashes resulted in fatal or incapacitating injuries. As shown in Tables 5 and 6, rear-end crashes are the
highest occurring crash type throughout the corridor, comprising 36 percent of the total crashes. The
second highest crash type is angle crashes, comprising 27 percent of the total crashes. The third highest
crash type is side-swipe at 19 percent of the total crashes. These crashes predominately occurred within
the vicinity of the signalized intersections.
There were two fatal crashes within the US-10 BR corridor. One crash involved a pedestrian along US-10
BR between Wackerly Road and Harcrest Drive. The other was a multi-vehicle crash that was caused by
an uncontrolled vehicle crossing the center line and impacting another vehicle and a single unit truck.
The crash analysis showed seven Type-A (incapacitating injury) crashes. One crash at US-10 BR and
Carpenter Street involved a pedestrian crossing US-10 BR. The other five crashes were caused by driver
error and disobeying traffic controls.
US-10 Business Route Study
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Of the 1,231 crashes within the study area, 689 crashes occurred at the intersections. An intersection
crash was defined as being with 150 feet of an intersection. The crash data shows rear-end (21 percent)
and angle crashes (18 percent) were the highest occurring types of crashes at the intersections. The
highest number of crashes occurred at the intersections of Saginaw Road (104 crashes), Ashman Street
(82 crashes), Wackerly Street (76 crashes), Jerome street (64 crashes), and Washington Avenue (63
crashes) at US-10 BR.
Of the 1,231 crashes within the study area, 542 crashes occurred within the roadway segments. The
segment crash data shows that rear-end (16 percent) and angle crashes (10 percent) are the highest
occurring crash types within the project area road segments. The majority of the crashes occurred
within the segments of Dilloway Drive to Wackerly Street, Jefferson Avenue to George Street, Jerome
Street to Saint Andrews Road, and Saginaw Road to Dilloway Drive.
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Table 5: US-10 BR Corridor Crash Summary – Overall
Intersection

Angle
Straight

Rear
End
Straight

Side
Swipe
Same

Angle
Turn

Rear
End
Drive

Angle
Drive

Rear
End
Left

Rear
End
Right

Side
Swipe
Opposite

Backing

Fixed
Object

Misc.
Single
Vehicle

Misc.
Multi
Vehicle

Head
On

Parking

Head
On
Left

Animal

Pedestrian

Bike

Dual
Left

Other
Drive

Other
Object

Over
Turning

Dual
Left

Total

Ashman at US10BR
Bayliss at US10BR
Cronkright at US10BR
Dilloway at US10BR
EB US 10 EB at US10BR
George at US10BR
Jefferson at US10BR
Jerome at US10BR
Rodd at US10BR
Saginaw at US10BR
St. Andrews at US10BR
Sugnet at US10BR
Wackerly at US10BR
Wackerly/EB US 10 at US10BR
Washington at US10BR
WB loop ramp at US10BR

25
14
14
8
0
24
2
8
15
8
3
4
3
0
19
2

10
3
3
15
2
5
5
15
2
42
10
10
39
14
16
29

34
8
2
5
2
6
2
20
5
7
4
3
6
1
22
8

4
0
1
0
0
5
0
5
2
15
2
2
4
0
1
2

0
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
3
1
1
4
1
0
2

2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
0
1
7
0
0
1

1
2
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
4
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
2
0
0
2
0
0
0

0
0
1
0
0
0
0
2
0
1
0
0
2
0
0
0

1
2
0
0
1
2
11
1
1
1
1
2
1
0
3
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
0
1
2
0
0
1
2
0
3
0
2
0
0
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
12
0
0
3
0
0
1

0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
1
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

82
30
23
35
5
44
21
64
30
104
23
25
76
18
63
46

TOTAL

149

220

135

43

15

16

7

8

5

6

27

0

15

1

2

18

3

3

1

4

2

2

0

7

689

Segment

Angle
Straight

Rear
End
Straight

Side
Swipe
Same

Angle
Turn

Rear
End
Drive

Angle
Drive

Rear
End
Left

Rear
End
Right

Side
Swipe
Opposite

Backing

Fixed
Object

Misc.
Single
Vehicle

Misc.
Multi
Vehicle

Head
On

Parking

Head
On
Left

Animal

Pedestrian

Bike

Dual
Left

Other
Drive

Other
Object

Over
Turning

Dual
Left

Total

Ashman to Jerome
Bayliss to Jefferson
Crockright to Rodd
Dilloway to Wackerly
EB ramp to WB loop ramp
Jefferson to George
Jerome to St. Andrews
Rodd to Ashman
Saginaw to Dilloway
St. Andrews to Sugnet
Sugnet to Saginaw
Washington to Bayliss

0
4
3
2
2
29
0
7
9
0
0
0

7
6
2
66
8
6
23
0
24
6
17
3

14
2
3
3
1
16
14
4
16
3
4
4

0
0
0
2
0
2
5
2
9
0
0
0

1
0
0
2
0
0
1
0
9
2
0
0

1
1
0
5
2
0
0
0
31
1
6
0

1
0
0
0
2
2
2
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
1
2
0

1
1
0
2
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

0
13
0
4
1
34
13
0
7
3
2
1

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
1
1
1
0
4
3
0
0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
2
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
1
0
3
0
0
1
3
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
2
1
0
0

0
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

28
30
10
93
17
101
71
13
118
22
31
8

TOTAL

56

168

84

20

15

47

7

4

5

5

78

1

13

2

2

5

9

1

4

0

7

6

3

0

542
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Table 6. US-10 BR Corridor Crash Summary – By Year
NUMBER OF CRASHES
2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

MONTHLY
AVERAGE

Minor Injuries

59

78

57

67

45

5.1

24.90%

Serious Injury/Fatalities

3

1

6

1

1

0.2

1.00%

Angle Drive

15

14

12

11

11

1.05

5.10%

Angle-Straight

35

39

41

54

36

3.42

16.70%

Angle -Turn

18

16

12

12

5

1.05

5.10%

Animal

7

0

0

2

3

0.2

1.00%

Pedestrian

1

1

1

1

0

0.07

0.30%

Bicycle

2

1

1

0

1

0.08

0.40%

Fixed Object

17

21

19

28

20

1.75

8.50%

Other Object

1

3

1

2

1

0.13

0.60%

Head-On

1

1

0

0

1

0.05

0.20%

Head-On Left Turn

8

4

9

0

2

0.38

1.90%

Rear-End Left Turn

1

7

2

4

0

0.23

1.10%

Rear-End Straight

81

77

87

84

59

6.47

31.50%

Rear End Drive

9

2

4

6

9

0.5

2.40%

Rear-End Right Turn

2

4

2

2

2

0.2

1.00%

Side Swipe Same

43

34

50

50

42

3.65

17.80%

Side Swipe Opp. Dir.

3

2

2

1

2

0.17

0.80%

Backing

1

3

1

4

2

0.18

0.90%

Parking

1

0

2

1

0

0.07

0.30%

Overturned

1

0

1

0

1

0.05

0.20%

Other Drive

1

0

5

2

1

0.15

0.70%

Dual Left Turn

0

1

1

4

1

0.12

0.60%

Dual Right Turn

1

0

2

0

1

0.07

0.30%

Misc. Multi/Single Vehicle

1

10

1

6

11

0.48

2.4%

TOTAL

250

240

256

274

211

CRASH TYPE
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4.0 FUTURE NO-BUILD CONDITIONS (YEAR 2040)

The “No Build” scenario assumes that normal traffic growth occurs between 2015 and the year 2040,
with no capacity modifications to the existing roadway network except for projects that are already
identified/planned and likely to be built (note: it was assumed that for the “No Build” scenarios, normal
ongoing capital maintenance and road resurfacing/reconstruction projects would still occur consistent
with MDOT and the City’s capital improvement plan). Reviewing expected traffic operations of the
existing network in the year 2040 based on anticipated traffic growth allows identification of potential
future infrastructure needs that would not be apparent when only looking at existing traffic volumes. It
is anticipated that signal operation modernization and optimization will occur by year 2040, and this is
assumed for the No Build scenario.
In order to evaluate the operation of the study intersections and roadway segments for the future
conditions (year 2040 No Build), the Synchro model was updated to reflect conditions anticipated to
exist in the year 2040. A future traffic volume forecast for the year 2040 No-Build scenario was
developed through applying a compound annual growth factor to the existing traffic volumes. In order
to develop future growth rates for the project corridor, historic ADT counts, peak hour turning
movement counts, local land use and zoning plans, local transportation plans, and information from the
existing MDOT travel models for the area were reviewed and evaluated. Upon this review, future
growth rates were developed. The growth rate used to develop future (year 2040) traffic volumes was
0.5 percent per year. Therefore, to develop “base” 2040 No Build traffic volumes, the existing traffic
volumes were increased by this 0.5 percent per year growth rate for 25 years (2015 to 2040).

4.1 Capacity Analysis
Under the year 2040 No Build conditions, the majority of the study area signalized intersections would
operate at an overall LOS D or better during the AM and PM peak hours, as shown in Table 2. Despite
operating at an acceptable overall LOS, the following movements would operate at a failing LOS (LOS E
or F) (See Appendix B for Synchro outputs):




US-10 BR (Eastman Avenue) at Saginaw Road
o EBL, PM – F/73.4 seconds of delay
o WBT, PM – E/67.7 seconds of delay
o NBL, PM – F/72.8 seconds of delay
o SBL, PM – F/68.9 seconds of delay
o SBT, PM – E/60.0 seconds of delay
US-10 BR (Eastman Avenue) at East Wackerly Street
o EBL, PM – F/81.4 seconds of delay
o WBT, PM – F/101.8 seconds of delay
o NBT, PM – E/69.7 seconds of delay
o SBL, PM – E/62.5 seconds of delay

Additionally, the unsignalized intersection of Cronkright Street and US-10 BR (Indian Street) would
operate at failing LOS F with 123.2 seconds of delay per vehicle during the PM peak hours.
The arterial LOS for the segments along US-10 BR under the No Build conditions is shown in Table 3. As
shown in Table 3, all segments would operate at LOS D or better except for the Segment 3 southbound
movement during the PM peak hour, which would operate at LOS E/15.1 mph. Under the 2040 No Build
conditions, Table 4 shows an increase in arterial travel time along US-10 BR compared to the existing
US-10 Business Route Study
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conditions. The most significant increase is northbound along Segment 2 which has an increase of 1.2
minutes. This increase is consistent with the delays experienced at North Saginaw Road and East
Wackerly Street (See Appendix B for Synchro outputs).
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5.0 TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT ALTERNATIVES
This section describes the transportation improvement alternatives that were considered for the US-10
BR corridor study, as well as the process used to develop and evaluate these alternatives. Three
potential alternatives were developed through a series of Steering and Stakeholder committee
meetings. Early preliminary engineering (EPE) was performed to identify proposed transportation
improvements. As part of the EPE process, a traffic analysis was conducted for each alternative. Input
and guidance was also received from the Steering and Stakeholder committees. The alternatives were
then evaluated based on a variety of criteria as shown in Table 7. The alternatives were analyzed with
the horizon year (2040) traffic volumes. The No Build Alternative serves as the baseline against which
the other alternatives are compared.
The following describes the proposed transportation improvements, traffic analysis, benefits, and
impacts for each alternative.

5.1 Alternative 1
5.1.1 Transportation Improvements
Under this alternative, the existing one-way pair in Segment 1 would be reduced from three to two
travel lanes in each direction. Additionally, all signalized intersections would be upgraded and retimed.
See Figure 2 for the proposed transportation improvements under Alternative 1. This reduction would
result in two westbound/northbound through lanes and two southbound/eastbound through lanes. The
lane reduction would reduce the existing three 13-foot travel lanes in each direction to two 12-foot
travel lanes in each direction. This reduction could allow for the inclusion of other transportation
facilities within the right-of-way. These facilities could include on-street bicycle lanes or cycle tracks with
a buffer separating bicyclists from motor vehicular traffic, or multi-use paths.
On-street parking would not be a viable option due the speed limit on Indian Street and the impacts to
traffic operations resulting from on-street parking delays.
The proposed improvements for Segment 2 would include signal upgrades, retiming, and the following
lane additions:


North Saginaw Road/US-10 BR (Eastman Avenue) Intersection
o Install a Southbound Right Turn Lane
o Install a Northbound Right Turn Lane

For all other intersection and roadway segments and non-motorized facilities, the cross section would
remain the same as the existing configurations.
The proposed roadway improvements for Segment 3 would include signal upgrades, retiming, and the
following lane additions:


Airport Road/US-10 BR (Eastman Avenue) Intersection
o Install a Southbound Right Turn Lane
o Install a Southbound Through Lane
o Install an Eastbound Left Turn Lane
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East Wackerly Street/US-10 BR (Eastman Avenue) Intersection
o Install a Northbound Through Lane
o Install a Westbound Right Turn Lane

For all other intersection and roadway segments, the cross section would remain the same as the
existing configurations.
These improvements described within Segment 3 are consistent with the previous roadway and signal
improvement plans prepared by the City in 2008. These plans were previously reviewed and approved
by MDOT.
5.1.2 Capacity Analysis
Table 2 shows that under Alternative 1 the lane reduction would provide similar operations at the
intersections when compared to the No Build conditions (i.e., three travel lanes in each direction) (See
Appendix C for Synchro output reports). Alternative 1 would provide acceptable LOS at all of the
intersections except Cronkright Street. At this intersection, southbound Cronkright Street is predicted to
operate at LOS F with 71.9 seconds of delay per vehicle. However, this approach is stop-controlled, and
southbound drivers would most likely find alternate routes (due to the delay) as there are numerous
other routes available. It was estimated that 50 percent of the traffic along Cronkright Street could
theoretically divert to George Street and Ashman Street, as a result, LOS and delays at the intersection
would improve to LOS C with 16.6 seconds of delay per vehicles (see Table 2). At this intersection,
westbound US-10 BR is free flowing and would operate at LOS A.
The US-10 BR (Indian Street) approach at the Jerome Street intersection would still need to be a threelane cross section with one left turn lane, one thru/left-turn lane, and one thru lane. Furthermore, the
US-10 BR (Buttles Street) approach at the Jerome Street intersection would still need to be a three-lane
cross section with one right turn lane, one thru/left-turn lane, and one thru lane.
The intersections within Segment 2 would operate at an overall LOS D or better, while the Segment 3
intersections would operate at an overall LOS B or better during the AM and PM peak hours, as shown in
Table 2. Despite operating at an acceptable overall LOS, the following movements would operate at a
failing LOS (LOS E or F) (See Appendix C for Synchro output reports):


US-10 BR (Eastman Avenue) at Saginaw Road
o EBL, PM – E/67.2 seconds of delay
o SBL, PM – F/61.8 seconds of delay

To achieve optimal progression through the US-10 BR corridor, the signalized intersections along
Segment 1 were modeled as fully actuated-coordinated signals operating with an 80 second cycle length
during both the AM and PM peak hours. 3.5 second yellow and 2.0 all red clearance intervals were used
at each of the study intersections. Similarly, pedestrian intervals of 7.0 seconds for “walk” and 13.5
seconds for “flash don’t walk” were used for each intersection approach. Under these conditions, the
splits and offsets of the signalized intersections along Segment 1 were optimized to promote the optimal
progression available. Progression along local side streets may need to be evaluated further if this
alternative is advanced beyond this study.
The signalized intersections along Segment 2 were modeled as fully actuated-coordinated signals
operating with an 80 second cycle length during the AM peak hour. During the PM peak hour, the US-10
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BR intersections at Sugnet Road and St. Andrews Road would operate at 50 second cycle lengths, and
the Saginaw Road intersection would operate with a 100 second cycle length.

The signalized intersections along Segment 3 were modeled as fully actuated-coordinated signals
operating with an 80 second cycle length during the AM peak hour and 100 second cycle lengths in the
PM peak hour.
In addition to the intersection analysis, the travel speeds, arterial LOS, and travel time for Alternative 1
were also evaluated and compared against the No Build conditions (i.e., three travel lanes in each
direction). As shown in Table 3, within Segment 1 Alternative 1 is expected to provide an acceptable
arterial LOS C or better and average speed during both peak hours. Segments 2 and 3 would operate at
LOS B and D, respectively with an increase in average arterial travel speeds when compared to the No
Build Conditions.
The arterial travel times (Table 4) for Segment 1 show a slight increase, while Segments 2 and 3 show a
slight decrease for both northbound and southbound US-10 BR (Eastman Avenue) when compared to
the No Build Conditions. This can be attributed to the intersections and signal improvements at the
North Saginaw Road, East Wackerly, and Airport Road intersections, which improved overall operations
and decreased congestion (See Appendix C for Synchro outputs).
5.1.3 Cost Estimate
The estimated construction cost for Alternative 1 is approximately $10,700,000, in year 2016
dollars. ROW acquisition, design, and construction engineering costs are not included. No ROW
acquisition is anticipated to be needed for this alternative.
A cost estimate was developed for implementing the first stage of Alternative 1 within Segment 1
only. Stage 1 would consist of pavement marking, signing, and signal improvements only. Under this
Stage 1 scenario, the estimated construction cost is approximately $390,000.

5.2 Alternative 1A
5.2.1 Transportation Improvements
The proposed improvements for Segment 1 are the same as noted above for Alternative 1.
However, under this alternative, Ashman Street and Rodd Street would be converted from one-way
roadways to bi-directional roadways through the study area, consistent with recommendations
from the Downtown Midland Streetscape Redevelopment Study. The Ashman Street and Rodd
Street intersections would be upgraded with new signal head for four-way traffic and retimed. See
Figure 2 for the proposed transportation improvements under Alternative 1A.
The proposed improvements for Segments 2 and 3 are the same as noted above for Alternative 1.
5.2.2 Capacity Analysis
Under Alternative 1A, the Segment 1 intersections would operate at an overall LOS C or better, with
the exception of the US-10 BR (Indian Street) and Cronkright Street intersection operating at LOS D
in the PM peak hour (See Appendix D for Synchro outputs).
The Segment 2 and 3 intersections would operate at an overall LOS D or better during the AM and PM
peak hours. Despite operating at an acceptable overall LOS, the following movements would operate at
a failing LOS (LOS E or F) (See Appendix D for Synchro outputs):


US-10 BR (Eastman Avenue) at Saginaw Road
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o
o

EBL, PM – E/67.2 seconds of delay
SBL, PM – F/61.8 seconds of delay

Intersection LOS is shown in Table 2 for each Segment.
The signal timings for Alternative 1A are the same as Alternative 1.
As shown in Tables 3 and 4, Alternative 1A is expected to provide similar arterial LOS and travel
times to Alternative 1. (See Appendix D for Synchro outputs).
5.2.3 Cost Estimate
The estimated construction cost for Alternative 1A would be the same as Alternative 1, except that
additional signal work would be needed at the intersections of Indian Street and Rodd Street, Indian
Street and Ashman Street, Buttles and Rodd Street, and Buttles and Rodd Street and Ashman Street.
Up to $400,000 in additional funding could be needed to upgrade the signals and infrastructure to
accommodate the conversion of Ashman and Rodd Streets to two-way traffic.

5.3 Alternative 2
5.3.1 Transportation Improvements
Under Alternative 2, Segment 1 would consist of converting the existing US-10 BR (Indian Street/Patrick
Road and Buttles Street/Lyon Road) one-way pair to two bi-directional roadways. The existing US-10 BR
three-lane cross sections would both be converted to a five-lane cross section (two 12-foot travel lanes
in each direction and a 12-foot TWLTL. Under this alternative, the Indian Street intersections with Bayliss
and Cronkright Streets would be signalized. Additionally, all signalized intersections would be upgraded
and retimed. A 10-foot multi-use path would also be constructed on the south side of Buttles Street. See
Figure 3 for the proposed transportation improvements under Alternative 2.
The proposed improvements for Segments 2 and 3 are the same as noted above for Alternative 1.
5.3.2 Capacity Analysis
Under Alternative 2, within Segment 1 it was assumed that traffic would utilize Indian Street/Patrick
Road and Buttles Street/Lyon Road) equally. This required redistributing the year 2040 No Build peak
hour through traffic volumes along both US-10 BR corridors (Indian Street/Patrick Road and Buttles
Street/Lyon Road) evenly between the pairs. Fifty percent of the US-10 BR peak hour traffic volume was
modeled utilizing Indian Street/Patrick Road, and the remaining 50 percent of the traffic volume was
modeled as utilizing Buttles Street/Lyon Road.
Similarly, traffic on the cross street approaches was redistributed based on the same 50 percent/50
percent redistribution split used for the US-10 BR through volumes. Fifty percent of the cross street
turning movement traffic was modeled turning onto Indian Street/Patrick Road, and the remaining 50
percent was modeled turning onto Buttles Street/Lyon Road. Additionally, for traffic entering and
progressing into the network at the US-10 BR (Patrick Road) and Washington Street intersection, it was
assumed that traffic would spread out through the downstream intersections to get onto US-10 BR
(Lyon Road). It was assumed that 30 percent of the westbound traffic at the US-10 BR (Patrick Road) and
Washington Street intersection would turn left and proceed south to westbound US-10 BR (Lyon Road),
then an additional 10 percent of the westbound traffic would make the same turning maneuvers at the
US-10 BR (Patrick Road)/Bayliss Road intersection. Finally, the remaining 10 percent would continue to
US-10 BR (Lyon Road) from Jefferson Street.
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To achieve optimal progression through the US-10 BR corridor, the signalized intersections along
Segment 1 were modeled as fully actuated-coordinated signals operating with 80 and 90 second
cycle lengths during both the AM and PM peak hours, respectively. A 3.5 second yellow and 2.0
second all red clearance interval were used at each of the study intersections. Similarly, pedestrian
intervals of 7.0 seconds for walk and 13.5 seconds for flash don’t walk were used for each
intersection approach. Along Segment 1, the splits and offsets at each intersection were optimized
to the traffic signal detectors, to promote optimal progression. Within Segment 1, Alternative 2
would require the following:
1. Convert US-10 BR (Patrick Road)/Bayliss Street to a fully actuated-coordinated signal utilizing the
timing parameters noted above.
2. Convert US-10 BR (Indian Street)/Cronkright Street to a fully actuated-coordinated signal
utilizing the timing parameters noted above.
3. Install a new signal where Buttles Street and Indian Street meet Eastman Avenue. This is
necessary to ensure the redistributed traffic along the converted roadways can safely enter the
Segment 1 network while maintaining corridor progression. The east leg (Indian Street) of the
proposed signal) would need dual right turn lanes onto northbound US-10 BR (Eastman
Avenue); the south leg (Buttles Street) would require two through lanes onto northbound US-10
BR (Eastman Avenue); the north leg (Eastman Avenue) would need one southbound through
lane onto Buttles Street, and one southbound left turn lane onto US-10 BR (Indian Street). This
intersection will utilize the signal timing parameters noted above.
4. Dual eastbound right-turn lanes at US-10 BR (Patrick Road)/Washington Street.
5. Dual southbound left-turn lanes at US-10 BR (Lyon Road)/Washington Street.
6. One westbound through and two westbound left turn lanes at US-10 BR (Indian Street)/Jerome
Street.
7. One westbound through and two westbound left turn lanes at US-10 BR (Buttles Street)/Jerome
Street.

Under Alternative 2, Segment 1 intersections would operate at an overall LOS C or better, while
Segment 2 and 3 intersections would operate at an overall LOS D or better during the AM and PM peak
hours, as shown in Table 2. The following movements would operate at a failing LOS (LOS E or F) (See
Appendix E for Synchro outputs):








US-10 BR (Lyon) at Washington Street
o NBL, PM – F/94.1 seconds of delay
US-10 BR (Lyon) at Jefferson Street
o NBT, PM – E/60.9 seconds of delay
US-10 BR (Buttles Street) at Jerome Street
o WBL, AM – E/60.1 seconds of delay
US-10 BR (Eastman Avenue) at St. Andrews Road
o EBL, PM – E/59.7 s
US-10 BR (Eastman Avenue) at Saginaw Road
o SBL, AM – F/91.0 s
o EBL, PM – F/182.4 s
o NBL. PM – E/77.1 s
o SBL, PM – F/68.9 s
US-10 BR (Eastman Avenue) at Airport Road
o EBL, PM – E/61.3 s
o WBL, AM – E/57.2 s, PM – E/63.1
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o

WBT, AM – E/62.7 s

The arterial LOS for each segment is shown in Table 3. As shown in the table, Segment 1 would
operate at LOS C or better. Converting Segment 1 to bi-directional roadways, and adding two
additional signals at US-10 BR (Patrick Road)/Bayliss Street and US-10 BR (Indian Street)/Cronkright
Street would create additional delays which in turn results in a general decrease in average arterial
travel speeds when compared to the No Build Conditions. Segment 2 would operate at LOS B with an
increase in average arterial travel speeds, while Segment 3 would operate at LOS D with an increase in
average arterial travel speeds when compared to the No Build conditions.
The arterial travel times (Table 4) for Segment 1 show an overall increase for both eastbound and
westbound traffic along US-10 BR. This can be attributed to the two new signalized intersections
needed at US-10 BR (Patrick Road)/Bayliss Street and US-10 BR (Indian Street)/Cronkright Street and
converting the one-way roadways to bi-directional roadways, thus creating additional delays that
are currently not experienced.
The arterial travel times for Segments 2 and 3 show an overall decrease for both northbound and
southbound US-10 BR (Eastman Avenue) when compared to the No Build Conditions. This can be
contributed to the intersection improvements done at the North Saginaw Road, East Wackerly Street,
and Airport Road intersections which improveoverall operations and decrease congestion.
There were several issues and considerations that arose while performing the Alternative 2 analysis. This
included the following:
1. The permitted/protected left turn phases at the US-10 BR (Buttles Road) and Jerome Street
intersection were changed from lagging to leading to avoid the potential for a yellow-turn trap
situation as well as increase capacity and improve overall operations. This does not exactly
follow the MDOT signal optimization guidelines, as the guidelines specify that a
permitted/protected left-turn should lag the through movement; however, a leading left turn
phase can be used if there is a significant benefit and approved by MDOT. Similarly, several
protected left-turn movements were changed from leading to lagging for better progression
along the corridor. Furthermore, implementing these changes promotes the best possible
progression for the US-10 BR corridor.
2. The new signal at Eastman Avenue/Buttles Street/Indian Street could need a significant amount
of right-of-way acquisition to properly construct the appropriate intersection laneage and
geometry.
3. There could theoretically be safety implications when converting one-way roadways to bidirectional roadways. The number of conflict points through each intersection is increased
which could increase the likelihood of crashes.
4. To mitigate the failing movements and overall intersection operations, the US-10 BR
intersections at Jerome Street and Washington Street would be good candidates for two-lane
roundabouts. However, a considerable amount of right-of-way would be needed at the Jerome
Street intersections.
5.3.3 Cost Estimate
The estimated construction cost for Alternative 2 is approximately $35,680,000, in year 2016
dollars. ROW acquisition, design, and construction engineering costs are not included.
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5.4 Alternative 3

5.4.1 Transportation Improvements
Under Alternative 3, the existing US-10 BR one-way pair (Segment 1) would be converted to two bidirectional roadways. The US-10 BR (Indian Street/Patrick Road) corridor would be converted to a fivelane cross section with two 12-foot eastbound and westbound travel lanes and a 12-foot center TWLTL.
Under this alternative, Indian Street/Patrick Road would be designated as US-10 BR. Buttles Street/Lyon
Road would be converted to a three-lane cross section (one 12-foot eastbound travel lane, one 12-foot
westbound travel lane, and a center 12-foot TWLTL) and converted to a local road under the City of
Midland’s jurisdiction. A 10-foot multi-use path would also be constructed on the south side of Buttles
Street. See Figure 4 for the proposed transportation improvements under Alternative 3.
The proposed improvements for Segments 2 and 3 are the same as noted above for Alternatives 1 and
2.
5.4.2 Capacity Analysis
Under Alternative 3, it was assumed that 70 percent of the US-10 BR peak hour through traffic volumes
would utilize the US-10 BR (Indian Street/Patrick Road) corridor, and the remaining 30 percent of the
traffic volumes would utilize the Buttles Street/Lyon Road corridor. Similarly, traffic on the cross street
approaches would be redistributed based on the same 70 percent/30 percent split used for the US-10
BR segment through traffic volumes. Seventy percent of the cross street turning movement traffic was
modeled turning onto US-10 BR (Indian Street/Patrick Road), and the remaining 30 percent was
modeled turning onto Buttles Street/Lyon Road.
To achieve optimal progression through the US-10 BR corridor, the cycle lengths and timings would
be the same as Alternative 2. Within Segment 1, Alternative 3 would require the same signal
improvements that are noted for Alternative 2 along Indian Street, while the signal improvements on
Buttles Street would be modified as a result of the three-lane cross section.
Under Alternative 3, the study intersections would operate at an overall LOS D or better during AM and
PM peak hours, as shown in Table 2. The following movements would operate at a failing LOS (LOS E or
F) (See Appendix F for Synchro outputs):







US-10 BR (Patrick) at Washington Street
o EBL, AM – F/125.7 seconds of delay
o NBT, PM – E/67.3 seconds of delay
US-10 BR (Lyon) at Washington Street
o NBL, PM – F/76.1 seconds of delay
US-10 BR (Eastman Avenue) at St. Andrews Road
o EBL, PM – E/59.7 seconds of delay
US-10 BR (Eastman Avenue) at Saginaw Road
o SBL, AM – F/91.0 seconds of delay
o EBL, PM – F/182.4 seconds of delay
o NBL. PM – E/77.1 seconds of delay
o SBL, PM – F/68.9 seconds of delay
US-10 BR (Eastman Avenue) at Airport Road
o EBL, PM – E/61.3 seconds of delay
o WBL, AM – E/57.2 seconds of delay, PM – E/63.1 seconds of delay
o WBT, AM – E/62.7 seconds of delay
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The arterial LOS for Alternative 3 is shown in Table 3. As shown in the table, Segment 1 would
operate at LOS C or better. Converting Segment 1 to bi-directional roadways, and adding two
additional signals at the US-10 BR (Patrick Road)/Bayliss Street and US-10 BR (Indian
Street)/Cronkright Street intersections creates additional delays, which in turn results in a general
decrease in average arterial travel speeds when compared to the No Build conditions. The arterial
travel times (Table 4) for Segment 1 show an overall increase for both eastbound and westbound
traffic along US-10 BR. This can be attributed to the two additional signalized intersections needed
at US-10 BR (Patrick Road)/Bayliss Street and US-10 BR (Indian Street)/Cronkright Street and
converting one-way roadways to bi-directional roadways, thus creating additional delays that are
currently not experienced. Segment 2 shows an overall decrease for both northbound and southbound
US-10 BR (Eastman Avenue) when compared to the No Build Conditions for arterial travel times. This can
be attributed to the intersections improvements done at the North Saginaw Road and East Wackerly
Street intersections.
The arterial LOS and arterial travel times for Segments 2 and 3 would be the same as Alternative 2.
There were several issues and considerations that arose while performing the Alternative 3 analysis.
1. The new signal at Eastman Avenue/Buttles Street/Indian Street would need a significant amount
of right-of-way to properly construct the appropriate intersectional laneage and geometry.
2. There are safety concerns when converting one-way roadways to bi-directional roadways. The
number of conflict points through the intersection is significantly increased which heightens the
likelihood of injury and fatal type crashes.
3. To mitigate the failing movements and overall intersection operations, the US-10 BR
intersections at Jerome Street and Washington Street would be good candidates for two-lane
roundabouts. However, a considerable amount of right-of-way would be needed at the Jerome
Street intersections.
5.4.3 Cost Estimate
The estimated construction cost for Alternative 2 is approximately $26,900,000, in year 2016
dollars. ROW acquisition, design, and construction engineering costs are not included.

5.5 Access Management
Access Management is a process or program intended to ensure the major roadway systems will
operate safely and efficiently through reduction of access points (i.e., driveways and curb cuts),
spacing of traffic signals, and increasing cross-property connections, while adequately meeting the
access need of abutting land uses and businesses along the roadway. The use of access
management techniques is intended to increase roadway capacity, manage congestion, and reduce
crashes. Access management strategies could be implemented with each alternative described
above.
A lack of an access management policy can adversely affect roadway operations and safety by:





Increasing crash rates
Aiding in a greater number of conflicts and potential hazards between vehicles, bicycles, and
pedestrians
Diverting through traffic into abutting neighborhoods to avoid congestion
Increasing congestion with slower travel speeds and delays to arterial traffic
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A lack of an access management policy can also result in a decrease in development due to poor
aesthetics of the corridor for new business.
Current access spacing along the US-10 BR corridor varies significantly. In some cases, the
recommended MDOT guidelines (MDOT Access Management Guide Book) are met. There are many
examples, especially with more recent development, of well-designed access spacing from
intersections and other driveways. However, for most segments with commercial uses, the number
of access points and their spacing exceed the MDOT guidelines (Table 7).
Table 7: MDOT Driveway Spacing Guidelines
Speed on Roadway (MPH)
MDOT Spacing Guidelines (feet)
25
130
30
185
35
245
40
300
45
350
50
455
55
455+
One of the goals along the corridor is to bring the access spacing into better conformance with
current MDOT guidelines. The strategy is to gradually remove or relocate the access points that are
the least conforming. Collaboration between the City of Midland and MDOT toward implementation
should include coordination between the City and MDOT regarding any proposed development
requiring a break/change in access. A special provision for the US-10 BR corridor in the City’s zoning
ordinance is also recommended to formalize this process and alert applicants about the MDOT role.
This can be accomplished in a number of ways:
1. Voluntary closure by the property owner.
2. Closure as part of an MDOT project – in some cases the owner can be convinced that if they
permit the access improvement as part of the MDOT project cost, they can avoid paying for the
change that may be required later by the City or MDOT.
3. Access improvement as part of the use or site plan approval for new development, a change in
use or expansion that increases traffic.
4. As part of an MDOT access permit review and approval (note the city should notify MDOT of any
new development or changes proposed on a commercial site that may increase the amount of
traffic or change the traffic pattern at the access point).
Decisions regarding changes to access are based in part on the proposed use and the traffic
operations at the time of application. Higher priority access points and potential improvements
within the corridor are identified below. This list could be used by the City and MDOT in the review
of access as part of road design improvements or site plan/access permit reviews. There may also
be other lower priority opportunities that are not listed.
Segment 1
 Terminate the access permits and remove the existing former residential driveways that are
not currently used (their presence gives the impression that those access points will
remain).
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Promote a shared access system from the existing office building through the vacant lot at
the northwest corner of Indian and McDonald.
Direct all future access to be only from the side streets, especially on Indian and Buttles
Streets. For existing parcels in the middle of a block, promote shared access with adjacent
properties.

Segment 2
 North of Saginaw Road (south of Sylvan Lane)
o Close one of the access points to the Chevrolet dealership (consideration is needed
for truck access to the bay doors facing the street).
o The mixed tenant buildings with a scuba shop, salon, etc. – consolidate the access.
o Close the Eastman Avenue access at the PNC bank which has access to a side street.
o Eastman Party Store – close the northern access.
o Mixed use building south of the party store – close the north driveway.
 Close the unused driveway south of Wackerly Street.
 Close the driveway along Eastman Avenue for the building at the northeast corner of
Dilloway Drive (site has access to two side streets).
Segment 3
 Close one or both driveways when the former bank south of the Panera redevelops; connect
access with uses to the north and/or south.
 Close the Speedway driveway closest to the US 10 interchange ramp (south of Airport Road).
Increase the inbound driveway radii so entering traffic has less impact on traffic flow and
potential for rear-end collisions.
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Table 8. Alternatives Evaluation Matrix
Alternatives
Evaluation Criteria

Traffic Operations

Comments

Overall efficiency of traffic operations. Factors include intersection
operations and changes to travel time for US-10 BR.

Degree to which alternatives may reduce total crashes, injury crashes,
and conflicts for vehicular and non-motorized users.

Safety

Non-motorized Facilities –
Pedestrians

Non-motorized Facilities –
Bicyclists

Degree to which alternatives accommodate pedestrians. Assessment
is based upon (1) providing connectively to/from Downtown and (2)
presence of paths/sidewalks connecting local streets to US 10 BR
paths/sidewalks.
Degree to which alternatives accommodate bicyclists. Assessment is
based upon (1) providing connectively to/from Downtown; (2)
presence of non-motorized facilities connecting from local streets to
US 10 BR non-motorized facilities; and (3) presence of non-motorized
facilities along US-10 BR.

Right-of-Way Acquisition

Impacts to businesses and residences caused by construction of
project.

Planning Level
Construction Cost

Includes construction cost for improvements to US-10 BR for 20-year
time horizon. All estimates in year 2017 dollars. Engineering and
Right-of-Way cost not included in estimate.

Long Term Operational
Cost
Environmental Impacts
Context Sensitive Design

Cost of ongoing operations including electricity (lighting), signal
adjustment, bulbs/other equipment, mowing, maintenance,
pavement markings, etc.
Degree to which alternatives impact surrounding resources (e.g.,
cultural resources, noise, parks, green space, etc.)
Opportunities for aesthetic enhancements.

Alternative 1

Alternative 2

Alternative 3

High
All intersections would operate at LOS C or better except
for two intersections. When compared to Alternatives 2
and 3, Alternative 1 would have a slightly better arterial
LOS and lower travel time through the corridor.

High
All intersections would operate at LOS C or better.
Alternative 2 would have a slightly better arterial LOS and
lower travel time when compared to Alternative 3.

High
All intersections would operate at LOS C or better, except
for one intersection.

Moderate
When compared to Alternatives 2 and 3, one-way
roadways have fewer crashes than two-way roadways.

Low
Two-way traffic and five-lane cross sections would likely
increase the number of crashes along the corridor.

Low
Two-way traffic and five-lane cross section would likely
increase the number of crashes along Indian. Would likely
have less crashes than Alternative 2 due to the three-lane
cross section and local street designation on Buttles.

Pedestrian crossing distance reduced via lane reduction on
Indian and Buttles. Bicycle facility would separate onstreet bicyclists from vehicular traffic.

Pedestrians less safely accommodated than Alternatives 1
& 3 as pedestrians have to travel across five-lanes of traffic
and traffic is traveling in two directions.

Pedestrians fully accommodated via existing sidewalks and
multi-use path, and construction of new sidewalk
connections.

Pedestrians fully accommodated via existing sidewalks and
multi-use path, and construction of new sidewalk
connections, five-foot sidewalk on the north side of Indian,
and ten-foot multi-use path on the south side of Buttles.

Pedestrians less safely accommodated than Alternative 1
as pedestrians have to travel across more travel lanes and
traffic is traveling in two directions.
Pedestrians fully accommodated via existing sidewalks and
multi-use path, and construction of new sidewalk
connections, five-foot sidewalk on the north side of Indian,
and 10-foot multi-use path on the south side of Buttles.

Bicyclists fully accommodated via existing multi-use path
and construction of new bicycle facility within the US-10 BR
ROW. Bicycle facility would physically separate on-street
bicyclists from vehicular traffic.

Bicyclists fully accommodated via existing multi-use path,
and construction of a ten-foot multi-use path on the south
side of Buttles. Some bicyclists would likely remain riding
in the roadway on US-10 BR.

Bicyclists fully accommodated via existing multi-use path,
and construction of a ten-foot multi-use path on the south
side of Buttles. Some bicyclists would likely remain riding in
the roadway on US-10 BR.

Segment 1 – $4,610,000
Segment 2 – $4,310,000
Segment 3 – $1,780,000
TOTAL - $10,700,000

High
Potential high impacts to green space between Indian &
Buttles, and businesses/residences located along Indian
and Buttles between Haley St. and W Union St.
Segment 1 – $29,590,000
Segment 2 – $4,310,000
Segment 3 – $1,780,000
TOTAL - $35,680,000

Moderate
Moderate impacts to green space between Indian &
Buttles, and businesses/residences located along Indian
and Buttles between Haley St. and W Union St.
Segment 1 – $20,810,000
Segment 2 – $4,310,000
Segment 3 – $1,780,000
TOTAL - $26,900,000

Moderate

High

Moderate-High

Low

Low to Moderate

Low to Moderate

Modest opportunities for aesthetic enhancement in
remaining ROW.

Limited opportunities for aesthetic enhancement in
remaining ROW.

Limited opportunities for aesthetic enhancement in
remaining ROW.

Low
No additional ROW required.

Notes:
The low/moderate/high rankings provide a qualitative comparison of relative impacts among the alternatives. These rankings were based on the professional judgment of the interdisciplinary project team.
The alternative(s) which best address each individual evaluation criteria are highlighted in green.

US-10 Business Route Study
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6.0 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on Steering Committee, Stakeholder, and Public meetings, and the information provided in Table
8, the roadway improvements (lane reductions, signal upgrades, turn lane additions) from Alternative 1
were selected to be carried forward as the basis of the Preferred Alternative. It is also recommended
that the access management strategies described in Section 5.5 be implemented as part of the Preferred
Alternative. Alternative 1 was selected as the basis for the Preferred Alternative because it provides
good traffic operations, reduces the number of travel lanes pedestrians need to cross, has the lowest
cost, does not generate right-of-way impacts, and provides the best opportunity to accommodate nonmotorized users.
The non-motorized improvements proposed as part of Alternative 1 were modified for the Preferred
Alternative as a result of the Stakeholder and public involvement process. As shown on Figure 2, within
Segment 1, the Preferred Alternative would provide non-motorized facilities on Indian Street and Buttles
Street. Currently along Indian and Buttles Streets, there is approximately 22-26 feet of width available to
implement the non-motorized options. This width includes the existing outside travel lane to the
existing right-of-way line, allowing sufficient room for bike lanes, non-motorized paths, sidewalks,
and/or green/buffer strips. The following non-motorized options will be considered by MDOT as the
Preferred Alternative design is further developed:
1. Barrier (separating the travel lane from the bike lane), one-way, on-street bike lanes on Indian
Street (westbound) and Buttles Street (eastbound), green strip, and five-foot sidewalks. Under
this option, the outside travel lane (third lane) would be converted to on-street bike lanes with a
four-foot buffer and an eight-foot on street bike lane. See Figure 6 for example bike lane
separators.
2. Barrier, bi-directional, ten-foot bike lane along Buttles Street, green strip, and a five-foot
sidewalk. Under this scenario, the outside lane along Indian could be a one-way, on-street bike
lane, converted to green space, or maintained as a traffic lane.
3. One-way, on-street bike lanes on Indian Street and Buttles Street, green strip, and a ten-foot
non-motorized path along Buttles Street. Under this option, typical six-foot on-street bike lanes
would be provided along Indian Street and Buttles Street.
With the Preferred Alternative reducing the number of travel lanes (i.e., road diet), MDOT will
implement a formal public involvement process to further inform the public of the project, solicit
additional comments, and help select the preferred non-motorized option(s).
The Preferred Alternative could be implemented in phases. MDOT is considering the possibility of
implementing the first phase in 2017. The first phase would include lane reduction, signal timing
adjustments, and one-way, on-street bike lanes from State Street to Jerome Street. This initial phase
would also be used a trial period to determine if the lane reduction will accommodate traffic volumes
without significantly impacting traffic flow.
Phasing for the Full implementation of Segment 1 and implementation of Segments 2 and 3 has yet to
be determined.

US-10 Business Route Study

December 2016
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EASTMAN AVENUE
CORRIDOR STUDY
City of Midland Council Meeting
March 27, 2017

Background



US-10 BR/US-10 Interchange to Joe Mann Boulevard
Previous Studies




Eastman Avenue Traffic Study (EATS) (2005)


One-Way Pair



Narrow Boulevard with Signals



Narrow Boulevard with Roundabouts

Eastman Avenue Interim Alternatives Study (2006)

Background- 2005 Study
One Way Pairs
$12.7 M

Background- 2005 Study
Narrow Boulevard with traffic signals
$11.8M

Background- 2005 Study
Narrow Boulevard with Roundabouts
$10.4 M

Background – 2006 Interim Alternative

Background – 2006 Interim Alternative

Study Process








Re-evaluation of previous 2006 preferred alternative
Updated traffic volumes
Updated traffic forecast
Traffic Analysis


Existing Conditions



No Build (2040)



Alternatives

Transportation Improvement Alternatives


Preferred Alternative from 2006 Study



Updated Preferred Alternative

Development Since 2005

Project Goals









Re-evaluate the 2006 Preferred Alternative
Determine if preferred alternative accommodates updated
traffic
Determine if preferred alternative is still viable/needed
Develop improvements needed to accommodates updated
traffic
Evaluate right-of-way impacts

Alternative 1

Alternative 1

Updated Preferred Alternative

Updated Preferred Alternative

Interchange Area




Wackerly to Airport/US-10 ramps
Proposed improvements
Wackerly intersection





Add northbound and westbound right turn lanes

Shift US-10 BR/Eastman to the east from Wackerly to Airport
Airport intersection


Add south bound right turn lane

Conclusion


Preferred Alternative from 2006 study should be implemented from
Cinema Drive to Airport Road



No road improvements are required north of Cinema Drive



Additional westbound right-turn lane at Joe Mann Boulevard no
longer recommended



Updated Preferred Alternative accommodates updated 20-year traffic
projections



Long-term improvement (Three-Lane Boulevard) from EATS no
longer needed

Next Steps
City & MDOT resurfacing plans scheduled for 2018
City also plans for short right turn lane next to Bennigans
DLZ assisting City with centerline shift idea







Once shift potential is determined









Specific & detailed MDOT geometric requirements at interchanges
Final Right-of-Way Impacts can be determined
Project costs for the interim/20 year fix updated

Important that resurfacing work is not detrimental to future
capacity incremental improvements that may be forthcoming
City will report back to City Council this fall

US-10 BUSINESS ROUTE
CORRIDOR STUDY
City of Midland Council Meeting
March 27, 2017

Topics





Project Goals
Study Process
Recommended Improvements
Project Schedule & Next Steps

Background


Study Commissioned by MDOT







Based on public & city interest

Partnership with the City
Other Recent Studies


Main Street Streetscape Study (City of Midland)



Downtown Midland Study (Momentum Midland)

US-10 BR through City of Midland


Washington Street to US-10 BR/US-10 Interchange

Background


Three Unique Segments


Segment 1 – Washington Street to West Hines Street




Segment 2 – West Hines Street to East Wackerly Street




One-Way Pair – Three westbound and three eastbound travel lanes
4/5-Lane Cross Section

Segment 3 – East Wackerly Street to Airport Road


US-10/US-10 BR Interchange Area – 7-Lane Cross Section

Study Process



Development of Project Goals
Public Engagement






Traffic Analysis






Existing Conditions
No Build (2040)
Crashes

Transportation Improvement Alternatives Development & Analysis






Steering Committee – 8/30/16
Stakeholder Committee – 12/2/15, 10/31/16
Public Information Meeting – 12/14/16

Three alternatives
Comparison of Alternatives
Conversion to two-way traffic not feasible

Selection of Preferred Alternative

Project Goals


Developed based on Stakeholder input
1.

Accommodate the design year (2040) traffic volumes

2.

Alleviate current and anticipated traffic congestion at intersections and along
road segments

3.

Enhance safety and reduce crashes for all modes of transportation

4.

Increase connectivity to Downtown Midland & Discovery Square

5.

Improve non-motorized mobility and eliminate barriers for bicyclist/pedestrians
with minimal impacts to traffic flow

6.

Context Sensitive Design

7.

Support economic development within the corridor

Alternative 1


Road Diet

Alternative 2


Conversion to Two-Way Traffic


Five-Lane Cross Section – Indian & Buttles



Three-Lane Cross Section Not Feasible

Alternative 3


Conversion to Two-Way Traffic


Five-Lane Cross Section – Indian Street



Three-Lane Cross Section – Buttles Street (local street)

Preferred Alternative



Options for Segments 2 & 3 limited
Improvements focused on Segment 1








Reduction in number of travel lanes
Non-motorized zone (discussed below)
Signal upgrades, retiming
Sidewalk connections
Access Management
Connection to Downtown Midland (Streetscape Study)

Non-Motorized Zone Options


22 - 26’ Corridor Available





Sufficient room for bike lanes, non-motorized paths, sidewalks,
and/or green/buffer strips
Option 1







Bi-directional, bike lane (Buttles Street) w/ barrier & sidewalk
Indian non-motorized type TBD

Option 3




One-way, on-street bike lanes with sidewalks
Outside travel lane converted to on-street bike lane w/ barrier

Option 2




Current Use – travel lane, green strip, sidewalk, additional ROW

On-street bike lanes - Indian Street & Buttles w/ non-motorized path along
Buttles

To be determined during next phase of project


Based on coordination with Stakeholders & Public

Non-Motorized Zone Options

Non-Motorized Zone Options

Implementation & Next Steps








Phased Implementation
Additional Public Involvement – MDOT & City
City Resolution
MDOT/City develop design details for implementation of
non-motorized facilities
US-10 interchange area discussed in subsequent
presentation

City Hall ♦ 333 West Ellsworth Street ♦ Midland, Michigan 48640-5132 ♦ 989.837.3300 ♦ 989.835.2717 Fax

BY COUNCILMAN ADAMS
WHEREAS, the Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT) has commissioned DLZ,
Michigan to perform a corridor study of US-10 Business Route within the city of Midland;
and
WHEREAS, the corridor study information has been presented; now therefore
RESOLVED, that City Council hereby receives and files the US-10 Business Route
Corridor Study.
YEAS:

Adams, Arnosky, Brown Wilhelm, Donker, Wazbinski

NAYS:

None

ABSENT:

None

I, Selina Tisdale, City Clerk, City of Midland, Counties of Bay and Midland, State of
Michigan, do hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of a resolution
adopted by a 5/0 yea vote of all the Councilmen present at a regular meeting of the City
Council held Monday, March 27, 2017.

___________________________
Selina Tisdale, City Clerk
BR10_CorridorStudy_RES
JNF
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SUMMARY REPORT TO THE CITY MANAGER
for Council Meeting of December 18, 2017

SUBJECT:

US-10 Business Route (Buttles Street) Lane Reduction (Road Diet)

INITIATED BY:

City of Midland Engineering Department

RESOLUTION SUMMARY:
This resolution supports the concept presented by the Michigan
Department of Transportation (MDOT), of converting the three-lane
section of US-10 BR (Buttles Street) from Jerome Street to State Street
into two lanes for vehicular traffic.
ITEMS ATTACHED:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Cover Letter
Location Map
Resolution
Correspondence received by the City
Corridor Study Preferred Alternative Analysis
A. Open House Comments December 14, 2016
B. Open House Email Comments December 14, 2016
C. Comments following March 27, 2017 City Council Meeting
D. Public Meeting Comments September 13, 2017
E. MDOT Traffic Analysis Delay Observations

CITY COUNCIL ACTION: 3/5 vote required to approve resolution
SUBMITTED BY:

BR10_RoadDiet_RPT

Joshua N. Fredrickson, City Engineer
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City Hall  333 West Ellsworth Street  Midland, Michigan 48640-5132  989.837.3300  989.835.2717 Fax

DATE:

December 13, 2017

TO:

C. Bradley Kaye, AICP CFM, City Manager

FROM:

Joshua Fredrickson, City Engineer

RE:

US-10 Business Route (Buttles Street) Lane Reduction (Road Diet)

The Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT), knowing of the increase in building activity
in Midland and the location of their street network and facilities within the Downtown
Development Authority boundaries, initiated a traffic study of the US-10 Business Route (BR)
corridor. This project study focused on the US-10 BR corridor between Washington Street to the
US-10 interchange at Eastman Avenue. The study was performed by DLZ, Michigan and MKSK
Studios. This study, which began in 2015, concluded in early 2017 and was presented at the March
27, 2017 meeting of the City Council.
The corridor study included an assessment of current traffic conditions and roadway
characteristics. Estimates of future growth were established, along with the development of project
and policy recommendations to address future conditions.
The corridor study included a Steering Committee and a Stakeholder Committee. The Steering
Committee met to identify the project goals, and areas of concern, and needs. The Stakeholder
Committee was engaged to obtain input regarding specific problems or deficiencies, future planned
transportation improvements and potential land-use changes. These committees provided input and
feedback related to the design alternatives. In addition to the committee meetings, a Public
Information Meeting was held to solicit public input regarding the project. This input was
considered for the overall outcome of the alternatives presented in the corridor study.
Through the data analysis and public input process, three alternatives were developed and included
in the corridor study. Alternative 1 has been selected as the preferred alternative. This alternative
reduces the number of travel lanes on the one-way sections of US-10 BR. In addition, access
management strategies are recommended to be implemented as part of this preferred alternative.
This preferred alternative of reducing the lanes, or a road diet, was selected due to its ability to
provide acceptable levels of traffic operations, an improved pedestrian experience by reducing the
number of traffic lanes required to cross US-10 BR, and its low cost. Reducing the number of
lanes for traffic has also been an effective way to reduce speeds. This alternative also does not
generate the right-of-way impacts as other alternatives, while also providing the best opportunity to
accommodate non-motorized users.
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Since the March Council presentation, MDOT has performed two assessments of a lane reduction
on Buttles Street. In August 2017, temporary traffic control devices were set up for a three-day test
implementation. MDOT collected data related to how this section of roadway would perform
when capacity is reduced to two lanes. This included collecting data related to speed and volumes
during peak travel times along the corridor.
During the second week of November, a second assessment of the lane reduction was completed
when temporary traffic control devices were again set up to represent a lane reduction on Buttles
Street. During this week-long assessment, additional data related to delay at intersections was
collected. It was found that no significant delay was experienced at the intersection during this
assessment period.
The assessments showed that each intersection operated at a level of service A or B. This is
typically viewed as a high level of service. The analysis for delay showed that during the
assessment time period there was no delay during the peak hour traffic times. The two assessments
help confirm the corridor study model showing minimal impact to the level of service and delay.
On September 13, 2017, MDOT held a public meeting to discuss the lane reduction preferred
alternative identified in the corridor study. The information gathered from the August 2017
assessment was also presented. Public comment from this meeting was accepted and is included in
this report.
MDOT has taken a neutral position on the alteration to Buttles Street. However if City Council
elects to pursue the preferred alternative MDOT has proposed to set up a long-term trial period to
analyze the traffic and impact of the lane reduction, or road diet, on Buttles Street. At this time,
only Buttles Street was selected as it will provide the most immediate non-motorized connectivity
options to the downtown core. It is anticipated that traffic patterns may change due to the M-20
bridge reconstruction project located near the proposed lane reduction on Buttles Street. To
account for this, MDOT is proposing to have the trial period last for at least one year beyond the
completion of the M-20 bridge reconstruction. During this trial period, MDOT will monitor traffic
speed, volumes, safety, congestion, and side street volumes to ensure that travel along the corridor
would not be adversely affected. As the trial period occurs, the conditions will be assessed to
ensure that safety and mobility are not compromised. Through continual monitoring during the
trial period any negative impacts may be addressed. This will be done in consultation with the City
and could include returning the roadway to the original width.
The resolution included supports the concept of converting the three-lane section of US-10BR
(Buttles Street) to a two-lane section, with the additional lane area being used for future
improvements to the non-motorized network.
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City Hall  333 West Ellsworth Street  Midland, Michigan 48640-5132  989.837.3300  989.835.2717 Fax

BY COUNCILMAN
WHEREAS, the Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT) has commissioned DLZ,
Michigan to perform a corridor study of US-10 Business Route within the city of Midland;
and
WHEREAS, MDOT and DLZ, Michigan presented the corridor study information at the
March 27, 2017 regular meeting of City Council; and
WHEREAS, MDOT held a public open house on September 13, 2017 for the purpose of
presenting alternatives and gathering feedback; and
WHEREAS, MDOT performed two separate assessment time periods with reducing the
number of travel lanes; and
WHEREAS, the analysis from the assessment time periods support the corridor study
model of minimal impact to level of service and delay; and
WHEREAS, the assessment information and public input have been presented; and
WHEREAS, in order to proceed with a lane reduction, the City of Midland is to provide
MDOT a resolution of support for the lane reduction; now therefore
RESOLVED, that City Council hereby supports the concept of converting the three-lane
vehicular traffic section of BR-10 (Buttles Street) into two lanes of vehicular traffic in the
section from Jerome Street to State Street.
YEAS:
NAYS:
ABSENT:
I, Selina Tisdale, City Clerk, City of Midland, Counties of Bay and Midland, State of
Michigan, do hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of a resolution
adopted by a
yea vote of all the Councilmen present at a regular meeting of the
City Council held Monday, December 18, 2017.

___________________________
Selina Tisdale, City Clerk
BR10_RoadDiet_RES
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US-10 BR Corridor Study
Preferred Alternative Analysis
Lane Reduction/Road Diet of One-Way Pairs
Phase 1 M-20 (Jerome St.) to State St.
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As part of the ongoing study for safety and mobility along the US-10 Business Route corridor in
Midland, DLZ (the consultant for the study) facilitated a steering committee meeting in August
of 2016. The purpose of the meeting was to disseminate the data collected for the study,
analyze the results, and review the potential design alternatives for the corridor.
DLZ collected data and performed capacity and safety analysis for 3 design alternatives. They
also developed preliminary cost estimates for each of the design alternatives and have
presented the renderings of those alternatives at the steering committee meeting. The
steering committee reviewed the data analysis and alternatives to choose a “preferred
alternative” that was presented to the public at the stakeholder meeting in October 2016.
Following the stakeholder meeting in October, the preferred alternative for a lane reduction
(road diet) along the one-way pairs was selected. The preferred alternative (along with the
other alternatives studied) was presented at the public open house on December 14, 2016. The
public comments from the December open house are included in appendix A. Appendix B
includes additional emails regarding the proposed project following the December 14th open
house.
Table 1 illustrates the anticipated effect of a lane reduction along the one way pairs on the level
of service for the roadway. Level of service is a scale which defines the operating conditions on
highway. It is a measure of the restrictive effects of volume upon capacity. Level of service is
represented in a range from A to F:

Level of Service A: This represents free-flow conditions where traffic flow is virtually
zero. Only the geometric design features of the highway may limit the speed of the car.
Comfort and convenience levels for road users are very high as vehicles have almost
complete freedom to maneuver
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Level of Service B: Represents reasonable free-flow conditions. Comfort and
convenience levels for road users are still relatively high as vehicles have only slightly
reduced freedom to maneuver. Minor accidents are accommodated with ease although
local deterioration in traffic flow conditions would be more discernible than in service A.

Level of Service C: Delivers stable flow conditions. Flows are at a level where small
increases will cause a considerable reduction in the performance or ‘service’ of the
highway. There are marked restrictions in the ability to maneuver and care is required
when changing lane. While minor incidents can still be absorbed, major incidents will
result in the formation of queues. The speed chosen by the driver is substantially
affected by that of the other vehicles. Driver comfort and convenience have decreased
perceptibly at this level.

Level of Service D: The highway is operating at high-density levels but stable flow still
prevails. Small increases in flow levels will result in significant operational difficulties on
the highway. There are severe restrictions on a driver’s ability to maneuver, with poor
levels of comfort and convenience. Level of service D
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Level of Service E: Represents the level at which the capacity of the highway has been
reached. Traffic flow conditions are best described as unstable with any traffic incident
causing extensive queuing and even breakdown. Levels of Basic Elements of comfort
and convenience are very poor and all speeds are low if relatively uniform.

Level of Service F: Describes a state of breakdown or forced flow with flows exceeding
capacity. The operating conditions are highly unstable with constant queuing and traffic
moving on a ‘stop-go’ basis.
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Table 1. US-10 BR Intersection LOS Summary

for Existing Conditions and
Preferred Alternative (Road Diet)

Intersection

Existing
Conditions

No Build 2040

Alternative 1
- Lane
Reduction

AM

PM

AM

PM

AM

PM

Washington Street/WB US-10 BR Patrick Road

B/14.0 s

B/15.9 s

B/12.3 s

B/13.2 s

B/13.5 s

B/12.9 s

Washington Street/EB US-10 BR Lyon Road

A/5.7 s

A/8.3 s

A/8.6 s

B/12.3 s

A/9.0 s

B/11.1 s

B/13.0 s*

B/13.9
s*
A/7.0 s

C/21.5
s*
A/9.3 s

D/28.2
s*
A/8.1 s

C/20.8
s*
A/9.0 s

Bayliss Street/EB US-10 BR Lyon Road

A/6.1 s

C/18.3
s*
A/8.5 s

Jefferson Avenue/WB US-10 BR Patrick Road

A/8.8 s

A/7.6 s

A/9.4 s

A/8.8 s

A/8.9 s

A/7.5 s

Jefferson Avenue/EB US-10 BR Lyon Road

A/8.6 s

A/6.2 s

A/4.6 s

A/7.4 s

A/5.5 s

A/7.8 s

George Street/WB US-10 BR Indian Street

A/10.0 s

B/11.9 s

B/7.5 s

A/6.1 s

A/3.9 s

A/6.6 s

George Street/EB US-10 BR Buttles Street
South Poseyville Road/Ellsworth Street/George
Street
South Poseyville Road/Ellsworth
Street/Cronkright Street
Cronkright Street/WB US-10 BR Indian Street

B/14.0 s

A/4.9 s

B/10.9 s

B/11.0 s

A/9.8 s

A/8.0 s

B/11.3 s

B/11.7 s

A/3.9 s

A/9.6 s

A/5.2 s

A/9.6 s

B/12.8 s

B/16.1 s

A/3.1 s

B/11.2 s

A/3.7 s

B/13.5 s

C/17.6 s*

F/56.4 s

Cronkright Street/EB US-10 BR Buttles Street

A/4.0 s

A/7.8 s

C/21.0
s*
A/6.3 s

F/123.2
s*
B/10.1 s

C/16.6
s*
A/5.5 s

D/33.2
s*
A/8.3 s

Rodd Street/WB US-10 BR Indian Street

A/6.6 s

A/7.1 s

A/5.6 s

A/6.1 s

A/7.1 s

A/8.2 s

Rodd Street/EB US-10 BR Buttles Street

A/1.7 s

A/5.2 s

A/3.4 s

A/5.6 s

A/2.1 s

A/4.8 s

Ashman Street/WB US-10 BR Indian Street

A/5.6 s

A/6.5 s

A/8.9 s

B/11.7 s

A/8.0 s

B/10.4 s

Ashman Street/EB US-10 BR Buttles Street

A/8.2 s

A/8.5 s

A/6.2 s

A/4.3 s

A/7.4 s

A/6.5 s

Jerome Street/WB US-10 BR Indian Street

B/11.6 s

B/12.5 s

B/12.9 s

B/13.5 s

B/10.1 s

B/10.9 s

Jerome Street/EB US-10 BR Buttles Street

A/8.3 s

A/9.7 s

A/12.8 s

B/13.5 s

B/15.3 s

B/16.0 s

Bayliss Street/WB US-10 BR Patrick Road

*Intersection is unsignalized, LOS & delay listed is for worst performing
controlled approach

The consultant, along with TSC and Region staff, presented the study findings at the March City
Council meeting. At that time, the council was not asked to pass a resolution of support but to
only identify any concerns or questions regarding the preferred alternative implementation.
There were questions as to how MDOT would assess the success of implementation. Staff is
recommending that during the roll out of the pilot project that would see US-10 BR (Buttles)
converted from 3 to 2 lanes, we will monitor traffic speeds, volumes, safety, congestion, and
side street volumes to ensure that travel along the corridor would not be adversely affected.
The success of any road diet along this corridor will greatly depend on 2 factors: the ability to
handle existing and future capacity, and maintain or improve vehicular and pedestrian safety.
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Appendix C includes emails expressing their opinion on the proposed road diet following the
March City Council meeting.
As part of the implementation strategy, we assessed the impact of a lane reduction on Buttles
St. between Jerome St. and State St. from 8/28 through 8/30. This provided us with real world
data to show how this section of roadway would perform when capacity is reduced to 2 lanes.
We placed our traffic trailer between Cronkright St. and George St. to provide feedback on
speed, volume, and congestion. The data will help determine if a permanent capacity reduction
along this portion of the corridor is feasible.
The data collected during the lane closure from 8/28-8/30 is shown on the next two pages. The
data represents volumes and speeds observed during peak travel times along the corridor. The
observed speed was then compared to the 85 percentile speed (posted speed limit of 35 mph)
as a percentage of free flow speed (level of service A). The corresponding percentage was then
expressed as the level of service that would be achieved along the segment with the reduction
in lane capacity.
The table below shows how level of service was calculated based on percentage of free flow

speed.

This data was presented at a September 13th public meeting to discuss the preferred alternative
identified in the corridor study (potential road diet along Buttles St.) Appendix D includes the
public comments from this meeting.
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8/28
Lane Closure 8/28-8/30
Time

Lane 2 Volume

85% Speed

3pm-4pm

374

31

Lane 3 Volume

85% Speed

245

33

Time

Lane 2 Volume

85% Speed

4pm-5pm

396

31

Lane 3 Volume

85% Speed

287

32

Time

Lane 2 Volume

85% Speed

5pm-6pm

404

32

Lane 3 Volume

85% Speed

339

32

Time

Lane 2 Volume

85% Speed

6pm-7pm

323

32

Lane 3 Volume

85% Speed

220

31

Average Travel Speed
as % of Free Flow Speed
0.885714286

Level of Service

Average Travel Speed
as % of Free Flow Speed
0.942857143

Level of Service

Average Travel Speed
as % of Free Flow Speed
0.885714286

Level of Service

Average Travel Speed
as % of Free Flow Speed
0.914285714

Level of Service

Average Travel Speed
as % of Free Flow Speed
0.914285714

Level of Service

Average Travel Speed
as % of Free Flow Speed
0.914285714

Level of Service

Average Travel Speed
as % of Free Flow Speed
0.914285714

Level of Service

Average Travel Speed
as % of Free Flow Speed
0.885714286

Level of Service

Lane volumes and speed with corresponding level of service
A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A
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8/29
Time

Lane 2 Volume

85% Speed

6am-7am

434

30

Lane 3 Volume

85% Speed

211

34

Time

Lane 2 Volume

85% Speed

7am-8am

603

27

Lane 3 Volume

85% Speed

346

32

Time

Lane 2 Volume

85% Speed

8am-9am

423

30

Lane 3 Volume

85% Speed

261

31

Time

Lane 2 Volume

85% Speed

9am-10am

293

30

Lane 3 Volume

85% Speed

199

30

Average Travel Speed
as % of Free Flow Speed
0.857142857

Level of Service

Time

Lane 2 Volume

85% Speed

A

3pm-4pm

361

31

Average Travel Speed
as % of Free Flow Speed
0.971428571

Level of Service

Lane 3 Volume

85% Speed

A

299

31

Average Travel Speed
as % of Free Flow Speed
0.771428571

Level of Service

Time

Lane 2 Volume

85% Speed

B

4pm-5pm

383

31

Average Travel Speed
as % of Free Flow Speed
0.914285714

Level of Service

Lane 3 Volume

85% Speed

A

302

33

Average Travel Speed
as % of Free Flow Speed
0.857142857

Level of Service

Time

Lane 2 Volume

85% Speed

A

5pm-6pm

431

31

Average Travel Speed
as % of Free Flow Speed
0.885714286

Level of Service

Lane 3 Volume

85% Speed

A

345

32

Average Travel Speed
as % of Free Flow Speed
0.857142857

Level of Service

Time

Lane 2 Volume

85% Speed

A

6pm-7pm

270

32

Average Travel Speed
as % of Free Flow Speed
0.857142857

Level of Service

Lane 3 Volume

85% Speed

A

204

32

Average Travel Speed Level of Service
as % of Free Flow Speed
0.885714286
A

Average Travel Speed Level of Service
as % of Free Flow Speed
0.885714286
A

Average Travel Speed Level of Service
as % of Free Flow Speed
0.885714286
A

Average Travel Speed Level of Service
as % of Free Flow Speed
0.942857143
A

Average Travel Speed Level of Service
as % of Free Flow Speed
0.885714286
A

Average Travel Speed Level of Service
as % of Free Flow Speed
0.914285714
A

Average Travel Speed Level of Service
as % of Free Flow Speed
0.914285714
A

Average Travel Speed Level of Service
as % of Free Flow Speed
0.914285714
A
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8/30
Time
6am-7am

Lane 2 Volume 85% Speed
426

31

Lane 3 Volume 85% Speed
202

Time
7am-8am

35

Lane 2 Volume 85% Speed
582

30

Lane 3 Volume 85% Speed
331

Time
8am-9am

35

Lane 2 Volume 85% Speed
433

28

Lane 3 Volume 85% Speed
267

Time
9am-10am

34

Lane 2 Volume 85% Speed
319

31

Lane 3 Volume 85% Speed
203

32

Average Travel Speed
as % of Free Flow Speed
0.885714286

Level of Service

Time

Lane 2 Volume

85% Speed

A

3pm-4pm

422

29

Average Travel Speed
as % of Free Flow Speed
1

Level of Service

Lane 3 Volume

85% Speed

A

353

30

Average Travel Speed
as % of Free Flow Speed
0.857142857

Level of Service

Time

Lane 2 Volume

85% Speed

A

4pm-5pm

416

31

Average Travel Speed
as % of Free Flow Speed
1

Level of Service

Lane 3 Volume

85% Speed

A

365

32

Average Travel Speed
as % of Free Flow Speed
0.8

Level of Service

Time

Lane 2 Volume

85% Speed

B

5pm-6pm

452

30

Average Travel Speed
as % of Free Flow Speed
0.971428571

Level of Service

Lane 3 Volume

85% Speed

A

361

31

Average Travel Speed
as % of Free Flow Speed
0.885714286

Level of Service

Time

Lane 2 Volume

85% Speed

A

6pm-7pm

300

31

Average Travel Speed
as % of Free Flow Speed
0.914285714

Level of Service

Lane 3 Volume

85% Speed

A

220

31

Average Travel Speed Level of Service
as % of Free Flow Speed
0.828571429
B

Average Travel Speed Level of Service
as % of Free Flow Speed
0.857142857
A

Average Travel Speed Level of Service
as % of Free Flow Speed
0.885714286
A

Average Travel Speed Level of Service
as % of Free Flow Speed
0.914285714
A

Average Travel Speed Level of Service
as % of Free Flow Speed
0.857142857
A

Average Travel Speed Level of Service
as % of Free Flow Speed
0.885714286
A

Average Travel Speed Level of Service
as % of Free Flow Speed
0.885714286
A

Average Travel Speed Level of Service
as % of Free Flow Speed
0.885714286
A
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As was illustrated by modeling efforts conducted through the US-10 BR Corridor Study, initial
data collection indicates the level of service along the corridor between Jerome St. and State St.
was not adversely impacted by a lane reduction.

On November 6th-November 13th, MDOT once again implemented another temporary lane
closure to assess the impact of reduced lanes along the corridor. Along with placing the traffic
trailer on Buttles near Ashman to collect volume and speed data, MDOT also collected “backup
and delay” data for the signalized intersections at Ashman St., Rodd St., Cronkright St., and
George St. The delay data that was collected by Lansing staff (appendix E) stated that there
were no backups created by the temporary lane closure along Buttles at any of the signalized
intersections. The observations indicate that any vehicle that may have been stopped at a red
light was able to clear the intersection during the ensuing green phase. Unfortunately, the data
that was collected from the traffic trailers identifying speed and volume during the lane closure
could not be utilized due to technical issues with equipment.
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Appendix A
December 14, 2016 Project Open House Comments
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Appendix B
Email Comments from the December 14, 2016 Project Open House
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Dear Mr. Reithel
Thanks to you and your colleagues from MDOT for considering changes to Indian and Buttles Streetsthe US 10 corridor through Midland
The proposed road diet has my full support.
As a resident of Midland and member of the Downtown Development Authority, I believe that the
proposed road changes will greatly improve safety, encourage economic growth including
commercial and residential development, as well as enhance the surrounding neighborhoods.
I greatly appreciate this visionary work.
Kind regards

Bo Miller
Bomiller56@gmail.com
989 798 8864

Jay,

Hello, my name is Andrew Koehlinger and I am resident of the City of Midland and a member of the
City's Planning Commission.

The proposed road diet for the U.S. 10 corridor in Downtown Midland has my full support.

The changes suggested by the proposal are crucial to fulfilling several of the land use goals within the City of
Midland's master plan, among them being: creating great places, expanding and enhancing the vibrancy of
downtown, and protecting the long-term stability of existing, quality neighborhoods.

If you would like more direct input and feedback, please do not hesitate to reach out to me directly; I am at your
disposal.

Thank you for your work!
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I see this plan as a waste of money. I attended the presentation at city hall and noted there
was no place to give comments. So here they are:
•

•

•

•
•

If you want a high speed bike lane along BR10 from downtown to the traffic circle at Patrick,
put it in the space between the two roads that make up BR10. There is no need to disrupt the
present roads and there is no need to have both the curvy bike path and a straight path in the
same road.
Downtown, I agree there is a need for a bike lane, but that should be taken from additional
land -- the three lanes are needed there for left and right turns. If bikes are permitted on the
existing roadway, it will create a safety hazard for the bicyclists. Bike lanes should be
completely separate from car lanes -- including at cross streets where cars will be turning.
I noted the excuse given at the presentation that it should be easier for people to cross BR10 to
get to downtown was downplayed in the newspaper. Actually the plan does not improve that
access -- people still have to cross at the walk signal at intersections and face the same number
of cars.
No mention was made of anything to relieve backups at Wackerly on Eastman going north. An
additional right hand turn lane is needed there.
No mention was made of anything to relieve backups going east on Wackerly at Eastman. I am
not sure that there is a solution for that without taking out a gas station.

If this is the best you can come up with for spending our highway funds, perhaps the MDOT budget
should be reduced. I am reminded of the short-lived island you put on Eastman just south of
Saginaw. That again was an expense that was not justified.

Jim Galt
2221 Mapleleaf Dr
Midland MI 48640

I fully support the proposed road changes for business 10 in downtown Midland. This is an important
step in further development of our downtown. I will improve safety and better align the
neighborhoods
Thanks
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Dear Mr. Reithel,

I am writing on behalf of the Fisher Companies Management Team and our nearly 400 employees in
support of the proposed Road Diet for the U.S. 10 corridor in Downtown Midland. We believe this
project is critical to the revitalization of Midland’s Main Street area and to our major employers
effort to attract talented young people to our community. We do not make this endorsement lightly
as these two streets are critical to the success of our businesses. Our trucks travel this route daily to
carry limestone from Bay Aggregates in Bay City through town to our asphalt plant and ready mix
concrete plants in Mt. Pleasant and in Alma. In addition, this route is also heavily traveled to bring
natural coarse and fine aggregate from our quarries in Clare and Harrison to Fisher Sand and Gravel
located in Midland. We use this route on a daily basis to meet our material demands and are certain
that the reduced lanes will not adversely impact our usage of this route. We believe that the
economic growth and security provided by the project is vital to our community and will more than
offset any increased cost and inconvenience to our business.

The Fisher Companies are in wholehearted support of this project and the benefits it will provide
our community going forward.

Thank you,

J. W. Fisher, P.E.
President Fisher Contracting Company
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Good afternoon, Mr. Reithel.

I read with interest the Midland Daily News article regarding a “road diet” for Midland, Michigan.
Thank you for conducting an open house for our community residents. I regret that I could not attend.

Short and simple, I find the proposed plans very exciting and of great need for our community. You are
well aware of many more details than I am when it comes to constructing roads, so I won’t get too far
in to the weeds. I have lived in Midland for 13 years and have never experienced a need for a third
lane on the Indian and Buttles lanes. Though it has been advantageous at times when I’ve wanted to
move a bit faster by weaving through traffic, that was only necessary out of my own urgency or
impatience. As you point out, reducing the road system to two lanes would have a very minimal
impact on travel time and those concerned with delays are likely exceeding the speed limit set for the
three-lane system. The greatest benefit is adding additional space for increased use by pedestrians.
Downtown Midland is growing, not dramatically yet, but the plans are there for a great deal of
revitalization. As Downtown grows, so will the need for increased respect for different modes of
transportation – bicycles, walking pedestrians, strollers, and much more. Motorists will still receive
primary attention and care with a two-road system while allowing for others to feel safe crossing the
street or walking parallel to it. Respecting multiple alternative modes of transportation maturely will
only encourage greater use of downtown, more activity, recreational possibilities and a stronger
economy.

So my hat is off to you and your work, which I believe was done responsibly and professionally.
Though my single voice doesn’t mean much, your proposal has my full support. As a resident of
Midland, I believe that only good things will come from your work.

All the best,

Justin

Justin W. Marshall
Vice President of Advancement and Alumni Relations

Northwood University
4000 Whiting Drive - CFAB
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Mr. Reithel-

The proposed road diet for the US 10 corridor in Downtown Midland has my full support. With my
business located directly in this area, and as a longtime Midland resident I am excited to see these
changes implemented in the downtown area. I am a firm believer that these changes will encourage
growth, enhance commerce, and positively impact not only the downtown but the surrounding
neighborhoods.

Thank you for your consideration.

Scott Smith

Jay
As We talk with various and many of the "silent majority" around Midland, they overwhelmingly
support slowing the traffic on Indian and Buttles. Those of us who have lived with the high speed
driver behavior in that stretch realize that anything that slows the speeds without impeding traffic
flow will be a major safety and convenience improvement.
Debbie and Mike Hayes
919 E. Park Dr.
Midland, Mich

Thank you for considering putting our downtown roads "on a diet" - We need this!! We walk
frequently in this downtown area and the
semi trucks passing almost sucks one off the sidewalk. Your approving this road diet will be very
positive to our safety and quality of life

Thank You

John Bartos
2095 N Jefferson
Midland
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Greetings,
I am responding to the article in the Midland Daily News concerning changes to the driving lanes on
Patrick and Buttles Streets. I strongly oppose this because
1) We already have a great path for cyclists or walkers right there in the middle of the lovely
greenway. I've biked that path and love it because it is out of traffic! Now how could it possibly be
safer to be out biking on the road with cars. That is ridiculous.
2) This is a waste of money. It looks like the state has money to spend and has forgotten about its
bridges and roads that need mending.
Eliminating a lane is a huge project that would cost so much only to give us a place to more likely be
injured. It's unconscionable.

Elaine Warakomski

The proposed road diet for the U.S. 10 corridor in Downtown Midland has my support. As a resident
of Midland, I believe that this road change will greatly improve safety, encourage economic growth,
and enhance the surrounding neighborhoods.

Currently the downtown district is cut off from the rest of the city. These changes will be a step in the
right direction.

Good evening Mr. Jay Reithel,
The proposed road diet for the U.S. 10 corridor in Downtown Midland has my full support. As a
resident of Midland, I believe that this road change will greatly improve safety, encourage economic
growth, and enhance the surrounding neighborhoods. Furthermore, I work at Northwood University
located near downtown Midland and firmly believe this transformation will improve the overall
"Midland experience" for our students.
Thank you for your time,
Jake Riepma
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Dear Mr. Reithel,
I read with interest the article in a recent edition of the Midland Daily News about the “Road Diet”
planned for the U.S. 10 corridor in downtown Midland. As a longtime resident of the city of Midland,
this project has my complete support and will greatly improve safety, spur economic growth and
enhance our surrounding neighborhoods. I can’t wait to see this project completed.
Sincerely,

Keith Pretty

Keith A. Pretty, J.D.
President and CEO
Northwood University
4000 Whiting Drive
Midland, MI 48640
989.837.4203 (phone)
pretty@northwood.edu (e-mail)

Jay,

I have only lived in Midland for the past decade but I must say, it took me about five years just to get
acquainted with all of the one ways and various different speed limits especially near downtown.
Although the name "road diet" does not have a real warm fuzzy feeling in the eyes of the public, I think
the end result will result in many positive outcomes for all in Midland. I am in full support of slowing the
traffic and making a bike lane on Indian and Buttles and believe that it would encourage more traffic all
around to downtown Midland. When I cross both Indian and Buttles via Ashman and Rodd to get to and
from downtown from home (near Ashman Circle), it sometimes feels like a game of Russian roulette,
because the traffic is just going to fast on all four of those streets.

Thank you for your commitment to fully study these areas in Midland which in turn will allow us to have
a more vibrant place to live, play and work.

Happy Holidays to you and yours!

Emily Schafer
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Good afternoon Jay,
I am contacting you in support of the road diet on Indian and Buttles streets in Midland. As an
employee working in downtown Midland I think improved maneuverability and walkability
around these streets will help increase additional foot traffic and business for our downtown
area. Slowing the roads down will also improve safety for pedestrians in the area
neighborhoods and walking through the parks.
Sincerely,
Eric Ramseyer

Hi Jay –

I just wanted to send you a quick note saying that I support the Road Diet on the U.S. 10 Business
Corridor. It’s going to be a significant improvement for Downtown and our community as a whole.

Thank you for your hard work on this project. I’m looking forward to watching it progress.

Best,
Chelsea Rowley

Jay- I love the concepts being proposed for the Business 10 upgrades in Midland.
As a Midland resident that both drives and bikes that part of the city- I think the improved access to
downtown and to the Discovery Square section will be great- and a big boost for the town.
My first concern is always safety-for drivers, cyclists, and pedestrians alike- so I'm pleased to see this
as one of your top considerations.
We look forward to seeing and hearing more.
Regards,
Mark Maxwell
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Hello Jay,
I read the article in this weekend's Midland Daily News about the proposed plans for narrowing Indian
and Buttles roads in Midland, adding pedestrian lanes, etc., and I just wanted to write a quick note
saying that I fully support the plans and wanted to thank you for working on them. I've been to a few
town hall meetings where people are often opposed to changes like this without any real good reason
for their opposition. I wasn't at this particular meeting, but I wanted to make sure you heard from at
least one person who thinks that what you're doing is a very smart thing.
That's all. Thanks again, and have a great day!
Jeff

-The Jeff Havens Company
www.jeffhavens.com

Attended the open house at Midland city hall on Wed. 14, 2016. And learn about the change to the
route thru Midland.

I would like to add a suggestion to help cross Indian and Buttles while traveling on foot or bike to or
from Downtown Midland. A bridge over the two roads, that would accommodate foot and bike travel.
Whiting forest in Midland is build a canopy walk over the forest. Build a bridge like that over Indian
and Buttles, what a great accompaniment to the Tridge and draw more people to Downtown
Midland.

If this is not a interest to you . Would forward the idea to someone in Midland administration?

Thanks
Tom Palmer
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Appendix C
Email Comments following the March 27, 2017 City Council Meeting
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Hi Mr. Mayhew — my name is Ed Hutchison and I’ve lived in Midland almost all of my life and have
seen it go through its aging process. Right now, I believe we are on the cusp of a freshened and
better Midland.
I wholeheartedly support the proposed move to change Buttles Street from its three lanes to two
lanes. I agree with the planners that such a change will reduce speed and thus accidents and provide
a more natural traffic flow to the downtown area. I am one of the many bikers in Midland who will
enjoy enhanced safety in a third, “recreational” lane.
Thank you for visiting Midland and listening to our concerns. I hope with your help, this change can
become reality.
Best regards,
Ed Hutchison

To whom it may concern:
I would like to encourage support for M Dot to make Buttles St, in Midland, Michigan from three lanes
to two lanes. Safety, biking, and better economy will be the result.
Linda Kennedy

Dear Mr. Mayhew,

I am writing in support of a proposal that has been made to MDOT to reduce the size of two roads,
Buttles and Indian, dividing downtown Midland into essentially two parts. It has long been observed
these 3 lane roads are creating a freeway like atmosphere through the middle of our downtown thus
exposing people to unsafe conditions and severely effecting the livability of the area. The proposal
that has been made to reduce the size of these streets and additionally make them two way instead of
one way is a practical, common sense solution with only positives for the community. I believe these
modifications would decrease the amount of vehicle capacity to the appropriate needs of the area thus
creating a more neighborhood feel and much safer conditions for our residents.

thank you very much.

Best Regards,
Craig Varterian

Bill Mayhew, PE
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TSC Manager
1212 Corporate Dr.
Mt. Pleasant, MI 48858
Dear Bill,
I am writing to let you know that the Fisher Companies enthusiastically support the proposed “road
diet” for Buttles Street. We believe that this “road diet” is a vital compliment to the work being done
on Midland’s Main Street/Downtown area, and critical to the success of our local businesses. Dow
Chemical and the businesses that will be created from the Dow DuPont merger need to attract the
best and brightest college graduates to Midland if they are to grow and prosper here. It is widely
recognized that being able to live near a vibrant downtown and place of work is a critical factor in
today’s college graduates’ decision on where to go to work. To that end the City of Midland, our local
foundations and our largest employer are expending great effort and resources to make the Main
Street/Downtown area an exciting and attractive venue. The “road diet” will allow young people to live
near and safely access our revitalized downtown and their place of employment. It will be an
important aid in attracting the high-quality employees our businesses need to succeed.
It is important to know that Fisher Sand and Gravel is in the process of relocating its Midland office and
operations to Fisher Contracting’s new site on Waldo road. Currently there are approximately 30,000
large truck trips per year on Indian and Buttles to and from Fisher Sand and Gravel’s Jefferson location.
Relocating Fisher Sand and Gravel will eliminate almost all those trips.
In addition to Fisher Sand and Gravel traffic, Fisher Transportation trucks make over 2,200 trips per
year on these roads. These trucks haul limestone from our stone dock in Bay City to customers west of
Midland and to our operations in Alma and Mt. Pleasant. Fisher Transportation is willing to route these
trucks around Midland and to use the M-30 corridor to help make the “road diet” successful.
The Fisher Companies have been a part of Midland for over 90-years. We wish to do our part to help
our city and our region continue to grow and prosper. We believe that the Buttles “road diet” is vitally
important to that future prosperity, and we give it our whole-hearted support.
Sincerely,

J. W. Fisher
J. W. Fisher, P.E.
President Fisher Contracting Company
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Hi Mr. Mathew
I live in Midland and changing the lanes on Buttles from 3 to 2 would definitely help to slow down the
speed of the traffic. Cheri Schlick

Bill

I wanted to take a quick minute to voice my support of the proposed Buttles and Indian road
changes. The proposed changes of cutting back the number of lanes is a great idea. Working at Dow
Diamond, I often see how hard and unsafe it is for people trying to cross these two roads. The
reduced speeds will make it much better for the community. I am also excited that the changes could
lead to increased opportunity for development. The current speed of traffic through the area is not
conducive to businesses. This change will give Midland the opportunity to continue to build a
downtown that will help the city attract and retain talent, especially young professionals. I hope that
you will back this project and help Midland continue to become a better place to live and work.

Thanks

Scott
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Mr. Mayhew,

My name is Mike Williams and I work at Chemical Bank in downtown Midland. I wanted to reach out
to you briefly to share my thoughts on Momentum Midland and their thoughts of a “road diet” for
Indian and Buttles.
I have lived in Midland for 15 years. I have worked downtown with Comerica Bank and now Chemical
Bank. Over the past 15 years there have been many efforts to maintain a robust and vibrant
downtown. The Downtown Development Authority, amongst others, have worked with the
businesses to help attract people to the heart of our city. I believe this is working. Not just to bring
people downtown, but to increase investment, and increase energy in the downtown area. There
have been some investment that while is great in itself has done so much more. As an example
Townsend Street between Main and Larkin was largely vacant for 10 years that I remember when I
first moved to town. With the development of Dow Diamond (baseball stadium) and the completion
of the East End Building (office and retail space) Townsend Street is fully occupied and the downtown
corridor has been extend beyond the small two to three block section between Rodd and Ashman.

Most recently there has been several additional developments which I am sure that you are aware
of. I feel the continued efforts to strengthen downtown are really making an impact. I think that
these developments have and are generating energy and excitement within the community that are
attracting people to the area both for work and recreation. I would like to see this development
continue and build and expand into living. I think that the “road diet” would help with the continued
development. I believe the purpose for which the roads were originally designed have changed and
we need to make adjustments to stay current with the changing use/purpose. I believe this would
improve safety, as well as change the feel of walking/biking to downtown.

I want to thank you for the time and effort that you and MDOT have put into working with all of the
different people involved in making our community better. I look forward to continued discussions
about the “road diet”.

Mike Williams
Senior Vice President
Chemical Bank, Commercial Lending
Mike.Williams@ChemicalBank.com
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Hi Bill,

I wanted to send you a quick note to share my support for MDOT’s proposed “road diet” on Indian and
Buttles Streets in downtown Midland.

As a homeowner just north of Indian and Buttles, this road diet cannot happen soon enough. In its current
state, Indian and Buttles Streets are over built and encourage vehicles to travel much faster than the
posted speed limit, ultimately creating a safety risk for non-vehicle traffic in the surrounding
neighborhoods. As more investments are made in properties and businesses in downtown Midland,
reducing the number of lanes from 3 to 2 will hopefully slow traffic down and encourage travelers to stop
(and most importantly spend their dollars!) in the downtown area.

In short, I believe the road diet will:
•
•
•
•

Improve safety
Create a stronger “neighborhood feel”
Enable and encourage future investment
Enable multi-modal transportation in and around downtown

Thanks allowing me the opportunity to offer my support to this important project for Midland.
Thanks,
Jeff Stoutenburg
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Dear Mr. Mayhew,

Attached, please find my letter in support of the proposed Road Diet for the City of Midland.

Regards,

Jim Fitterling
President and Chief Operating Officer, The Dow Chemical Company
Chief Operating Officer, Materials Science Division, DowDuPont
2211 H.H. Dow Way, Midland, MI 48674
phone: +1.989.636.1159 | email: JRFitterling@Dow.com

Dear Bill,
As a 30-year resident of Midland, I have observed and ever-increasing need to significantly slow down
the traffic on Indian and Buttles in the downtown Midland corridor.
Frankly, it has gotten to the point where this section of road is being treated more as a “freeway” than a
downtown road, and has become unsafe in its current construct.
Further, having three lanes of traffic in this section of road is absolutely unnecessary, and only adds to
the “freeway-like” conditions.
Anyone and everyone who travels this section of road in the downtown Midland area knows of these
issues, and our community would be greatly served with a thoughtful “road diet” being implemented in
this section of road.
Thanks for your attention to and willingness to address this important public safety issue.
Kind regards,
Dave
David Helgerson
Long time Midland resident
(989) 750-5364
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Mr. Mayhew,

I am writing in support of the road diet for our two 3-lane one-Way streets in Midland. These roads
were designed for a different era, so have excess capacity. Road safety would be improved and our
downtown would be strengthened by converting them to 2-lane roads, which would reduce the
freeway-like feel.

I strongly encourage MDOT to move forward with this plan. It has solid support in the Midland
community.

Regards,
Mike Whiting
201 East Ellsworth
Mr. Mayhew, I am a regular biker from Midland. I heard about the proposed changes to
Buttles Street and I am strongly in favor of the them. Reducing the speed limit and adding
a bike lane will provide for safer biking and overall transportation and encourage citizens to
bike to downtown.

Please move forward to get the necessary approvals and implement these changes.

Thank you.
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Dear Mr. Mayhew,

I am writing in support of the proposed changes to Indian and Buttles streets in Midland.

As Midland’s second largest employer, MidMichigan Health is fully supportive of these changes. We
believe that right-sizing these roads will improve safety, reduce noise, and promote healthy lifestyles by
encouraging pedestrians and cyclists. Based on the study, the suggested changes seem appropriate for
vehicle capacity and will restore a neighborhood street feel and livability to surrounding residential
areas.

Please let me know if I can assist further.

Diane Postler-Slattery, Ph.D., FACHE
President & CEO
MidMichigan Health

Bill, I write you this note to confirm my support as a resident of Midland for the proposed road changes
in the downtown area of Midland. The work that has been done to help enhance and grow our
community and downtown area has been remarkable and truly beneficial to the region. This road
project will only help expedite and elevate the value of all the investments to date and in the
future. We have very committed leaders, investors and residents that will assure that this investment
will be realized and act as a catalyst for even more growth and quality of life.

Thanks for your support and partnership!

Terri M. Johnson

Hi, Mr. Mayhew. We wanted to let you know that we are in favor of the change in Buttles to a 2 land
road. Thank you for entertaining our opinion. Sincerely, Linda and Gary Kesler
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Dear Mr. Mayhew I have been following the proposed MDOT road diet for the Indian and Buttles corridor. I wanted to
express my full support for the lane reduction plan. As other communities have experienced, I believe
the proposed changes will lead to safer vehicle speeds, increased property values and investment,
better connectivity for the neighborhood to downtown, and more pedestrian activity.
Thank you for considering my input as this proposal progresses.
Sincerely,
Shauna Barbeau
I would like offer my opinion on needed changes on Buttles Road in Midland. Our city is trying to
transform downtown and connect it with the rest of the city. This wide road is an obstruction to this
objective and presents an obstacle. I believe two lanes would be far preferable and safer for our
residents. Please consider this important change for the betterment of our community.
Dan Gavin
Midland MI
Wonderful Afternoon Bill,

This email in support of the Buttles and Indian road diet is a follow up to the long
conversation we had at the recent Boy Scout meeting. I appreciate the
information you shared with me that night which helped educate me on what the
project may entail. All of the people I have discussed this issue with have ended
up enthusiastically supporting the project once they've been educated on what
this will mean to our community moving forward. If you'd like to discuss this
further please call me and we'll set up a time to get together. Thanks for all you
do for the community and for all you've done for our family. We sure do
appreciate it.

Paul

Paul White (just so it's official)
905 Balfour St.
Midland, MI 48640
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I am supportive of the proposed diet road changes to Indian and Buttles. This will help to revitalize
our downtown market and still keep an appropriate flow of traffic in that area.
Thank you for the consideration and support.
Bill,

I wanted to send you an email in support of the road diet. I own an insurance agency on Buttles and
feel this would be very beneficial to my business as well as all others. Please feel free to call if you
have any questions.

Regards,

Mark C. Bone
President
989-631-3511
989-631-8480 Fax
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Dear Mr. Mayhew:

I am proud to live in the city of Midland, Michigan, and like so many, I am thrilled at the changes
taking place in our downtown area, positive changes that are adding to the vibrancy, economic
health and livability of our city. In my opinion there is still one area that needs working on, and that
requires the support of MDOT. Our Buttles and Indian Roads area is not congruent with plans to
make our downtown more conducive to pedestrian traffic, along with more retail and living space
opportunities.

A Buttles and Indian Road diet would clearly help by increasing safety by reducing dangerous speeds
of moving vehicles; adding value by giving our downtown more of a friendly neighborhood feel;
adding value to surrounding properties - encouraging future investments in the area; and from a
safety standpoint, providing for more pedestrian traffic.

Thank you, in advance, for your continued support and assistance in this regard.

Dear Mr. Mayhew,
This letter is to make you aware of my full support for the Buttles and Indian Road Diet. As a Dow
Chemical employee and home owner in Midland, I travel this road frequently and experience the
high traffic volumes that three lanes of traffic consistently allows. Our city is currently investing
millions of dollars into downtown Midland, to make it more vibrant and more pedestrian-friendly. A
three-lane highway near downtown is a deterrent for walkers and bikers to travel downtown, thus
minimizing the investment we are currently making.

A community’s road structure plays an important role in facilitating community interactivity and
engagement. As we move forward with our efforts to create a dynamic and inviting downtown, I
strongly encourage implementation of the Buttles and Indian Road Diet. Although change can
sometimes be difficult to accept at first, the long-term value is abundantly clear for all Midland
residents and downtown business owners.

Thank you,
Nancy Lamb
nelamb@dow.com
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Dear Mr. Mayhew – I am a lifetime resident of Midland (born here in 1960). I am aware of the
efforts to improve downtown Midland and agree, specifically, with the goal of reducing Buttles
Street to 2 lanes. I understand that you have this topic under consideration. I support this change
and hope that the State can accommodate these proposed changes.

Sincerely,

Duncan A. Stuart
Deputy General Counsel
The Dow Chemical Company
989-636-5750
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Good afternoon, Mr. Mayhew.

I am writing on behalf of the Greater Midland Community Center, located in the heart of the
residential area on Jefferson Ave.

I understand that the MDOT is considering a partnership with the City and Midland residents to
reduce the number of lanes on Buttles and Indian. We are enthusiastic supporters of this “road
diet.” The Community Center opened almost 100 years ago to serve all residents in Midland with a
specific focus on children and families. Today, we are home to over 9,000 members and serve almost
5000 kids in our summer camps every year. In the month of June alone, we saw over 18,000
individual visits to our center.

The work accomplished through Momentum Midland in building our downtown is extraordinary and
a critical component of our City’s future. Unfortunately, the three lanes on Buttles and Indian create
a freeway like environment. Many of the families living around and using the Community Center are
disconnected from the downtown area due to the safety concerns of traversing those lanes.

I hope that you will pursue the lane reduction strategy in Midland. Please do not hesitate to contact
me if I can provide further information.

Sincerely,

Kristen McDonald
President/CEO
Greater Midland, Inc
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Mr. Mayhew,

As a business owner who is relocating to Downtown Midland, I fully support the initiative to reduce
Buttles street from three to two lanes. I strongly believe this will improve the environment
surrounding our downtown.

Best,

DUSTIN NEUMEYER
Aberro Creative Agency

2007 Austin St. Suite N
Midland, MI 48642
989.600.6850
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Dear Mr. Mayhew:

I am an involved citizen and active community leader in the city of Midland, Michigan. So many of us
in Midland are thrilled at the changes taking place in our downtown area, positive changes that are
adding to the vibrancy, economic health and livability of our city. One area that we're still working
on, and would very much appreciate the support of MDOT, is our Buttles and Indian Roads area.
Currently the situation is not congruent with plans to make our downtown more conducive to
pedestrian traffic, along with more retail and living space opportunities.

A Buttles and Indian Road diet would clearly help:

•
•
•
•

increase safety by reducing dangerous speeds of moving vehicles;
give our downtown more of a friendly neighborhood feel;
add value to surrounding properties and encourage future investments in the area;
incent healthy living by providing for more pedestrian traffic in the form of walkers and
bikers

It's very encouraging to hear that MDOT could lend its tremendous resources to help us with this key
initiative. Your partnering with us to create smart and healthy transformation to our great town of
Midland is greatly appreciated by so many who work and live here. Thank you, in advance, for your
support and assistance in this regard.

Most appreciatively,

Jim

Jim Nigro
VP of Sales & Marketing
McKay | An RRD Company
7600 W. Wackerly Street | Midland, MI 48642
(989) 631-2360 Ext. 341 | Cell: (989) 513-0065
www.rrdonnelley.com
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Bill –

I attended the MDOT open house in September, but also wanted to share my support via email. I
fully support the proposed road diet on Buttles Street in Midland, and encourage the same for
Indian. The change will result in lower speeds, safer streets, better neighborhood feel, more
pedestrian and bike activity, increased property values, and more economic development . . . all while
still providing appropriate capacity for vehicles.

Thanks for considering my support as this proposal moves forward.

Best Regards,
Paul

Mr. Bill Mayhew-

I would like to express my support to change Indian & Buttles roads from three lanes to two lanes for vehicles. Those
roads do not merit three lanes and the slower speeds would increase safety, property values and economic
development along the corridor. I truly believe his change will have a huge impact on the neighborhood and the
downtown area. This project would be a huge leap forward for Midland and it's residents.

Respectfully,

Dave Kell
3802 Devonshire St
Midland, MI 48642
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Dear Mr. Mayhew,
As a long time resident of the city of Midland I want you to know my wife and I support the narrowing
of Indian and Buttles Streets downtown Midland. It will definitely help make our downtown area
more safe, live able and interesting to tourists and our students and their families. The safety aspect
alone is worth change.
Thank you for your support of this project.
Sincerely,
Keith Pretty, President
Northwood University

Dear Mr. Mayhew
As a resident of the city of Midland I am writing to tell you of my support for
reducing Buttles from three car lanes to two car lanes to accommodate a new
additional bike lane. I live approximately 1 mile away from this road in the city
center and ride my bike on most warm days. Currently I use Ashman Street
daily and it has a dedicated bike lane. I appreciate the bike lane being there
regardless if I’m driving or riding. Adding a bike lane on Buttles will make our
city that much more livable. I would appreciate any assistance you can bring to
making this change occur.
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Hello Bill,

I am respectfully sending this note requesting that Buttles Street in Midland Michigan be made two
lanes.

This would be a welcomed change for the neighborhood by improving driver safety and helping to
improve traffic flow hence furthering economic growth in the area.

Thanks for your consideration.
Best Regards,

Kevin
KT Lewis
Product Asset and Marketing Director, NAA
Dow Plastics Additives

Bill,

We are business owners on Buttles and would support reducing the traffic to two lanes. It would be a
great improvement to this area. Thanks! Karl

Karl Ieuter, CPCU, CIC, ARM
Ieuter Insurance Group
414 Townsend │ Midland, MI 48640
P: 989.835.6701 M: 989.948.2445
www.ieuter.com │karl@ieuter.com

As long term residents of Midland, my husband and I are in support of making Buttles St. a two way
street. This would promote the development of this area.
Thank you, Beth Taylor
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Dear Mr. Mayhew:

What a wonderful proposal I have read about regarding MDOT considering the business route 10 and
the Midland community. Business Route 10 (Indian and Buttles) has always been a dangerous and
unnecessary fast corridor that cuts our downtown off from the rest of town. I never let my children
ride their bikes to the downtown area because of the width, speed and dangerous conditions around
these two streets. The worst part is that there just isn't a need for a 3 lane highway running through
that part of town.

The most concerning thing though is the number of serious car accidents that occur in this area due to
the rate of speed vehicles who are passing through take. When you have houses and business up
close to the road, it reduces visibility and drivers do not slow down because it is a 3 lane highway. I
have seen many close calls first hand, witnessed many accidents, and have read about those who are
not so lucky and sustain life threating injuries.

Finally, with the investment in the revitalization of our downtown area, it is a perfect time to draw
people in to the area by reducing the artificial barrier that cuts downtown off. There is some great
development opportunities along the business 10 corridor - we just need to make it safer and more
appealing so developers take a chance on it!

Thank you for your consideration of reducing Buttles street to two lanes. This wonderful
improvement will greatly benefit the Midland community. I also understand that this improvement
would not impact motorists who pass through in any meaningful way (except reducing their chance of
getting in an dangerous accident!).

This long time born and raised Midlander is in full support of the proposals. In fact it has seemed an
obvious solution for years, just wonder why it took us this long to get here. If you have any questions,
or need something more formal from me, please let me know.

Sincerely,
Ken Arthur
2646 E Blackhurst
Midland, MI 48642
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Dear Mr. Mayhew,
As a cyclist, public health professional, and Midland resident, I’m writing to strongly support the
reduction of Buttles street from 3 to 2 lanes and the creation of bicycle lane.

Sincerely,
Carol Janney

Greetings --

Thank you for giving our community a chance to respond about the road diet, and for your attention
to the issue. I’m 100% in support of this effort. Our community is in the process of a transformation
and the road diet is critical to creating the economic development and quality of life benefits we’re
hoping to achieve. If you believe the roads can support efforts to calm them, then I say “what are we
waiting for?” Let’s do it.

If there is anything you need from us as a community in Midland, please let me know and I would be
happy to garner support.

Stacey
Stacey Trapani, Owner
Trapani Communications
989-839-7362
strapani@dow.com
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Dear Mr. Mayhew:

I understand you are reviewing a proposal to reduce Buttles Street from three lanes to two,
and also reduce the speed limit along Buttles. As a longtime resident of Midland, and a
frequent visitor to the downtown area, I support this initiative. Slowing traffic along Buttles will
reduce accidents, and make it a more biker and runner friendly street. It should also improve
access downtown, and make the downtown area more attractive to small business owners. As
a resident, I think this change is a great investment in the betterment of our downtown
community. I hope M-Dot will support.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Jack Ingold
Midland, Michigan

Mr Mayhew

I was at the Open House for the MDOT review of the reduction of Buttles Road to two lanes.
We are investing in the development of Apartments between Indian and Buttles. We feel this move is
key to improve the safe access of the neighborhoods north of Indian and Buttles to Downtown.

Best Regards

Dave Kepler
TCP Investments
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Mr. Mayhew:
I attended the meeting at Midland City Hall where you presented information on the “reduction” of Buttles St. in Midland. I am fully
supportive of that reduction to two lanes and a reduced speed limit. I would also like to see the heavy trucks routed off that street,
eventually.

Joy Buchanan
7415 Rockhollow Lane
Midland, MI 48642

Bill,

Writing to let you know that I am in support of making Buttles a 2 lane road.

Doing so would a big boost to the neighborhood by eliminating a barrier to the rest of the city,
improve safety, and foster economic development in the surrounding area.

Please don’t hesitate to reach out if I can help.

All the best,
___________________________
Howard Ungerleider
Chief Financial Officer
The Dow Chemical Company
DowDupont
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Mr Mayhew
The community feels that converting Buttles into two lanes is necessary for the project to be successful
Please consider strongly

Daniel Lee MD
Director Bay Regional Heart and Vascular

Please positively consider granting the request to make this key thoroughfare in Midland two lanes
Andrew Liveris

Dear Bill Mathew,
I am writing to express my sincere and emphatic support for making Buttles street a two-way street in
Midland.
As a resident of Midland for many years, and having lived and worked downtown, I have had
numerous negative experiences with the “one way madness” on Buttles.
Please, give thorough consideration to making Buttles two-way traffic. It will benefit Midland
residents and businesses, and improve traffic flow and safety.
Sincerely,
Gretchen Pretty
Midland, Michigan
We have attended various public meetings, read follow up articles and experienced the temporary
closures involving Buttles Street in Midland. We are thoroughly convinced that the road diet
suggested for this trunk line makes perfect sense. Also, We travel a great deal and have experienced
similar road changes in small, medium and very large cities finding that those communities have
benefited from such changes.
Safety is our foremost concern and we feel strongly that the road diet will enhance vehicle and
pedestrian safety in a significant way. Traffic must be slowed down in that corridor and that will never
happen with three lanes.
Balancing the needs of pedestrians, vehicles and non-motorized transportation all point to the need
for a one traffic lane reduction on Buttles.
The two of us are highly supportive of this change.
Mike and Debbie Hayes
919 E. Park Drive
Midland, Michigan
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Appendix D
Public Comments from the September 13, 2017 Public Meeting
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Appendix E
Traffic Survey Delay Data
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Backup material for agenda item:
4.

Receiving and filing the 2017 Construction Progress Report. FREDRICKSON

US-10 Business Route
Buttles Street Road Diet

US-10 Business Route
Buttles Street Road Diet
Topics
•
•
•

Corridor study presented March 27, 2017
Preferred alternative
Additional information obtained

US-10 Business Route
Buttles Street Road Diet
• Study Commissioned by MDOT

• Partnership with the City
• Other Recent Studies
• Main Street Streetscape Study (City of Midland)
• Downtown Midland Study (Momentum Midland)

• US-10 BR through City of Midland
• Washington Street to US-10 BR/US-10 Interchange

US-10 Business Route
Buttles Street Road Diet
• Development of Project Goals
• Public Engagement
•
•
•

Steering Committee – 8/30/16
Stakeholder Committee – 12/2/15, 10/31/16
Public Information Meeting – 12/14/16

• Traffic Analysis
•
•
•

Existing Conditions
No Build (2040)
Crashes

• Transportation Improvement Alternatives Development
& Analysis
•
•
•
•

Three alternatives
Comparison of Alternatives
Conversion to two-way traffic not feasible

Selection of Preferred Alternative

US-10 Business Route
Buttles Street Road Diet
•

Developed based on Stakeholder input
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Accommodate the design year (2040) traffic volumes
Alleviate current and anticipated traffic congestion at
intersections and along road segments
Enhance safety and reduce crashes for all modes of
transportation
Increase connectivity to Downtown Midland & Discovery Square
Improve non-motorized mobility and eliminate barriers for
bicyclist/pedestrians with minimal impacts to traffic flow
Context Sensitive Design
Support economic development within the corridor

US-10 Business Route
Buttles Street Road Diet
Focus on the Buttles Street from Jerome (M-20) to
State Street
• Reduction in number of travel lanes
• Non-motorized zone Signal upgrades, retiming
• Sidewalk connections
• Access Management
• Connection to Downtown Midland

US-10 Business Route
Buttles Street Road Diet

US-10 Business Route
Buttles Street Road Diet
•

Alternative 1 - Road Diet

US-10 Business Route
Buttles Street Road Diet
• Alternative 1 – Road Diet
•
•
•
•
•

Provide acceptable levels of traffic operations
Traffic calming
Low cost
Promote future development in the corridor
Increase the connection between the downtown area and
surrounding neighborhoods
• Improve pedestrian experience by reducing the number of
lanes required to cross Buttles
• Provide a non-motorized zone, with various options

Non-Motorized Zone Options

Non-Motorized Zone Options

US-10 Business Route
Buttles Street Road Diet
Additional information since presentation to Council in March
• Land use planning and community development
considerations
• Two assessments of a lane reduction on Buttles Street
• Public Meeting held in September
• Representatives from the Michigan Department of
Transportation are here to present the findings from the
two assessments.

US-10 Business Route
Buttles Street Road Diet
Land Use Planning and Community Development
Considerations
• Master Plan Objectives
• Zoning Ordinance – Downtown Northside Overlay Design
regulations
• Neighborhood Context

US-10 Business Route
Buttles Street Road Diet
• Two assessments of a lane reduction on Buttles Street
• August
• Data collected included volume and speed during peak travel time

• November
• Review for backup and delay at signalized intersections

• Public Meeting
• Held in September to provide information from the first
assessment and to gather additional public input on the road
diet proposal

US-10 Business Route
Buttles Street Road Diet
• Assessment 1 – August 2017
• Data collected for AM and PM peak travel times
• AM Peak (lowest level of service observed for that time)

Time

85% Speed
(mph)

Level of
Service

6 am – 7 am

30

A

7 am – 8 am

27

B

8 am – 9 am

28

B

9 am – 10 am

30

A

• Observed Level of Service is in line with the Level of Service
anticipated from the study model

US-10 Business Route
Buttles Street Road Diet
• Assessment 1 – August 2017
• Data collected for AM and PM peak travel times
• PM Peak (lowest level of service observed for that time)

Time

85% Speed
(mph)

Level of
Service

3 pm – 4 pm

29

B

4 pm – 5 pm

31

A

5 pm – 6 pm

30

A

7 pm – 8 pm

31

A

• Observed Level of Service is in line with the Level of Service
anticipated from the study model

US-10 Business Route
Buttles Street Road Diet
• Assessment 2 – November 2017
• Data collected for backup and delay at signalized intersections
• No delay was detected at the signalized intersections

US-10 Business Route
Buttles Street Road Diet
• If City Council elects to pursue the preferred alternative, or
road diet, MDOT has proposed to set up a long-term trial
period.
• Long-term trial period, or pilot project includes delineation
reducing the number of lanes to 2 between Jerome (M-20)
and State Street
• Implementation of the road diet with monitoring of delay,
backups and congestion
• Trial period to last approximately three years. Duration of
the trial period is due to anticipated traffic pattern changes
during the M-20 bridge reconstruction.

US-10 Business Route
Buttles Street Road Diet
• Resolution before you supports the concept of converting
the three-lane section of US-10BR, Buttles Street, to a
two-lane section, with the additional lane area being used
for future improvements to the non-motorized network.

End

City Hall ♦ 333 West Ellsworth Street ♦ Midland, Michigan 48640-5132 ♦ 989.837.3300 ♦ 989.835.2717 Fax

BY COUNCILMAN WAZBINSKI
WHEREAS, the Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT) has commissioned DLZ,
Michigan to perform a corridor study of US-10 Business Route within the city of Midland;
and
WHEREAS, MDOT and DLZ, Michigan presented the corridor study information at the
March 27, 2017 regular meeting of City Council; and
WHEREAS, MDOT held a public open house on September 13, 2017 for the purpose of
presenting alternatives and gathering feedback; and
WHEREAS, MDOT performed two separate assessment time periods with reducing the
number of travel lanes; and
WHEREAS, the analysis from the assessment time periods support the corridor study
model of minimal impact to level of service and delay; and
WHEREAS, the assessment information and public input have been presented; and
WHEREAS, in order to proceed with a lane reduction, the City of Midland is to provide
MDOT a resolution of support for the lane reduction; now therefore
RESOLVED, that City Council hereby supports the concept of converting the three-lane
vehicular traffic section of BR-10 (Buttles Street) into two lanes of vehicular traffic in the
section from Jerome Street to State Street.
YEAS:

Adams, Brown Wilhelm, Donker, Wazbinski

NAYS:

Arnosky

ABSENT:

None

I, Selina Tisdale, City Clerk, City of Midland, Counties of Bay and Midland, State of
Michigan, do hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of a resolution
adopted by a 4/1 yea vote of all the Councilmen present at a regular meeting of the City
Council held Monday, December 18, 2017.

___________________________
Selina Tisdale, City Clerk
BR10_RoadDiet_RES

1. Road Diets | A Livability Fact Sheet by
AARP
2. Form-Based Codes Defined by Form
Based Codes Institute (a program of Smart
Growth America)

Vision/Guide within City’s Master Plan
Future Land Use Map
• Downtown designation

Regulation
Downtown Zoning Districts
• D Downtown (Euclidean)
• DNO Downtown Northside Overlay (FormBased)
• DO Downtown Overlay (Form-Based)

Objective:
The area designated as Downtown on the Future Land
Use Map supports the goals of expanding and enhancing
the vibrancy of the Downtown by adding density, mixeduses developments, and expanding to incorporate the
ballpark area. The boundaries of this designation provide
flexibility for a healthy variety of uses, including mixeduse buildings and developments, without identifying
specific properties for each different residential,
commercial, office, or civic use.

General Character Description (1 of 3):
Downtown development should include high-quality,
higher-density design and materials, with building
facades that are close to the front lot line and on-site
parking, if any, provided away from the street. Outdoor
eating areas and other design features that promote
interaction between the activity inside the building and on
the street should be encouraged.

General Character Description (2 of 3):
Coordinated mixed-use developments are an excellent
way to provide retail, office, and residential opportunities
within the same building or property, and add to the
vibrancy of the entire Downtown. As infill and

redevelopment occur, streetscape enhancements
should be expanded with development.

General Character Description (3 of 3):
Additionally, efforts must be made to enhance the
connection with the ballpark and expand the Downtown
core in the area between Cronkright and State to take
advantage of pedestrian traffic headed to and from the
ballpark.

• Form-Based Code
• Setbacks 0’ – 10’ maximum
• Two-story and 25 ft. height minimum
• Frontage Requirements:
• Building Façade: 40% minimum
• Parking: 40% maximum

• No minimum or maximum parking
requirements

•

Many drivers base speed on feeling
•

•
•

Wider the Road = Faster People Tend to Drive

Road diets are being trailed and implemented
across the country
Road diets work best on streets that have daily
traffic volumes of 8,000 – 20,000
•
•

Buttles has averaged around ~13,000/day since 2000
2018 counts:
•
•

13,785 (southeast of Jerome)
13,520 (southeast of State)

•

A road diet can improve the performance and
efficiency of a street which makes it safer for all
users.

•

Myth-Busting

•

How To Get It Right

’
•

Not necessarily

•

2016 MDOT Corridor Study
•

Provided Options for Non-Motorized Design


•
•
•
•

Foster a suitable environment for increased
development downtown.
Creating a context that is appropriate for new,
denser development.
Encourage surrounding properties redevelopment
to mixed-use.
Provide an environment that better encourages
walking and biking for people of all ages.

Road Diets |

A LIVABILITY FACT SHEET

Most drivers base their travel speed on what feels
comfortable given the street design. The wider the road,
the faster people tend to drive and, the faster the car, the
more severe the injuries resulting from a crash.1
Research suggests that injuries from vehicle crashes rise as
the width of a road increases.
To protect both pedestrians and drivers, many
communities are putting their roads on “diets“ by reducing
street widths and vehicle lanes. The gained space is being
reallocated toward other ways of getting around — such
as walking, bicycling and public transit.
The most common road diet involves converting an
undivided four-lane road into three vehicle lanes (one lane
in each direction and a center two-way left-turn lane).2 The
remaining fourth lane space can be used to create such
features as bicycle lanes, pedestrian crossing islands, bus
stops, sidewalks and on-street parking.3
Road diets work best on streets that have daily traffic

volumes of 8,000 to 20,000 vehicles. When done properly,
a road diet improves the performance and efficiency of
the street and makes it safer for all users.
For instance, by enabling pedestrians to cross only one
lane of traffic at a time — rather than up to four or more
lanes — a road diet reduces the risk of crashes and serious
injuries. At the same time, motorists experience a shorter
delay while waiting at traffic lights and other crossings.4
A road diet can help a neighborhood become a more
desirable place to live, work and shop, which in turn can
be a boost to businesses and property values.
Wider sidewalks lined by trees and dotted with benches,
bicycle racks, streetlights and other useful additions help
create a lively, attractive streetscape.
Bike lanes, on-street vehicle parking, curb extensions and
“parklets” (tiny parks created from former parking spots)
can be used to provide a buffer between people who are
walking and motor vehicles on the move.

By enabling pedestrians to cross only one lane of traffic at a time — rather than up to
four or more lanes — a road diet reduces the risk of crashes and serious injuries.

In addition to making East Boulevard in Charlotte, N.C., more attractive, a road diet reduced travel speeds,
bicycle and pedestrian injury rates and the number of rear-end and left-turn collisions. Photo courtesy city of Charlotte

Myth-Busting!
 “Road diets divert traffic.”

 “Road diets are bad for business.”

Drivers tend to use primary roads that provide the most
direct and efficient route to a destination.
Well-designed road diets do not divert drivers onto
other roads. While traffic often drops during construction,
it typically returns to normal or increases within six
months of completion. Many roads actually experience an
increase in vehicle traffic after a successful diet.5

Road diets increase and enhance business activity by
reducing traffic speeds (which helps motorists notice the
shops, eateries and businesses they’re driving alongside)
and by accommodating pedestrians and bicyclists (who,
by the way, tend to spend more money at local businesses
than drivers do).10
Road diets often create more street parking spaces,
which is helpful to businesses. In addition, the slower
speeds, better sight lines and narrower lanes are safer for
both drivers and non-drivers (aka customers), and centerturn lanes provide motorists with an easier and safer way
to make right and left turns, including for entering and
exiting driveways. 11

 “Road diets increase congestion.”
On roads used by fewer than 20,000 vehicles per day,
road diets have a minimal or positive impact on vehicle
capacity. Left-turning vehicles, delivery trucks, police
enforcement and stranded vehicles can move into a center
lane or bike lane, which eliminates double-parking and
reduces crash risks.6

 “Road diets increase crashes.”
Road diets actually reduce rear-end collisions and
sideswipe crashes by slowing vehicle speeds by 3 to 5
mph. Road diets decrease by 70 percent the frequency of
people driving more than 5 mph over the speed limit.
Data collected on road diets in two very different
settings (several small towns in Iowa and a group of larger
cities and suburbs in California and Washington state)
confirmed that road diets improve safety. The research
showed a 47 percent reduction in crashes in the Iowa
towns and a 19 percent drop in crashes in the more
heavily traveled corridors of California and Washington.7

 “Road diets aren’t good for public transit.”
Transit conflicts can be avoided with planning, such as by
incorporating a center lane so motorists can move around
stopped buses and adding side pull-out bays for buses.8,9

1.

 “Road diets are being reversed.”
With thousands of road diets completed nationwide, there
are few reports of any being reversed. On the contrary,
road diets are proving to be effective, safe and popular.
Interest among transportation engineers and planners is
booming as handbooks, guidelines and other resources
become available.12

 “Road diets slow down emergency responders.”
By not using short speed humps and stop signs, a road
diet can accommodate emergency vehicles without
increasing response times.12 Drivers can pull into bicycle
lanes to move out of the way, and a center-turn lane can
be used by responders needing to pass other vehicles.13

 “People don’t like road diets.”
The Electric Avenue road diet in Lewistown, Pa., was
opposed by 95 percent of residents when it was first
proposed; after completion, nearly 95 percent of residents
are supportive of the changes.14

F ederal Highway Administration, Proven Safety Countermeasures. Retrieved March 4, 2014, http://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/provencountermeasures/fhwa_sa_12_013.
pdf
2. Safe Routes to School National Center (November 2013), “Safe Routes to School Online Guide.” http://guide.saferoutesinfo.org/engineering/tools_to_reduce_
crossing_distances_for_pedestrians.cfm#diet
3. Tan, C.H. Federal Highway Administration, FHWA-HRT-11-006. Vol. 75, No. 2. (September/October 2011), “Going on a Road Diet.” Public Roads, http://www.fhwa.dot.
gov/publications/publicroads/11septoct/05.cfm
4. Burden, D., Lagerway, P., Walkable Communities, Inc. (March 1999), Road Diets: Fixing the Big Roads, http://www.walkable.org/assets/downloads/roaddiets.pdf
5. Tan, C.H. Federal Highway Administration, FHWA-HRT-11-006, Vol. 75, No. 2 (September/October 2011), “Going on a Road Diet”. Public Roads. http://www.fhwa.dot.
gov/publications/publicroads/11septoct/05.cfm
6. Burden, D., Lagerway, P., Walkable Communities, Inc. (March 1999), Road Diets: Fixing the Big Roads. http://www.walkable.org/assets/downloads/roaddiets.pdf
7. Highway Safety Information System (August 2010), Evaluation of Lane Reduction “Road Diet” Measures on Crashes, http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/research/
safety/10053/10053.pdf
8. Federal Highway Administration, Proven Safety Countermeasures. Retrieved March 4, 2014 from http://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/provencountermeasures/fhwa_
sa_12_013.pdf
9. Smith, G. et al. Knoxville Regional Transportation Planning Organization (July 2009), Complete Streets Design Guidelines, http://www.knoxtrans.org/plans/
complete_streets/guidelines.pdf
10. Krag, T. Aalborg University, Denmark, paper (2002), Commerce and Bicycles
11. Tan, C.H. Federal Highway Administration, FHWA-HRT-11-006. Vol. 75, No. 2. (September/October 2011), “Going on a Road Diet”. Public Roads, http://www.fhwa.dot.
gov/publications/publicroads/11septoct/05.cfm

How To Get It Right

This four-lane road in Redondo Beach, Calif., is not
pedestrian or bicycle friendly and the road’s traffic
volumes doesn’t justify having four vehicle lanes.

A transformation like the one illustrated here
increases safety, parking, pedestrian and bicyclist
access and creates a people-friendly sense of place.

When advocating and planning for road diets,
try the following:

comfortable with the concept and allow municipal staff to
document what works and what doesn’t.

 Engage the public
Since road diets are a new concept in many communities,
it’s important to Involve the public as soon as possible
during the discussions and planning. Doing so can
minimize any anxiety about the unknowns and give
residents ownership of the road diet goals.

 Embrace a public process and build support
Develop an education and awareness campaign prior to
implementation, and reach out broadly to community
members, elected officials and municipal leaders.
Government officials may need to see public support
before acting.
Toward that end, advocates can share this fact sheet,
talk to neighbors, build community support and then
meet with decision makers, the media, experts and others
to discuss the benefits of road diets. Agency staff can
engage the public by hosting workshops to build public
acceptance and understanding.

 Start with a pilot project
Consider launching a pilot road diet in an area that
has light traffic. This will give drivers a chance to get

 Target areas that are ripe for reinvestment
Locate a pilot project on a road that carries no more than
15,000 vehicles a day and that ideally serves a downtown
neighborhood or historic district with potential for
reinvestment and/or economic development.

 Document the change
Before, during and after the road diet project is built,
observe and record what’s happening. The information
can make it easier to conduct future road diets at higher
traffic counts. In addition to traffic flow monitoring,
document any increases in walking, bicycling, transit use
and retail activity.

 Utilize clear signage
During and even after completing a road diet project
continue to use signage and markings to highlight and
explain any features that might be unfamiliar.

 Design it well
There is no one-size-fits-all design for a road diet. Make
sure what you create fits the traffic volume, the road’s
physical location and the community’s shared goals.

12. R
 osales, J. Parsons Brinckerhoff (July 2009), Road Diet Handbook: Setting Trends for Livable Streets, http://www.ite.org/emodules/scriptcontent/Orders/
ProductDetail.cfm?pc=LP-670; and Walkable Streets (August 2003), Economic Merits of Road Diets and Traffic Calming, http://walkablestreets.wordpress.
com/2003/08/17/economic-merits-of-road-diets-and-traffic-calming/
13. Qlkable Streets (August 2003), Economic Merits of Road Diets and Traffic Calming, http://walkablestreets.wordpress.com/2003/08/17/economic-merits-of-roaddiets-and-traffic-calming
14. Burden, D., Lagerway, P., Walkable Communities, Inc. (March 1999), Road Diets: Fixing the Big Roads. http://www.walkable.org/assets/downloads/roaddiets.pdf

Success Stories
 Orlando, Florida: Edgewater Drive
A 1.5-mile section of Edgewater Drive was put on a road
diet in 2000, converting four lanes to two.
The results: 34 percent fewer crashes and 68 percent
fewer injuries. Speeds decreased by up to 10 percent.
Property values increased 8 to 10 percent in residential
areas and 1 to 2 percent for commercial areas. Travel times
through the corridor sped up by 25 seconds even with an
increase in traffic volume. There was a nearly 40 percent
increase of on-street parking, and walking and bicycling
rates rose by 56 and 48 percent, respectively.

How It Works
The most common type of road diet converts four lanes of
traffic into three lanes consisting of two travel lanes and a
center left-turn lane. The configuration opens up space for
adding such features as bicycle lanes, on-street parking,
pedestrian buffers and sidewalks.

 Seattle, Washington: Stone Way North
In 2008, a road diet was completed on a 1.2-mile section of
Seattle’s Stone Way North. The four-lane roadway carrying
13,000 vehicles per day was turned into a two-lane
roadway with a center-turn lane, bicycle lanes and parking
on both sides. Speeds on the road decreased, but drivers
did not divert to other areas in search of alternate routes.
Two years of crash data showed an overall decrease
of 14 percent, injury crashes dropped by 33 percent and
angle crashes dropped by 56 percent. Bicycle volume
increased 35 percent (to almost 15 percent of the peak
hour traffic volume), yet the bicycle collision rate showed
no increase. Pedestrian collisions decreased 80 percent.
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BEFORE: This roadway is designed primarily for motor
vehicles. Wide, multiple travel lanes encourage faster
speeds. The likelihood of drivers making lane changes
increases the risk of crashes.

 Athens, Georgia: Baxter Street
A road diet conversion on an arterial with 20,000 vehicles
daily resulted in crashes dropping 53 percent in general
and 60 percent at unsignalized locations. Traffic diversion
was less than 4 percent, and 47 percent of the road’s users
perceived the number of lanes and street width as being
“just right.” (One-third were unsure and 20 percent were
unhappy.) Baxter Street was converted from four lanes to
two with a center lane and bicycle lanes on both sides.
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AFTER: A road diet opens up space for bike lanes, wider

sidewalks, landscaping and pedestrian-scale lighting, all
of which increase a community’s ability to attract new
development along the roadway. Narrower, single travel
lanes encourage moderate and slower speeds that reduce
crash risks.

Resources
1.
2.
3.
4.

 os Angeles County Model Design Manual for Living Streets. (2011)
L
http://www.modelstreetdesignmanual.com/
Road Diet Handbook: Setting Trends for Livable Streets. Available for
purchase from Institute for Transportation Engineers, http://bit.ly/RCo4sw
“Rightsizing Streets.” Project for Public Spaces, http://www.pps.org/
reference/rightsizing/
The Safety and Operational Effects of Road Diet Conversion in
Minnesota. http://www.cmfclearinghouse.org/study_detail.cfm?stid=68

5.
6.

7.

 roven Safety Countermeasures. http://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/
P
provencountermeasures/fhwa_sa_12_013.pdf
Evaluation of Lane Reduction “Road Diet” Measures on Crashes.
Highway Safety Information System, http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/
research/safety/10053/10053.pdf
“Moving Beyond the Automobile.” Streetfilms, road diet video featuring
Dan Burden on Vimeo: http://vimeo.com/21903160

AARP LIVABLE COMMUNITIES

Walkable and Livable Communities Institute

Mail:
Email:
Online:

Mail:
Email:
Online:

601 E Street NW, Washington, DC 20049
livable@aarp.org
aarp.org/livable

2023 E. Sims Way #121, Port Townsend, WA 98368
community@walklive.org
walklive.org
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BY COUNCILMAN ADAMS
WHEREAS, the Midland City Council has, by resolution, requested that the Michigan Department of
Transportation (MDOT) conduct a trial road diet on a portion of Buttles Street, with such trial currently
underway; and
WHEREAS, City Council has had ongoing discussions about the road diet, raising questions about the
monitoring thereof to be completed by MDOT; and
WHEREAS, City Council desires to record its current direction on the road diet; now therefore
RESOLVED, that City staff are directed to work with MDOT officials to determine if additional data
monitoring can be conducted during the ongoing trial period; and further
RESOLVED, that City Council direct staff to prepare a report outlining the purpose and objectives of the
road diet for City Council review and action, with said report to be presented to City Council on October
8, 2018.

YEAS:

Adams, Arnosky, Brown Wilhelm, Donker

NAYS:

None

ABSENT: Wazbinski
I, Selina Tisdale, City Clerk, City of Midland, Counties of Bay and Midland, State of Michigan, do
hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of a resolution adopted by a 4/0 yea vote of
all the Councilmen present at a regular meeting of the City Council held Monday, September 17, 2018.

_____________________________________
Selina Tisdale, City Clerk

Buttles Street Road Diet v2
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Backup material for agenda item:
8.

Buttles Street Road Diet Objectives. KAYE
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SUMMARY REPORT TO CITY COUNCIL
for City Council Meeting of October 8, 2018

SUBJECT:

Buttles Street Road Diet

INITIATED BY:

City Council

RESOLUTION
SUMMARY:

This resolution will set out the intended objectives of City Council relative
to the Buttles Street road diet.

ITEMS ATTACHED:
1.
Letter of Transmittal
2.
Resolution
CITY COUNCIL ACTION:
1.
Public hearing not required.
2.
3/5 vote required to approve resolution.

C. Bradley Kaye, AICP CFM
City Manager

2018 Master Plan
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October 4, 2018
Mayor Donker and Members of City Council
City of Midland
Midland, Michigan
All:
Beginning back on August 27, 2018, City Council has had three subsequent discussions or reports
addressing the Buttles Street road diet trial currently underway. The last of those resulted in the adoption
of a resolution by City Council, directing staff to prepare a report outlining the purpose and objectives of
the road diet for City Council review and action, with said report to be presented to City Council on
October 8, 2018. This report fulfills that direction.
The origins of the road diet trace back to a traffic study prepared by DLZ, Michigan and MKSK Studios
on behalf of the Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT). That study commenced in 2015,
concluded in 2017 and was first presented to City Council on March 27, 2017. The study identified three
alternative designs for the US-10 BR corridor, with the preferred alternative being a reduction in travel
lanes from 3 to 2, on both Indian and Buttles Streets.
Subsequent to City Council receiving MDOT’s report on March 27, 2017, MDOT conducted two short
assessments by reducing the number of lanes on Buttles Street from 3 to 2. Those assessments covered a
three day period in August of 2017 and a week long period in November of 2017. Both assessments
confirmed the projected findings of the traffic analysis in that no negative impacts were observed.
The results of MDOT’s on-street assessments were presented to City Council on December 18, 2017.
Following discussion, City Council passed a resolution supporting the concept of converting the threelane vehicular traffic section of US-10 BR (Buttles Street) into two lanes of vehicular traffic in the section
from Jerome Street to State Street. Per MDOT standards, that lane closure is now in a trial period to fully
assess its impacts before a final decision on permanent closure is made. Due to the ongoing construction
of the M-20 bridge over the Tittabawassee River, the trial period is expected to last until at least the fall of
2020, being one year from the end of bridge construction.
The recent discussions of City Council have, in large part, revolved around the intended objectives of the
road diet. The desire for clarification of those objectives has been raised and City Council, in response,
agreed to revisit and set out the objectives for the road diet. Also raised, but not agreed upon by City
Council, was the need to and measures by which the road diet trial would be monitored and evaluated.
Based on the discussions of City Council and the input of City staff, the following list of potential road
diet objectives are offered for Council consideration. For ease of consideration, the list is divided into
separate traffic and planning-related objectives. Where data and measures can be identified to monitor
effectiveness during the trial period, those too have been identified. As explained in August, however,
many of the objectives are planning-related and aspirational in nature. As such, no data or measures have
been able to be identified for some of the objectives as no meaningful data or measures will exist during
the trial period.
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Traffic Objectives:


The traffic analysis concludes that three vehicular lanes are not necessary for the volume of
traffic carried by Buttles Street between Jerome Street and State Street. The road diet will
appropriately resize the road corridor by reducing the number of vehicular lanes from 3 to 2.
o Measure: Traffic flow monitoring, traffic speed analysis, intersection performance,
corridor crash data (MDOT and City)



Traffic speeds will be slowed, or at least not increased, to help improve the pedestrian experience
along the corridor.
o Measure: Traffic speed analysis (MDOT)



A reduction in travel lanes will not negatively impact the safety of the corridor for vehicular
traffic.
o Measure: Corridor crash data (MDOT and City)

Planning Objectives:


An improved pedestrian experience while utilizing or crossing the Buttles Street road corridor
will be recognized.
o Measure: Pedestrian safety/incident reporting (MDOT and City)
The design of the corridor should a two lane road profile be finally
implemented has not been completed. This design will ultimately determine
much of the pedestrian experience while in or crossing the corridor. (N/A)



Neighboring residential areas will be better connected to downtown Midland.
o Measure: This is an aspirational design objective for which no quantifiable measures
have been identified, but to which the road diet would contribute. (N/A)



A more walkable downtown will be fostered.
o Measure: This is an aspirational design objective for which no quantifiable measures
have been identified, but to which the road diet would contribute. (N/A)



The current corridor design emphasizes vehicular traffic to the near-exclusion of non-motorized
users. The road diet final design will consider all potential users of the corridor and design
towards those users so as to best accommodate all users’ needs.
o Measure: The design of the corridor should a two lane road profile be finally
implemented has not been completed. This design will ultimately identify
and plan for all intended users of the corridor. (N/A)



The corridor includes a state business route and cuts through the edge of downtown Midland.
The land on both sides of the corridor is planned for mixed-use development and it is the City’s
intent to best provide for and encourage a mix of land uses along the corridor. The road diet will
contribute to this planning objective by removing unnecessary traffic lanes, slowing or at least not
increasing traffic speeds and improving the pedestrian experience within the corridor.
o Measure: The corridor is already planned for a mix of land uses. This objective is an
aspirational design objective for which no quantifiable measures have been
identified. The success of this objective, as with any planning objective, will
need to be demonstrated over time as investment occurs, or does not occur,
within the corridor. (N/A)

Page 2 of 3
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At this time, Council consideration of and discussion around these objectives would be appropriate. Any
objective not agreed to by City Council should be removed. Any additional objective that City Council
may have but that is not listed should be added. Upon agreement with the list of objectives, a resolution
setting forth those objectives would be in order.
Upon adoption, City Council’s objectives for the road diet would be utilized by staff in any discussions or
presentations. At such time as the road diet trial concludes, these objectives would also be used as the
basis for discussion when determining whether or not to continue forward with the permanent road diet
and, if pursued, the permanent corridor design.
Sincerely,

C. Bradley Kaye, AICP CFM
City Manager

Page 3 of 3
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BY COUNCILMAN
WHEREAS, the Midland City Council has, by resolution, requested that the Michigan Department of
Transportation (MDOT) undertake a road diet on a portion of Buttles Street, with a trial of that road diet
currently underway; and
WHEREAS, City Council desires to clarify and set forth their objectives relative to the Buttles Street road
diet; now therefore
RESOLVED, that City Council adopts the following list of objectives for the Buttles Street road diet,
being:
a) Traffic Objectives
o The traffic analysis concludes that three vehicular lanes are not necessary for the volume of
traffic carried by Buttles Street between Jerome Street and State Street. The road diet will
appropriately resize the road corridor by reducing the number of vehicular lanes from 3 to 2.
o Traffic speeds will be slowed, or at least not increased, to help improve the pedestrian
experience along the corridor.
o A reduction in travel lanes will not negatively impact the safety of the corridor for vehicular
traffic.
b) Planning Objectives
o An improved pedestrian experience while utilizing or crossing the Buttles Street road corridor
will be recognized.
o Neighboring residential areas will be better connected to downtown Midland.
o A more walkable downtown will be fostered.
o The current corridor design emphasizes vehicular traffic to the near-exclusion of nonmotorized users. The road diet final design will consider all potential users of the corridor
and design towards those users so as to best accommodate all users’ needs.
o The corridor includes a state business route and cuts through the edge of downtown Midland.
The land on both sides of the corridor is planned for mixed-use development and it is the
City’s intent to best provide for and encourage a mix of land uses along the corridor. The
road diet will contribute to this planning objective by removing unnecessary traffic lanes,
slowing, or at least not increasing, traffic speeds and improving the pedestrian experience
within the corridor.
YEAS:
NAYS:
ABSENT:
I, Selina Tisdale, City Clerk, City of Midland, Counties of Bay and Midland, State of Michigan, do
hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of a resolution adopted by a
yea vote of
all the Councilmen present at a regular meeting of the City Council held Monday, October 8, 2018.

_____________________________________
Selina Tisdale, City Clerk

Buttles Street Road Diet

Buttles Street Road Diet
Project Objectives
October 8, 2018

Background
•
•
•
•
•
•

2015
2017
March 2017
August 2017
November 2017
December 2017

• Spring 2018

MDOT Corridor Study commences
MDOT Corridor Study concludes
Presentation to City Council
3 Day Trial Completed
1 Week Trial Completed
Results to City Council
Road Diet Resolution Adopted
MDOT 1 Year Trial commences
Extended due to M-20 Bridge

US-10 Business Route
Buttles Street Road Diet

US-10 Business Route
Buttles Street Road Diet
MDOT Stated Objectives/Directives
Developed based on Stakeholder input
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Accommodate the design year (2040) traffic volumes
Alleviate current and anticipated traffic congestion at
intersections and along road segments
Enhance safety and reduce crashes for all modes of
transportation
Increase connectivity to Downtown Midland & Discovery
Square
Improve non-motorized mobility and eliminate barriers for
bicyclist/pedestrians with minimal impacts to traffic flow
Context Sensitive Design
Support economic development within the corridor

US-10 Business Route
Buttles Street Road Diet
Alternative 1 - Objectives/Directives
Alternative 1 – Road Diet
•
•
•
•
•

Provide acceptable levels of traffic operations
Traffic calming
Low cost
Promote future development in the corridor
Increase the connection between the downtown area
and surrounding neighborhoods
• Improve pedestrian experience by reducing the number
of lanes required to cross Buttles
• Provide a non-motorized zone, with various options

US-10 Business Route
Buttles Street Road Diet
December 2017
• If City Council elects to pursue the preferred alternative, or
road diet, MDOT has proposed to set up a long-term trial
period.
• Long-term trial period, or pilot project includes delineation
reducing the number of lanes to 2 between Jerome (M-20)
and State Street
• Implementation of the road diet with monitoring of delay,
backups and congestion
• Trial period to last approximately three years. Duration of
the trial period is due to anticipated traffic pattern changes
during the M-20 bridge reconstruction.

US-10 Business Route
Buttles Street Road Diet
December 2017
• Resolution put before you supported the concept
of converting the three-lane section of US-10BR,
Buttles Street, to a two-lane section, with the
additional lane area being used for future
improvements to the non-motorized network.
• Resolution approved December 18, 2017

US-10 Business Route
Buttles Street Road Diet
• August-September 2018 – Council discussions
• September 17, 2018
Resolution adopted directing staff to bring
back a report on the purposed and objectives
of the road diet

US-10 Business Route
Buttles Street Road Diet
• Traffic Objectives
• Appropriately resize the road from 3 lanes to 2
• Positively impact traffic speeds
• Do not negatively impact vehicular safety

• Planning Objectives
•
•
•
•
•

Improve pedestrian experience
Better connect neighborhoods to downtown
Improve walkability of the downtown
Balance needs of all users of the road corridor
Provide for and encourage a mix of land uses

US-10 Business Route
Buttles Street Road Diet
• Draft resolution would adopt these
objectives and thereby clarify the purpose
of the road diet

US-10 Business Route
Buttles Street Road Diet
• REMINDER:
MDOT will be reporting back on the conditions
of the corridor during the road diet trial in late
October or early November
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BY COUNCILMAN WAZBINSKI
WHEREAS, the Midland City Council has, by resolution, requested that the Michigan Department of
Transportation (MDOT) undertake a road diet on a portion of Buttles Street, with a trial of that road diet
currently underway; and
WHEREAS, City Council desires to clarify and set forth their objectives relative to the Buttles Street road
diet; now therefore
RESOLVED, that City Council adopts the following list of objectives for the Buttles Street road diet,
being:
a) Traffic Objectives
o The traffic analysis concludes that three vehicular lanes are not necessary for the volume of
traffic carried by Buttles Street between Jerome Street and State Street. The road diet will
appropriately resize the road corridor by reducing the number of vehicular lanes from 3 to 2.
o Traffic speeds will be slowed, or at least not increased, to help improve the pedestrian
experience along the corridor.
o A reduction in travel lanes will not negatively impact the safety of the corridor for vehicular
traffic.
b) Planning Objectives
o An improved pedestrian experience while utilizing or crossing the Buttles Street road corridor
will be recognized.
o Neighboring residential areas will be better connected to downtown Midland.
o A more walkable downtown will be fostered.
o The current corridor design emphasizes vehicular traffic to the near-exclusion of nonmotorized users. The road diet final design will consider all potential users of the corridor
and design towards those users so as to best accommodate all users’ needs.
o The corridor includes a state business route and cuts through the edge of downtown Midland.
The land on both sides of the corridor is planned for mixed-use development and it is the
City’s intent to best provide for and encourage a mix of land uses along the corridor. The
road diet will contribute to this planning objective by removing unnecessary traffic lanes,
slowing, or at least not increasing, traffic speeds and improving the pedestrian experience
within the corridor.
YEAS:

Adams, Brown Wilhelm, Donker, Wazbinski

NAYS:

Arnosky

ABSENT:

None

I, Selina Tisdale, City Clerk, City of Midland, Counties of Bay and Midland, State of Michigan, do
hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of a resolution adopted by a 4/1 yea vote of all
the Councilmen present at a regular meeting of the City Council held Monday, October 8, 2018.

_____________________________________
Selina Tisdale, City Clerk

Buttles Street Road Diet
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Backup material for agenda item:
6.

Buttles Road Diet Traffic Data Report. FREDRICKSON
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SUMMARY REPORT TO MANAGER
for City Council Meeting of October 29, 2018

SUBJECT:

US-10 Business Route Lane Reduction (Buttles Street Road Diet)
Traffic Data Report

INITIATED BY:

City of Midland Engineering Department

RESOLUTION
SUMMARY:

This resolution receives and files the Traffic Data Report for the Buttles
Street Road Diet.

ITEMS ATTACHED:
1.
Letter of Transmittal
2.
Resolution
3.
MDOT – Current Data Analysis 2018
4.
Correspondence Received
COUNCIL ACTION:
1.
3/5 vote required to approve resolution

Joshua N. Fredrickson
Engineering Department
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October 24, 2018
C. Bradley Kaye, AICP CFM
City Manager
City of Midland
Midland, Michigan
Dear Mr. Kaye:
The Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT), knowing of the increase in building
activity in Midland and the location of their street network and facilities within the
Downtown Development Authority boundaries, initiated a traffic study of the US-10
Business Route (BR) corridor. This project study focused on the US-10 BR corridor
between Washington Street to the US-10 interchange at Eastman Avenue. The study was
performed by DLZ, Michigan and MKSK Studios. This study, which began in 2015,
concluded in early 2017 and was presented at the March 27, 2017 meeting of the City
Council.
The purpose of the corridor study was to identify potential roadway improvements to US10 BR corridor that will accommodate future traffic, enhance safety, increase connectivity,
improve non-motorized mobility, be context sensitive and support economic development
within the corridor.
The corridor study presented in March 2017 included three alternatives developed through
data analysis and public input. The alternatives were based on a traffic model developed
with corridor traffic data and following traffic industry standards. The preferred alternative
in the study is a lane reduction, or road diet, on US-10 BR (Buttles Street and Indian Street)
between M-20 (Jerome Street) and State Street. In addition, access management strategies
are recommended to be implemented as part of this preferred alternative.
MDOT performed two short term assessments of the preferred alternative, or lane
reduction, on Buttles Street between Jerome Street and State Street. The first assessment
was from August 28 through August 30, 2017. The second short term assessment was from
November 6 through November 13, 2017. Both assessments showed the traffic model to
represent actual conditions when Buttles Street is reduced to two lanes. The two short term
assessments in 2017 showed that each intersection in the corridor operated at a Level of
Service (LOS) A or B with a lane reduction in place.
On September 13, 2017, MDOT held a public meeting to discuss the preferred alternative
of the lane reduction. The information gathered from the August 2017 short term
assessment was also presented and public comment received.
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The data from the short term assessments and public comment were then presented to City
Council at the December 18, 2017 meeting. At that meeting, City Council approved a
resolution of support for the lane reduction, or road diet. It was presented that a longer term
trial period would be utilized to assess the lane reduction on Buttles Street. During the trial
period MDOT would monitor traffic conditions including speed, volumes, safety, and
congestion to ensure that travel along the corridor would not be adversely affected. The
long term trial period began earlier this year with traffic data being collected. That traffic
data is included in the Current Data Analysis 2018 data from MDOT. A summary of the
data analysis is presented below.
On May 14, 2018 traffic bollards and pavement markings were installed to reduce Buttles
from three lanes of traffic to a two lane roadway section between Jerome Street and State
Street. Beginning on September 24, 2018 MDOT collected traffic data related to traffic
speed, volumes, delays and safety. The traffic collection device has been in place since that
time.
When downloading the data from the device for analysis, it was apparent that there had
been interruptions in the data due to a battery issue, as described in the MDOT report.
MDOT is working with the vendor of the traffic collection device to correct this issue.
These interruptions left gaps in the data collection. Included in the MDOT report is data
showing the peak hour and 24 hour traffic data covering weekdays and a weekend collected
without interruptions to the traffic collection device. The data that included the
interruptions is not included in this report. In order to collect traffic data for a longer period
of time, MDOT is leaving the collection device in place at this time for an additional two
week period. This additional data will be included in a future data analysis report on the
lane reduction.
Traffic data can be described in terms of Level of Service (LOS) which is a scale defining
the operating conditions on a roadway. The scale is A to F, with A being the least
congested. The American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials
(AASHTO) provides guidance that for urban and suburban areas a LOS of D is acceptable.
The City of Midland strives to achieve a minimum LOS of C for roadways within the City.
For the Buttles Street corridor free flow speed would be expected to be 30-35 mph which
correlates to a LOS A. The speed assessment collected recently indicates that this section
of Buttles Street, in the lane reduction, is operating at a LOS of A. This is typically viewed
as a high level of service. The analysis for delay showed that during the assessment time
period that a single instance of delay occurred on September 25 at the intersection of
Buttles Street and Rodd Street.
The traffic LOS identified in this first analysis of data from the long term assessment match
what was identified in the previous two short term assessments and the traffic model
developed for the corridor study. The various assessments to this point help confirm the
corridor study model showing minimal impact to the level of service and delay.
Crash data within the lane reduction corridor has been collected and is included in the
MDOT data collection report. Since installing the lane there have been 15 crashes within
the Buttles Street corridor. For that same time period in 2017 there were 9 crashes, and in
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2016 there were 12 crashes in the corridor. The time period of five months of data is a
relatively short period. It is typical to see an increase in crashes when traffic patterns
change. For this reason it is customary to use a minimum of a full year of crash data in any
analysis. Crash data is being presented at this time for comparison and will continue to be
collected.
Crash data for this corridor was also reviewed. It was identified that in the year prior to the
implementation of the lane reduction that 26 crashes occurred. Since installing the lane
reduction, 15 crashes have occurred. Crash data for both the year previous and during the
lane reduction is included in the packet.
MDOT will be present at the meeting to provide information related to the traffic data
collected since the implementation of the long term assessment period.
A resolution is attached for your consideration to receive and file this report.
Sincerely,

Joshua N. Fredrickson
City Engineer
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City Hall  333 West Ellsworth Street  Midland, Michigan 48640-5132  989.837.3300  989.835.2717 Fax  www.cityofmidlandmi.gov

BY COUNCILMAN
WHEREAS, the City Engineering Department and the Michigan Department of Transportation
have reported the most recent traffic data collection associated with the lane reduction, or road
diet, of the Buttles Road; now therefore
RESOLVED, that City Council hereby receives and files the traffic data report for the lane
reduction of Buttles Road.

YEAS:
NAYS:
ABSENT:
I, Selina Tisdale, City Clerk, City of Midland, Counties of Bay and Midland, State of
Michigan, do hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of a resolution
adopted by a
yea vote of all the Councilmen present at a regular meeting of the City
Council held Monday, October 29, 2018.

________________________________________
Selina Tisdale, City Clerk
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US-10 BR Corridor Study
Preferred Alternative Analysis
Lane Reduction/Road Diet of One-Way Pairs
M-20 (Jerome St.) to State St.
Data Collection
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Current Data Analysis 2018
On May 14th, 2018, traffic bollards were placed along Buttles St. for the purpose of reducing the
corridor cross-section from 3 to 2 lanes on a more semi-permanent basis. As part of the
resolution of support passed by city council, it was agreed that there would be an ongoing 3year assessment of traffic data to ensure that an accurate sampling of traffic during, and post,
M-20 bridge construction was captured prior to any decision regarding the permanency of a
lane reduction. Data collection for safety, speed, and level of service is to be collected at the 6
month mark and 12 month mark in 2018. After 2018, data will be collected and disseminated
on an annual basis.
A traffic trailer that utilizes radar detection is being used to capture speed and volume data.
The trailer has been in place just north of Ashman on Buttles St. sice 9/24/2018. There have
been interruptions in the data collection that are apparent when downloading the data from
the trailer. We are working with the vendor to fix these issues. For analysis purposes, we
wanted to make sure that we had complete data counts for a 24 hour period. To date, the
most complete data sets of consecutive 24 hours available for a weekly count are from
9/25/2018-9/28/2018. And for a weekend count, the best data set available is from 10/1210/14. We will continue to leave the trailer in place to collect data for analysis.
Data indicates that the heaviest travel days are weekdays with an identifiable am and pm peak.
The peak am hour traffic for the corridor occurs between 7-9 am. The peak pm hour traffic for
the corridor occurs between 4-6 pm.

Total Volume
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There is a slight decrease in traffic volumes for weekends as compared to weekdays.

Total Volume
Friday, October 12, 2018 - Sunday, October 14, 2018
Vehicles per 60-Minute Period

Zone 1, Zone 2
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Speed
Speed analysis is completed by assessing the data collected from the traffic trailer that was
placed on Buttles St. The trailer captures the speed of each vehicle that is counted at the
location. Midweek and weekend travel data indicates that there is not much fluctuation in the
average speed of vehicles as they pass the traffic trailer.

Average Speed
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Further analysis shows that there is a difference in average speed between zone 1 (eastern
most lane) and zone 2 (western most lane) during mid-week and weekend traffic.

Speed
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Level of Service
Level of service is a scale which defines the operating conditions on a highway. It is a measure
of the restrictive effects of volume upon capacity. Level of service is represented in a range
from A to F (A being the least congested). Level of Service can be calculated for roadways
based on free-flow speed. Buttles St. would be classified as a class II arterial, therefore freeflow speeds of 30-35mph should be expected.

The data collected by the traffic trailer for travel speed, and displayed in the previous “speed”
and “average speed” graphs, indicates that this portion of Buttles St. is operating at a level of
service “A” at all times of the day.
As part of assessing level of service, we asked our data collection unit in Lansing to provide us
with a delay study at the signalized intersections along Buttles St. This study was conducted on
9/25/2018 and 9/26/2018 between the hours of 7:00 am to 6:30 pm. The field crew observes
and documents any vehicles stopped at a signal that are unable to “clear” that signal during the
green phase. With the exception of one instance on 9/25 at Buttles St. and Rodd St. where at
5:10 pm there were 27 cars documented as delayed at the signal, there were no other observed
delays. The observer did comment that Buttles St. traffic was letting cars merge from the side
street (McDonald St.) and that all vehicles cleared the next green phase of the signal at Rodd St.
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Safety
Crash reports were run on 10/12 for Buttles St. from 5/14/2018-10/12/2018. This was the time
in which the road diet was implemented. Since implementation, there have been 15 total
crashes along the corridor. For the same time period in 2017 there were 9 crashes and in 2016
there were 12 crashes. In comparison, the crash summary for 5/14/2017-5/13/2018 showed
that there were 26 total crashes along the corridor. The summary for both reports is provided
on the following pages. It is desirable to have a minimum of one year of crash data to perform
an analysis. The crash data will continue to be collected and reviewed.
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Correspondence received by the City in favor of the proposed lane reduction
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From: Cal Ieuter [mailto:Cal@ieuter.com]
Sent: Thursday, August 30, 2018 9:05 AM
To: Kaye, Brad <bkaye@midland-mi.org>
Subject: Buttles from 3 lanes to two
This change has helped our business a lot:
We now find it easier to cross Buttles
Our building doesn’t vibrate as much- I wish you would also do it on Indian
The speed of vehicles have slowed down- where as Indian the average speed is 45mph
I travel this road multiple times of the day and I have no problems with traffic- in fact I think it is
much safer.

Please keep it two lanes!

Cal Ieuter, CPCU
Ieuter Insurance Group
414 Townsend │ Midland, MI 48640
P: 989.835.6701 M: 989.430.6780
www.ieuter.com │cal@ieuter.com
“Your Friends In The Insurance Business”
Remember, we offer ALL types of insurance including Life & Health.
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From: W. Jay Brown [mailto:brown@brownlawplc.com]
Sent: Friday, August 31, 2018 11:45 AM
To: Kaye, Brad <bkaye@midland-mi.org>
Subject: Road Diet
Brad:
I’m writing in support for the reduced lanes on Buttles. I own a business that borders Buttles and
frequently walk or drive downtown for a variety of reasons. I find two lanes to be much safer and easier
to cross on either foot or by car. I also frequently drive that stretch and can see it out of my office
window and have not observed traffic materially backed up or congested. My office seems much less on
an island and instead connected to downtown.
Thanks
W. Jay Brown
Brown Law PLC
414 Townsend, Suite 201
Midland MI 48640
(989) 486-3676
(989) 928-6465 (cell)
brown@brownlawplc.com
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August 31, 2018
Brad Kaye
City Manager, City of Midland
333 West Ellsworth Street
Midland, MI 48640
Dear Brad,
I saw the MDN article yesterday about the Buttles Street road diet project. As you
know, our office is on the corner of Rodd and Buttles and we not only see the traffic
patterns, we walk and drive it, as well. I’m sending you – and hope you will share with
Council members, as appropriate – my perspective as someone who overlooks that road
and corner from her office every day.
There is no question that traffic is moving slower, and that is beneficial. I often walk
across Buttles for a quick meeting at a nice coffee shop in mid-town, and it’s much
easier to navigate with fewer lanes to cross and slower traffic that seems to be more
aware of those of us walking. Over the summer, I have watched young people (and
some not-so-young!) riding their bikes to/from the downtown area; the slower traffic
just makes sense for all. In addition, our building actually shook as large semi-trucks
rumbled by at higher speeds; that disruption is much less noticeable now that they’re
moving slower.
While this is just one building in the area, it’s an example of what current and
prospective residents – whether commercial or residential – are likely to encounter, as
well. The construction around the downtown area makes everything more congested
and I wonder how much of the current situation and related frustration is because of
that rather than the “road diet”. I assume the planned testing will be able to sort it out
for all of us.
Thanks for your and the City Council’s consideration of this change.
Sincerely,
Sarah Opperman
CEO, Midland Business Alliance

Economic Development | Chamber of Commerce | CBM Services | MITCON
300 Rodd Street, Midland, MI 48640 | (989) 839-9522

Road Diet: In the City of Modern Explorers, It’s Time to be Modern
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For the past several months, it’s been hard to avoid conversation about the Buttles road diet in our community.
Whether published in the Midland Daily News or posted in one of the many community Facebook groups that breed
digital shouting matches, all the voices seem to have the same opinion on the Michigan Department of Transportation
(MDOT) study:

It’s terrible.

It’s not a new narrative in Midland. You can insert any one of the downtown development projects over the last several
years and you get the same outcome. However, it’s not the opinion held by the majority of residents. In any public
forum, the negative voices speak the loudest. Just do a YouTube search for “Parks and Rec Town Hall Meeting” and
you’ll see what I mean, albeit an over the top, comedic rendition. That’s human nature though. If something upsets us,
we want people to know and we want change made about it. Yet, if something pleases us or we’re indifferent about
something, we as humans tend to remain quiet, remain status quo. Ask any person who works in the customer service
sector and they’ll echo those sentiments.

And that’s unfortunate.

We’re letting the few, negative voices be the loudest and drive the future of the community. Midland could have been
the first in the region with a year-round, multi-purpose farmers market, leading the trend in economic growth in the
Great Lakes Bay Region. Now, it seems we’re the only community without one and that’s embarrassing to a town with as
rich a history of innovation. The negative voices tried and failed with the new streetscape. I challenge you to name a
downtown event that hasn’t been better because of the new downtown. The pleased, content, quiet voices can’t let this
happen with the road diet.

I, until writing this piece, have been one of those quiet voices. Why? Because I love the changes and growth that’s taking
place in Downtown Midland. Why? Because I am a young professional that works in Downtown Midland and lives in the
adjacent neighborhood.

My wife and I are both in our mid-twenties, graduates of Big Ten universities, and living just off of Fitzhugh in the
neighborhood cut-off from Downtown Midland by Buttles and Indian. Both of our employers are in downtown, less than
a mile from our home, yet we have to drive to work every day in the summer.

Not walk.
Not bike.
Drive our vehicles.
Every single day, less than a mile.

Now, in full disclosure, before someone in a Midland Facebook group does a search on me, I work for the Great Lakes
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Loons and the Michigan Baseball Foundation. This is not a corporate, elitist, planted opinion. This is an opinion of a
young professional in his twenties, starting a life with his wife, who grew up in rural areas of Northern Michigan and
went to college in the heavily populated city of Ann Arbor.

I am among those whom these new developments, including the road diet, in Downtown Midland are trying to attract.
My friends and I are the next generation of Midlanders, the next group of families in the schools, leaders in business
meetings, and philanthropists in the community. I have lived where I needed to drive a half hour each way to get milk
from Meijer and where I could walk next door to get Jimmy John’s late at night. And I much prefer being able to walk to
get where I need to go rather than getting in my car, navigating one ways and stop lights, and finding places to park. Not
that finding a place to park in Midland is hard, since we still have 99.9% of the parking spots we had before the
streetscape project, but that’s for another day and a Facebook group “discussion” out there somewhere.

I would like to be able to walk or bike to work in the morning, but the headache of trying to play Frogger and cross
Indian and Buttles first thing in the morning is something I avoid. Likewise, walking or biking home after a game would
be great, but navigating streets in the dark where cars are likely going 40 or 45mph despite the speed limit is not
appealing either. Instead, I’m another person putting my vehicle on the road. The road diet mitigates these issues,
dropping the speed limit to a safer level and creating fewer lanes of traffic to cross.

Inevitably, someone out there is thinking “Yeah, but that’s during morning ‘rush’ hour” or “You shouldn’t be walking late
at night when the crazies are on the road anyways”. The current road setup poses issues during all hours of the day. My
wife and I enjoy taking walks around town, whether it’s to Larkin Beer Garden, Pizza Sam’s for ice cream, or just
because. However, our route is often dictated by trying to make Buttles and Indian as safe to cross as possible by going
out of our way to a traffic light with a cross walk or just avoiding going downtown all together. The road diet makes
these roads easier to cross at all intersections and makes going downtown easier and more appealing all together.
We’ve experienced it first hand with the temporary setup, being able to step out into the blocked off area to time our
mad dash across the road in between cars. However, it shouldn’t have to be a mad dash to safely get home from
spending our discretionary time and income in our downtown.

The road diet also makes Downtown Midland a more attractive place to build a business and makes my neighborhood a
more attractive place to live. Walkability is one of the main things that today’s young professionals look for in a place to
live. Being one myself, I can say it is an attractive feature of a city, having everything in walking distance from your front
door. This increase in walkability has helped spur housing developments aimed at young people. An increase in young
people in Downtown Midland is spurring new companies and new college campuses in downtown. An increase in people
working and learning in downtown has spurred an increase in new restaurants and entertainment in downtown. All of
this has spurred an increase in property values and interest in living in my neighborhood. Our friends who don’t live in
our neighborhood frequently comment on how great it must be to live close to downtown and how it will get even
better once the road diet takes place. I don’t disagree with them. In the four years that I have lived full-time in Midland,
all in the same house, I’ve seen my neighborhood slowly transform from an area of blight to an area of opportunity and
growth. There are small businesses opening in our neighborhood, with Live Oak Coffeehouse being the anchor of the
new “Midtown”, or as my wife and I lovingly refer to it - “The Art District”, thanks to the mural on the side of the Live
Oak building. Five to ten years down the road, because of the road diet better connecting Midtown to Downtown, and
then Midtown to Ashman Circle, I firmly believe it will be the neighborhood to live in, and that makes myself and my
Midtown neighbors quite happy as homeowners.
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And all of this is important in helping the corporations that are the cornerstones of our community win the war on
acquiring new, young talent. When I first started living in Midland seven years ago, it was not an attractive place for a
person my age to live and that’s an issue for a Dow or MidMichigan Health or whoever it may be trying to attract the
best and brightest to come work for them instead of working for a different company in Grand Rapids or Chicago or
across the country. My generation is the first generation of people that where they live is more important than who they
work for, and that is the future of the American workforce and the American economy. Gone are the days of working at
a company for forty years, retiring, and collecting a pension. I’m happy to say that Midland is becoming a great place for
a young person to live and projects like the road diet will only continue that trend in years to come. It will be the place
where my wife and I start our family together down the road, pun intended.

At the end of the day, it’s time for us, the quiet voices, to become the loud voices. Time for us to help drive Midland into
the next generation of greatness, just like my grandparents did decades ago. These changes and upgrades, the road diet
included, are for us, and we need to support that. We can’t let keyboard crusaders who don’t live in Midland dictate
what happens to our town, because I’ve seen that in opinion pieces and Facebook groups. We can’t sit still, reminisce on
the years gone by and be resistant to change. This town evolved from something to get to that point. Now, it’s time for it
to evolve again so it doesn’t get left behind.

Midland bills itself as the “City of Modern Explorers” and it’s time to be just that – modern.

Tyler Kring
Proud Midland Transplant
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Fredrickson, Joshua
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Stevens, Craig (CA) <CAStevens@trinseo.com>
Tuesday, September 04, 2018 2:55 PM
Church, Becky
additional Road Diet comment

Hello Becky,
I just received one more comment:
“Hi Craig,
I have a couple of comments……
On the positive side:
• I think the one less lane has definitely slowed down traffic.
• I don’t think it has hindered the flow of traffic – no one has to sit through multiple lights to get through town.
• People aren’t going fast enough to run the red lights (which used to happen all the time).
Negative:
• It just seems inefficient to have 3 lanes but only use 1.
• It is awkward for people to have the 2 right hand turn lane at M20 and Buttles. I’ve seen a couple close calls at
that intersection because the right lane now turns into the middle lane of Buttles.
• Until it is more “organized” no one will use the right hand lane as a bike lane – but that may be the intent during
this experimental time period.
“

___________________________________
Craig Stevens
HR Site Leader
Trinseo LLC
Michigan Operations
409 Ashman St., Suite 1
Midland, MI 48640
T: +1.989.832.4667
M: +1.989.750.5584
F: +1.989.832.4676
E: castevens@trinseo.com
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September 17, 2018
Bradley Kaye
City Manager
City of Midland
333 W Ellsworth Street
Midland, MI 48640

RE:

Butles Road Diet

Mr. Kaye:
As a both a Midland resident and real estate professional, the road diet on Butles has my full
support. I commend the city for taking the time to work through a long process with MDOT in an
effort to increase safety, diversify ease of alternate transportation options, and increase value for
adjacent properties.
Recently, the topic came up over coffee with a friend who is quite open-minded but admitted
she feels claustrophobic and confined driving through this area now. Her feedback gave me
pause and I thought about it for a while until I was driving through there one day and it struck
me. The temporary closure is in the wrong lane.
As a driver, it would be more comforting having the lane closure on the northern lane as it keeps
traffic moving into downtown or through downtown away from the new properties that are being
developed. The southern side or downtown adjacent lane has larger setbacks and buffers with
the way our downtown has developed. If the lane to the north side were closed it would offer a
safer bike and pedestrian path with less turns occurring to and from downtown.
When I mentioned this recently to a city staff member they said that is how it is intended once
it’s permanent. I was surprised not to know this already or be able to find a visual in online
research that demonstrates the future plan.
You have my full support of the road diet either way but please see if MDOT will put it in the
appropriate location, for temporary and permanent purposes.

Sincerely,
Jenifer Acosta
Real Estate Developer
Jenifer Acosta Development
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From: Popovich, Elaine [mailto:popovich@reeceendeavor.org]
Sent: Monday, September 17, 2018 4:10 PM
To: Wazbinski, Marty <mwazbinski@midland-mi.org>
Cc: Kaye, Brad <bkaye@midland-mi.org>
Subject: Road Diet
Dear Marty,
I am VERY much in favor of the “road diet” in downtown Midland. I would even take the
temporary cones out and fill in that extra lane since drivers are simply tantrumming when they
see that unused lane.
I think Buttles and Indian should be both made into two lane boulevards to create an
environment welcoming to economic development. I have taken the time to read several articles
at Strong Town website like this https://www.strongtowns.org/journal/2018/1/16/why-walkablestreets-are-more-economically-productive instead of simply poo-pooing any thoughts of reinventing the heart of our city.
There seems to be a segment of social media who are wringing their hands in glee in front of
keyboards just because they dislike the idea of success since it highlights their own failure. I
believe an enlarged downtown, full of locally owned businesses (and a few nationally known
ones) of retail, hospitality, restaurants, housing, etc EMPLOYING hundreds of citizens is far
more important than shaving 30 seconds of drive time.
The downtown is road locked and we can change that. Removing those dilapidated houses that
greeted out of towners whizzing through our city was a great start. The City of Midland should
do EVERYTHING possible to encourage those who are willing to invest their own money into
starting new businesses along a road way that carries millions of dollars to be dumped at the
casino to get folks to stop here.
Let’s keep it going!
Elaine Popovich
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From: Julia M Kepler
Date: September 20, 2018 at 6:51:56 PM EDT
To: "mdonker@midland-mi.org" <mdonker@midland-mi.org>, Tom Adams
<tadams@midland-mi.org>, Steve Arnosky <sarnosky@midland-mi.org>, Diane Brown
<dbrown@midland-mi.org>, Marty Wazbinski <mwazbinski@midland-mi.org>
Subject: ROAD DIET
Hi City Council,
My name is Julia Kepler and I live in ward 5 and work in ward 2.
I travel everyday at all different hours into the downtown district and have for the last 3
years. Since the Road Diet began I have not seen a huge change in traffic flow, I never waited
through multiple lights, or been truly inconvenienced by the Road Diet or the numerous other
construction projects in the area. To be honest when I first heard about the Road Diet I really
didn’t know what to think about it. I started reading as many studies(for and against), articles,
listening to podcasts about Road Diets. I will tell you I am not an expert on traffic but what it
came down to was is this the best thing for Midland and the answer to that based on
decisions made by the 5 of you sitting on the City Council is a resounding...yes it is.
At one point Buttles and Indian were roads. A stretch of road to get you to and from US 10
and M 20 quickly. An area for little to no economic growth. Over the last few years you sitting
on the City Council turned it into an economic growth area by adding the Trinseo building, 1st
State Bank, Pathfinders Commons, Ieuter Insurance, Midland Area Chamber all economic
growers for the area which is fabulous for Midland. However in all the economic growth you
turned Buttles and Indian into Stroads. To better understand what I’m talking about when I say
Stroad I found this helpful 3 minute video...
( https://www.strongtowns.org/journal/2013/3/4/the-stroad.html ). Hopefully you’ve taken the 3
minutes to watch the video. As you saw in the video we’ve taken these very safe roads, added
economic growth and in doing so created an unsafe situation on these stroads for cars and
people.
The decision has already been made as I said early for it to be an economic growth area and
we as a Community have benefited 10 fold by the economic growth of these businesses, service
to our community by the employees of these companies, and strength of community those
employees have brought. Now we need to fix the road issue. Since I don’t see it as a good
benefit for the city to go back to all these businesses and say oops sorry we erred we need our
super quick roadway back and you need to move your business, the option left in front of us is a
Road Diet to slow traffic, make the roads people friendly, and to continue the path we are
already traveling down of fully embracing making that area an area of growth for our city.
The Dept of Transportation says that Road Diets are very effective when average daily
traffic(ADT)is in these ranges:
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Again I’m not a transportation expert but my guess is we are well under the limits in the first 2
columns. My question to you as a City Council is why are we performing a 3 year study when
you and I both know these roads are well within the guidelines of the government for a Road
Diet? Yes not everyone is happy with change but change has already taken place and for the
safety of the citizens of Midland the change needs to continue forward with now making the
streets safe in an economic growth area and implementing a permanent Road Diet.

Be Awesome,
Julia Kepler
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From: David Kepler <dave@keplertcp.com>
Date: September 30, 2018 at 9:50:53 PM EDT
To: "Adams, Tom" <tadams@midland-mi.org>, "Donker, Maureen" <mdonker@midlandmi.org>, "Arnosky, Steve" <sarnosky@midland-mi.org>, "Brown Wilhelm, Diane"
<dbrown@midland-mi.org>, "Wazbinski, Marty" <mwazbinski@midland-mi.org>
Cc: "Murschel, Grant" <gmurschel@midland-mi.org>, "Kaye, Brad" <bkaye@midland-mi.org>
Subject: The Road Diet is about Neighborhoods
Dear City Council
As one that travels Indian or Buttles many times in a week, my measures suggest the time to
travel between Jerome and Haley is usually about 2 minutes, no matter what time of day on
Indian or Buttles. However, if you live, work or walk in the neighborhoods adjacent to those
roads you find them confusing and its obvious they create a barrier to bringing the community
together.
Its seems like much of what I read is from people outside the city, and outside the neighborhoods
that these roads pass through, and the comments are focused on drive time. The recent Midland
County Housing Study identified that these neighborhoods where diet is being suggested, have
lost 20% of their housing value between 2000-2015. During that same time the poverty level has
doubled in those neighborhoods. Aren’t these the critical measurements and isn’t the survival of
these neighborhood the critical issue?
It takes more than a road diet. The City need to create confidence in these neighborhoods to
encourage homeowners, landlords and businesses to reinvest in them. The City will have to
change zoning and codes, increase standards for rentals, improve public spaces, and find ways to
bring incentives for homeowners to reinvests. But a major element to improve these
neighborhoods is making connections and these roads better and safer.
If a Road Diet improves the safety and access for those that live in the neighborhood, a two
minute drive through that neighborhood is not much of a trade-off. Especially if it’s one of the
elements of change that helps the core of our city progress forward.
Thanks for your consideration and support of our communities.
Sincerely

Dave Kepler
TCP Investments
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From: ryan.anderson@wellsfargoadvisors.com [mailto:ryan.anderson@wellsfargoadvisors.com]
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2018 4:03 PM
To: Kaye, Brad <bkaye@midland-mi.org>
Subject: Road Diet
Hi Brad,
Hope you’re week is off to a good start. I saw your name on the email for the MBF/Momentum
Midland Advisory Council. I just wanted to reach out to you in regards to the road diet. Our
office is in the building shared by Century 21 and Trinseo. As someone who likes to frequent
the downtown area for lunch/dinner with clients having the ability to walk there from here would
be a big plus. To me the road diet makes it much easier to get across the one ways from our
office. In fact I believe it encourages it, which I think is a really good thing for getting people
downtown. I saw it was going to come up at the council meeting tonight and just wanted to let
you know that we are really big proponents of it.
Hoping to meet you on the 15th. Have a great rest of the week.

Ryan D. Anderson, AAMS
First Vice President – Investments
Stolz-Smith Financial Consulting Group of
Wells Fargo Advisors
409 Ashman Suite 2 • Midland, Michigan 48640
(989) 631-4114 main
(989) 631-1868 fax
ryan.anderson@wfadvisors.com
www.stolzsmithfinancialconsultinggroup.wfadv.com
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Correspondence received by the City in opposition of the proposed lane reduction
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From: noreply@civicplus.com [mailto:noreply@civicplus.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 16, 2018 12:37 PM
To: Guyer, Katie <kguyer@midland-mi.org>
Subject: Online Form Submittal: Contact the City of Midland - General Form

Contact the City of Midland - General Form
Contact the City
Please use the form below to contact the City about a variety of questions and
concerns. If you don't know which department should receive your request, please
select the one you think fits best and provide a detailed explanation in the bottom
box. If your request doesn't match any of the listed departments or for more
information, please contact City Hall at 989-837-3300.

Your Name

Naomi K Haebler

Address
City
State
Zip
Phone Number
Email Address
How would you like to be
contacted (if needed?)

Email

What department or
service is your question in
reference to?

Construction Issues

Please tell us more about
your question or concern:

Please end that ignorant project of removing one lane of
Buttles for VEHICLES. Bike riders & pedestrians have ample
areas to do their thing. I had to turn into the Element Salon at
Buttles & McDonald 05/15/18, then come out. It was an
absolute mess. PLEASE REMOVE THOSE BARRIERS AND
GIVE US A FULL 3 LANES OF BUTTLES FOR VEHICLES.
Thanks, Naomi

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser.
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Fredrickson, Joshua
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lindsay A Mayton
Wednesday, May 16, 2018 4:18 PM
Fredrickson, Joshua
Buttles project

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Completed

Good day. I am a Midland city resident. I am writing to voice my view on the loss of the third car lane during a
3 year study. Having driven this several times already I can honestly say that I feel the third lane is necessay to
assist in dispersing the increased traffic. Please do not drag this out for 3 years. I am concerned that it will be
the reason people stay away from downtown - which is the opposite of what the Midland Downtown businesses
are seeking.
Lindsay Mayton

1
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Fredrickson, Joshua
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Born, David (DW) <dwborn@dow.com>
Tuesday, May 22, 2018 3:04 PM
Fredrickson, Joshua
Buttles Street

Josh:
I believe you are taking comments on the changes to Buttles Street. If this is not the case, please let me know.
This morning on the way to work, I was in the center lane of Buttles, approaching Jerome. A pickup truck in the right
lane of Jerome (northeast bound), pulled out in front of me without even looking. He pulled into the center lane,
probably because he was used to turning into the right-hand lane without any oncoming traffic, since before that
intersection the right-hand lane on Buttles is a turn-only lane onto Jerome. At any rate, I had to panic stop to avoid
hitting him broadside.
Following that situation, I was able to proceed down Buttles at no more than 25 miles an hour. There were brake lights
everywhere, with cars and trucks trying to find a way to proceed down the road smoothly. This was not a pleasant
experience.
I drive that route every day on my way to work. I can’t imagine having to do this for the next three years while this illadvised study is done. I sincerely hope the study is cut short within weeks and we return to the necessary three lanes on
Buttles.
Dave Born

1
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Fredrickson, Joshua
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeff Cole
Saturday, May 26, 2018 9:24 PM
Fredrickson, Joshua
Buttles Road Diet

I'm writing to tell you how foolish the subject study and proposed permanent lane reduction on Buttles (Business 10) in
Midland is. There is very little bike or pedestrian traffic, there never has been, and with the demolition of most of the
homes along this stretch of road, there will not be an increase in the future. Any pedestrian or bike traffic can and should
use the perfectly safe and empty sidewalk and bike trails throughout the area.
I suspect the City of Midland wanted this done (for reasons unknown) and somehow fooled MDOT into agreeing to this
study. Business 10 is the busiest street in the entire county and reducing it by a lane is not a good idea at all.

1
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On May 31, 2018, at 4:15 PM, Gary & Angela Buske
wrote:
You are not my council representative but I wanted to thank you for
disagreeing with the recommendation to make Buttles two lanes (the street
diet). You are the only one who had any common sense in the matter.
Angela Buske
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Fredrickson, Joshua
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tim Craig
Sunday, June 24, 2018 8:06 PM
Fredrickson, Joshua
Buttles lane closure

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Completed

Good evening I'm sending an email into the recent closing of the lane on buttles. I work at cmu for over 29 years. I use
bu ttles every weekday , with this lane closure this is a bottle neck when semi trucks or cement trucks trying to turn
hopefully the city will reconsider this decision , thank you for your time Tim Craig any questions you can call

1
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From: David Knuth
Sent: Sunday, June 24, 2018 8:35 PM
To: City of Midland <cityhall@midland-mi.org>
Subject: Buttles Rd Bicycle Lane

Looking for the ordinance for vehicular traffic right of way. The closure of a lane on Buttles
street is not only dangerous to bicycles because they will need to cross heavy traffic areas but
also a waste of tax payers money. I have never seen a bicycle riding in that lane, and they have a
rail trail which is safe for them. I hope this lane preparations was not funded using any additional
taxes that we the Michigan Motorist are paying from higher gas taxes and license plate fees, that
go to road improvement, since bicycle owners don’t pay a dime to be able to ride on the roads.
This was a bad idea, it gets very congested in this area now and somebody will get seriously
injured unfochantatly. The rail trail has been designed and set up properly for there safety in
mind. The roadway of Buttles is not.
Thank you,
Dave Knuth
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Report Traffic Safety Concern/Suggestions
SUBMITTER
Action Line Requests - Street &
Category:
Construction Issues
Priority:
3
Assigned To: Bjorge Shane
Submitted:
6/30/2018 12:12 PM
Source:
Website 174.230.12.182

CONTACT

REQUEST DETAILS
,

Description
Purpose. This form is used to report a traffic safety concern or suggestion for
review. This would include concerns or needs regarding, parking, speed limit
or stop signs, new traffic signals, changes in traffic, signal operation, school
crossings, etc.
First Name
Jason
Last Name
Reist
Email

Daytime Phone
Street
ZIP
Please select the nature of your concern
Other
Please provide a detailed description of the concern
What moron or group of morons thought it would be a good idea to have a
dedicated bicycle lane on buttles!? I have lived in Midland my entire life and I
believe that I could count the number of bicycles I have seen riding on that
stretch of road on one hand. With that being said the ones that I have seen
managed to do so without a dedicated lane.
Indicate the exact location of the concern (street address, cross roads, signal
light, signal location, etc)
Buttles and Jerome
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Fredrickson, Joshua
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Frank-Gina Malczewski
Thursday, August 23, 2018 10:40 AM
Fredrickson, Joshua
Buttles St lane shutdown

Hello Joshua,
We would like to express our extreme disappointment with the Buttles St lane closure ‘trial’. It is a terrible idea. We
drive it frequently and find it to be unsafe, more congested and a stupid idea.
We know this is a joint ‘test’ with MDOT so please pass on our objections to them as well.
We hope you restore the proper flow of traffic on this major artery well before the trial period is over.
Respectfully,
Frank and Regina Malczewski

1
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Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2018 10:35 AM
Dear councilmanMajor mess on Buttles this morning at 7:50! A double gravel truck tried to turn from M20 and got stuck. I
sat through three lights before I turned onto Jerome to detour. I couldn't see everything ahead but it
looked like there was also merge arrow set up around Ashman forcing everyone into the leftmost lane? I
recommend that a month ahead of the commentary period before the first assessment, the city council
request that MDOT set up a portable trailer sign in the closed Buttles lane directing public commentary to
the MDOT website. That would be useful data to collect. Also, maybe large gravel trucks should detour
through downtown since they cant make the Buttles turn.
Tom
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From: Rick
Sent: Monday, August 27, 2018 12:26 PM
To: Murphy, Karen <kmurphy@midland-mi.org>
Subject: Buttles st lane closure
Since the closure,I have never seen anyone using this lane.Last week with the closure of the left lane for
sidewalk construction,traffic was backed up to the bridge.This is poor planning on the part of the City
and MDOT.
Sent from my iPad
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From: Heidi DeMeyer
Sent: Wednesday, August 29, 2018 8:49 PM
To: City of Midland <cityhall@midland-mi.org>
Subject: Buttles
This “road diet” on Buttles is the worst idea that the City of Midland has ever come up with. I
think it is someone on the Board who owns a business downtown and thinks if there is a “bike
lane” more people will go to their business. I live in Midland and work in Mt Pleasant and drive
home on Buttles everyday. I am looking for a house in Mt Pleasant now just so I can avoid the
Buttles mess and the mess on the M20 bridge. How many accidents have happened so far since
this brilliant idea has gone into practice?
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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From:
Sent: Wednesday, August 29, 2018 9:59 AM
To: City of Midland <cityhall@midland-mi.org>
Subject: Road diet

Just putting in my two cents.. I hate it! It is horrible to try to drive through.. not sure what you
all were thinking... please put it back the way it was.

Joann Lightfoot
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From: Gary Schulz
Sent: Wednesday, August 29, 2018 1:28 PM
To: Donker, Maureen <donker@reeceendeavor.org>
Subject: closed lane on Buttles

Mayor Donker
I just read the Midland Daily News article on the lane that is closed off on Buttles. It said that
most people when asked have complained about the closed lane, but have not articulated what
they dislike. I have a few comments. There are cars turning left and right. With a center lane, one
can avoid braking behind either. Also, there is considerably more congestion. It may not slow us
down that much, but we all have to drive closer together with less room to maneuver. I have
found myself in the left lane, wanting to make a right turn in a few blocks, and not being able to
move over for the turn. Once we get past the two lanes and enter three again, it is so much more
relaxing because I can maneuver freely.
I understand that this decision is primarily driven by downtown advantages, but most of us who
drive on this stretch of road are not from downtown. This is a major thoroughfare to get from the
east or west by way of downtown. There is no other convenient route. I think that the decision
should be based on the populace that take this route on daily basis, not on downtown agendas.
Thanks,
Gary Schulz
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From: Kaczor, Paul (DHHS)
Sent: Thursday, August 30, 2018 2:12 PM
To: Kaye, Brad <bkaye@midland-mi.org>
Subject: Road Diet!
Hello,
I am so glad the Midland News wrote the article and stated that City Hall needed more specific
“feedback” that this road diet is a negative idea. As a lifelong Tri City resident, outside of my
years in the U.S. Navy living in areas such as Seattle, San Francisco, and San Diego, I feel this
has been a decision solely based on businesses input, ignoring the needs of tax paying citizens,
who unfortunately have to commute to work on a regular basis. I have seen accidents, and
MANY close calls. The one rumor I hear around town is two lanes will attract people to those
horribly placed townhomes on the corner. Having lived in big cities, that citizens have to cross
six to seven lanes of traffic in town, people will happily live in the city and cross many lanes of
traffic if there is something downtown that attracts customers/sightseers.
The timing of this “Diet”, being forced on us while the M20 Bridge is under construction is
shame on all of you; you Mr., Kaye, the City Board, Engineering, and MDOT. There was
absolutely no need to do this to people who just want to get to work or events and not see the
absolute rudeness and road rage from people weaving in and out of traffic trying to get through
town, middle fingers being displayed for kids to see, and people yelling at each other while
driving down the road.
I hope this complaint is “Specific” enough for you to consider it as a comment that can tell you
what the problem with this Diet is. The road is a US road….it doesn’t say “Midland 10”. Please
reconsider opening this lane at least until the bridge is back up and operational.

Sincerely,

Paul Kaczor
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Hello Becky,
In addition to the comments solicited below I would add this for myself:
I think it was great idea in theory. However if the goal was to reduce truck traffic and speed I
don’t think it worked. Our noise level has increased with the trucks and our building shakes
more often is the general feeling I have. Further complicating our location was the building of
the new bank and further reducing Buttles to one lane.
OTHER COMMENTS:
“My only comment would be that I don’t understand why it was done. I haven’t seen any bike
riders use this lane if that is what it was for. If not, then, I really don’t understand why it was
done. ☺ “
“I personally don’t like it, it is very congested all the time not just at busy times like 9-12-5.
It also slows down traffic on Ashman when trying to turn. I noticed yesterday someone driving
down the closed lane trying
to get to a corner to turn and not back up all the traffic in that middle lane.
Not a very smart decision in my opinion, of the people in Midland who made this decision.”
“I don’t think it’s a good idea because it makes things very congested there especially when
one of those lanes has to be closed for another reason (like the new bank going up across
the street) but I also don’t understand what the reason was behind the change in the first
place. Maybe if I understood that, I’d be more supportive but it looks like a huge waste of
real estate as well as a logjam for traffic especially if it’s just going to open back up to 3 lanes
¼ - ½ mile down the road. I’m told that this is supposed to be a 3-year study (not sure if
that’s accurate) but that seems excessive for a traffic study. “
“The noise and vibration from the street has increased a lot as it seems more vehicles run closer
to our side of the street. Sometimes it is so bad it vibrates me sitting in my chair.
During construction when an additional lane was closed traffic was backed up every morning
sometimes around the curve back to Eastman road and took several minutes to clear the light at
M-20.”
“Increased traffic noise has made using a headset very difficult and in

some cases impossible to hear caller on the other end. “
“Craig,
I am highly supportive of the road diet however I would note the noise factor is actually getting
worse instead of better. The truck traffic over the past several weeks has been high and when I
am on conference calls I often have to mute to avoid disturbances. Cars are never an issue. You
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may experience the same. One positive is that it is much easier to cross the road when walking
downtown for lunch!”

___________________________________
Craig Stevens
HR Site Leader
Trinseo LLC
T: + 1.989.832.4667
www.trinseo.com
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From:
Date: 9/1/18 4:13 PM (GMT-05:00)
To: "Brown Wilhelm, Diane" <dbrown@midland-mi.org>, "Donker, Maureen"
<mdonker@midland-mi.org>
Cc:
Subject: Downtown Midland Streets
Dear Diane and Maureen,
Thank you for being willing to lead the decision making that makes Midland a safe and appealing place to
call home.
Duane and I read the Midland Daily News report about the public reaction to the down town street
narrowing. We too do not like the change.
We have found eliminating the third lane on Buttles to be most unsatisfactory. The traffic on Buttles is
more crowded. The turn onto Ashman to go downtown is awkward. Buttles is no longer easy to cross
over using the side streets, as it takes longer for traffic to clear with only 2 lanes. It would be difficult to
cross as a pedestrian with the volume of traffic.
Main Street seems more difficult to negotiate, especially for visitors. I am concerned about pedestrians
as I peer around the tall planters. The stop sign at the base of Ashman, on the way to Farmer's Market is
hidden by a hanging planter. I know the stop sign is there and could warn my visitors when they were
driving.
Pedestrian safety outweighs tall red cannas and greenery at the corners. May the lush tall plantings be
trimmed to provide visibility.
May you put back the third lane in Buttles as it was, providing a safer more negotiable street.
Shalom,
Terry and Duane Townley

Terry Townley
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From: Marcia Dilling
Date: September 2, 2018 at 1:45:34 PM EDT
To: Steve Arnosky <sarnosky@midland-mi.org>
Subject: Comments on Two vs Three Lanes on Buttles St
Hello Steve,
Initially I was opposed to having Buttles Street decreased from three to two lanes near downtown
Midland, but decided I should give it a chance for a few months, especially since I’m a
proponent of encouraging bicycling in Midland for recreation, running errands, and general
travel.
After driving on Buttles a few times each week with 2-lanes, I conclude there are disadvantages
for this change.
(1). Drivers on Jerome Street heading east and then turning south onto Buttles are suddenly, with
no advance warning, confronted by a row of spindly posts indicating the right-hand lane into
which they thought they could turn cannot be used.
(2). Drivers exiting from McDonald and other side streets onto Buttles have longer waits, and are
confronted by the spindly posts that prohibit use of the right-hand, closest lane into which they
expect to be able to turn.
(3). As a former frequent bicyclist, I would not feel safe pedaling in the right-hand lane of
Buttles where only a line of spindly posts separated me from vehicles (cars, SUV’s, pickup
trucks, delivery trucks, semi-trailers, buses, emergency vehicles) traveling 40-50 mph. I
challenge Council members to try it.
Please feel free to share my comments with Mayor Donker, other City Council members,
etc. Thank you, and thanks for taking time to serve on the Council.
Regards,
Marcia Dilling
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From:
Sent: Thursday, September 6, 2018 9:11 PM
To: Donker, Maureen <donker@reeceendeavor.org>
Subject: Buttles

Its become difficult to drive on Buttles between Jerome St. and Poseyville Road because there is
no longer a center lane. I use the center lane to maneuver around traffic turning right or left. This
causes traffic backups and I'm very concerned that I may be rear ended when I need to slow
down or even stop while the vehicle in front of me is turning.

Thanks.

Ralph Aultman
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From: Eric Anders
Sent: Friday, September 07, 2018 11:46 AM
To: Adams, Tom <tadams@midland-mi.org>; Donker, Maureen <mdonker@midland-mi.org>; Arnosky,
Steve <sarnosky@midland-mi.org>; Brown Wilhelm, Diane <dbrown@midland-mi.org>; Wazbinski,
Marty <mwazbinski@midland-mi.org>; Kaye, Brad <bkaye@midland-mi.org>; Jay Reithel
<reithelj@michigan.gov>; Bill Mayhew <mayhewb@michigan.gov>
Subject: The Momentum Midland Road Diet Plan

During the last city council meeting in August, two of the five Midland City
Council members claimed 60% of the constituents they'd talked with about
Momentum Midland's road diet downtown complained about the lane closure
on eastbound US-10 (Buttles Street) between Jerome and State streets
downtown.
Unfortunately, after that 30 minute unscheduled discussion by all five
members and the city manager, nothing official was decided on the
unpopular road diet test downtown.
That Friday I created a completely unofficial and very unscientific Midland
Road Diet Survey and then posted the link in a popular 5900-member open
Issues and Events in Midland MI Facebook group.
Last night my independent community public opinion polling project was
terminated early due to limitations built into the survey platform used.
The poor, unprofessional, and often confusing design I used to collect the
data is what the logic in the free version of the Survey Monkey product
allowed in order to present the final results by city council ward. Looking
back, I probably should have done it differently.
The blue “Not Applicable” bar contains the highest number of responses in
each section. Again, that trend is due to the logic limitations built into the
basic (free) survey product used. The blue line in all six choices should be
totally ignored. It's irrelevant information.
Fifty (50) of the 141 responses received were intentionally deleted because
the respondent either didn't know which ward they lived and entered
multiple choices, OR repeatedly tried to maliciously corrupt the survey
results by entering multiple choices from the same IP address. More than
half (54%) of the respondents clicked on the City Ward Map to find who their
current representative was on the council.
What's most surprising in these results are the number of respondents who
want the MDOT traffic study to end immediately … yet still want to “talk”.
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Apparently a segment of the community is still interested in learning the real
reason Momentum Midland investors and downtown property developers feel
the need for a road diet and daily bottleneck for next three years on a busy
US highway.
Perhaps that's because the City of Midland never officially polled their
citizens to see if they wanted the road diet before Momentum Midland made
their request to Michigan Department of Transportation officials.
Click in the blue comments field in each of the six areas to read the personal
observations being shared with each Ward representative and city staff
members.
Another eye-opening result is the number of non-resident motorist and/or
regular US-10 users who don't live in the City of Midland.
A majority (29%) of the 91 survey respondents use the busy US highway
that cuts through downtown Midland to get to and from work or school,
transact business in town, or as a regular transportation route to conduct
commerce in other parts of Michigan.
These completely unofficial and very unscientific Midland Road Diet Survey
results along with a link to this social media post are being shared with each
of the five City Council ward members, the Midland city manager, and
Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT) officials in Saginaw and Mt.
Pleasant.
The Momentum Midland Road Diet Plan (survey details)
https://goo.gl/8c19UP
The Momentum Midland Road Diet Plan (consolidated view)
https://goo.gl/rGZ7eu
Issues and Events in Midland MI Facebook thread
https://goo.gl/uvxzxf
Have a wonderful weekend!
Eric Anders
Midland, MI
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From: Gary Schulz
Sent: Thursday, September 13, 2018 12:08 PM
To: Donker, Maureen <donker@reeceendeavor.org>
Subject: Re: closed lane on Buttles

Mayor Donker
Yesterday I was traveling on Buttles around 4:00 pm. There was lots of slow moving traffic
coming from M-20 and Eastman. Both lanes on Buttles were full, and then an ambulance tried to
come through from behind. We all tried to squish over to the right to let the ambulance through.
When he finally made it through, he wanted to turn right, and we were all in the right lane. He
made his right turn from the far left lane, and a little treacherous, but the third lane sure would
have been better for all of us.
Gary Schulz
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On Sep 15, 2018, at 11:48 AM, Gwisdala, Darby D.
wrote:

Mr. Wazbinski, I feel somewhat like the little boy who did not speak and his parents were concerned.
When he was five he said, "This soup is cold." They were dumbfounded and Connectivity -delighted.
What haven't you spoken before. His response was that up until that time everything had been ok.

The road diet is frustrating - and when the new hotel/motel and Delta are completed and more individuals
are making right hand turns into these facilities, it will become even more so.

I am addressing the article in the Midland Daily News...

Improved pedestrian experience by reducing the number of traffic lanes.... - this is not a fact that bears
out. It is more difficult to cross the two lanes (when there are not lights) whether driving or walking
because the traffic is bunched up and there are fewer opportunities to cross
Reducing speeds - speed limits are the appropriate venue for this
Accommodating non-motorized users - no one bikes on Buttles - there are other side streets with less
traffic to do so
More walkable downtown - this is blocks away from downtown
Less traffic - the same number of cars will travel on this stretch unless cars take a different route through
town to avoid it
Connectivity - same streets are used
Commercial Development - make it more difficult to use and there will be less additional buildings!
Smooth traffic flow is always a good thing for development.

Coming off M20 and from Eastman, three lanes make perfect sense. When it is two and more individuals
are making a right turn into Delta and the new motel, that lane will often be almost stopped because of
those making the right hand turns. Only one lane will be able to flow smoothly. This will increase the
difficulty of being able to cross the street (where there are no lights) for traffic will have fewer breaks. It
will also increase the frustration of those traveling in the right lane. It may be predicted there will be more
rear ended accidents???

My "the soup is cold" dissertation....

Darby D. Gwisdala

We
117All Could Use More Direction ! (Midland City Council, Monday, 17 September 2018)
I’m Stacy Leroy Daniels. My wife and I have resided at
near the intersection of
Orchard Dr. and W. Sugnet Rd., for the past 50 years. I’d like to provide specific comments on the
Buttles Street Road Diet, contrasting examples of ‘‘old directions” from the 1950s with “new
directions” more recently proposed as we flash forward to the 2020s.
I see an involuntarily progression from “The City of Modern Explorers” to “The City of Post-Modern
Followers” - losing our unique initiative and common sense of direction on where to go and how to
proceed by imitating others. Old successful solutions for separation of pedestrians and cyclists from
vehicles are condemned to follow new “National trends”, purported to benefit intermittent nonvehicular traffic, while touting imagined problems with more predictable vehicular traffic! What seems
to work elsewhere, is blindly assumed to work locally without proof or input from affected parties!
I’m an professional environmental engineer familiar with our infrastructure of roads and sidewalks;
and our water supply, wastewater collection, and solid waste management systems. I grew up in
Midland in the mid-1940s and graduated Midland High School in 1955. Over the years, I’ve watched
our civic pride swell and outpour (akin to our rivers rising in the floodplains), but hardly subsiding. I’ve
observed a litany of civic improvements proposed by special-interest groups contested by affected
parties. Proposals directed toward a common good need to be substantiated by quantifiable needs
for changes in capacity building, street-scapes, public venues, and business developments.
Back when I was young, most all residences and businesses in town had mailboxes at the street
bearing real numbers, and all the streets had signs. You could find your way across town by just
looking around! You could easily offer directions to strangers of the best route to get from “here to
there”. Try to describe places to folks who now rely solely on their cell phones or GPS units!
I remember when US-10 ran through the Circle (a grand-daddy “rotary”) and summer traffic backed
up for miles on weekends until the bypass was constructed in the early 1960s. Indian and Buttles
Streets were two-way, single-lane thoroughfares until M-20 was re-routed through Downtown. Some
interested parties now want to call Buttles Street “obese” and put it on a “traffic diet” reverting back to
the old two-lane congestion to be endured for a 3-year “trial period”! Is Indian Street next? We’ve
waited for West Sugnet Road to be extended thru Northwood University to Dublin Road for decades!
When I attended the old Central Intermediate (now Grove Park), I rode my bicycle across town on
roads devoid of designated bike lanes. When I attended the old Midland High School on Rodd St.,
we walked downtown for lunch. The old rule of “share the road” is still seen on City streets, but is
neither respected nor enforced equally for all modes of transport. Witless pedestrians are distracted
by cell phones, and “scuff-law” cyclists ignore stop signs. We’ve tacitly accepted an “advisory policy”
for sidewalks on all residential streets, but decry a lack of sidewalks at schools, hospitals, and malls!
I certainly do not intend to denigrate our collective sense of civic pride, nor criticize the generally
positive promotional efforts by individuals and corporations. I commend both our City for its services
and our citizen visionaries for most of their shared perspectives. I certainly am not a “Luddite”
opposed to new proven technology or ways of working, since I’ve used computers since 1957! I only
direct my present comments to resist a blatant acceptance of “out with the old, in with the new”. You
must determine whether our future directions, however well-intended, are not misguided or ill-timed!
Thank you for your kind consideration.
(*) “Midland council wants more direction for road diet”, MDN, Weekend, Sep 15-16, 2018;
“Downtown Midland: Where the streets have no names, MDN, Friday, Sep 14, 2018.

email
118 to City Manager and Mayor, City of Midland, 19 Sep 2018.
To: C. Bradley Kaye, Midland City Manager, 989-837-3301.
Maureen Donker, Mayor & Councilman Ward 2, 989-839-0531
From: Dr. Stacy Leroy Daniels,
Re: Buttles Street Road Diet (Continuing Resolution)
I've attached a more refined and cogent version of my previous verbal remarks offered to the City
Council, this past Monday, 17 September 2018, in this regard.
I reacted rather hurriedly to the request posed for "more direction" in the local newspaper over the
past weekend (*). I now realize that the project is already considered "a work in progress" as a
"continuing resolution", not haphazardly thrust unknowingly upon the citizenry, but subject to possible
mid-course corrections in scope, duration, and outcome.
I trust there will be future opportunities regarding interpretation of need, understanding of purpose,
quantitative monitoring of effect, and acceptance or modification to accommodate input on debatable
issues by our affected citizens, due to a lack of communication and interaction with the specialinterest groups who initiated the action.
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From: Brian Krause
Date: September 15, 2018 at 2:20:49 PM EDT
To: "mwazbinski@midland-mi.org" <mwazbinski@midland-mi.org>
Subject: Road diet
Hi Marty!
My name is Brian Krause and I live down the street from you at
. I see in
the Midland paper that the Buttles Road Diet will be discussed by the city council. I also see
there was an article about the “benefits” of the road diet. As my councilman, I wanted to provide
my input to you about this. In my opinion this Road Diet seems like a senseless idea to me and
that the Council should take steps to have it discontinued by the MDOT. (I think it was initiated
by MDOT?). To me the benefits listed in the paper don’t seem reasonable and don’t justify this.
On a personal note, I volunteer at Midland’s Open Door and use Buttles when I am returning
home. About 2 days ago, the left lane was closed due to construction so traffic was reduced to
one lane. I know this was temporary but it caused me to question the usefulness of the Diet.
Thank you for being my councilman and thank you for allowing me to provide my input!
Brian Krause
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From: Mary Ledbetter
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2018 10:27 AM
To: Kaye, Brad <bkaye@midland-mi.org>
Subject: Road Diet

Good Morning, Brad,
Please add my voice to those who object to the "road diet."
There has to be a more viable solution. What about a pedestrian/bicycle bridge that
would cross both Indian and Buttles to take people into the downtown area?
The goal of making the downtown area more walkable and "user friendly," is a good
one. However, in this instance, the solution is not a good one. Why would we choose
to impede a state highway?!?
Mary Ledbetter

US-10 Business Route
Buttles Street Road Diet
Traffic Data Report

Buttles Street Road Diet
Traffic Data Report
• In 2015 MDOT commissioned a corridor
study of US-10 BR through City of Midland
• Washington Street to US-10 BR/US-10
Interchange

• Partnership with the City
• Other Recent Studies
• Main Street Streetscape Study (City of Midland)
• Downtown Midland Study (Momentum Midland)

Buttles Street Road Diet
Traffic Data Report
Corridor Study included:
• Public Engagement
• Steering Committee
• Stakeholder Committee
• Public Information Meetings

• Traffic Analysis
• Existing Conditions
• No Build (2040)
• Review of crashes

Buttles Street Road Diet
Traffic Data Report
Corridor Study presented to City Council
March 27, 2017
• Study presented improvement alternatives
• Three alternatives identified
• Comparison of alternatives
• Presented the preferred alternative of a lane
reduction, or road diet.

Buttles Street Road Diet
Traffic Data Report
Proposal to focus on the Buttles Street from
Jerome (M-20) to State Street
• Reduction in number of travel lanes

• Non-motorized zone signal upgrades, retiming
• Sidewalk connections

• Access Management
• Connection to Downtown Midland

Buttles Street Road Diet
Traffic Data Report

Buttles Street Road Diet
Traffic Data Report
• Preferred Alternative – Road Diet
•
•
•
•
•

Provide acceptable levels of traffic operations
Traffic calming
Low cost
Promote future development in the corridor
Increase the connection between the downtown
area and surrounding neighborhoods
• Improve pedestrian experience by reducing the
number of lanes required to cross Buttles
• Provide a non-motorized zone, with various
options

Buttles Street Road Diet
Traffic Data Report
• Two short term assessments of a lane
reduction on Buttles Street previously
completed
• August 28-30, 2017
• Data collected included volume and speed
during peak travel times

• November 6-13, 2017
• Reviewed for backup and delay at signalized
intersections

Buttles Street Road Diet
Traffic Data Report
• Traffic data from the previous assessments
presented to City Council on December 18,
2017
• Also proposed a long term trial period to assess
the lane reduction on Buttles Street
• Assessment includes traffic data collection
• Volume, speeds, delay and crashes

Buttles Street Road Diet
Traffic Data Report
Long term trial period of road diet • May 14, 2018 traffic bollards and pavement
markings were installed on Buttles Street,
reducing the three lane road section to two lanes
• Traffic data collection began September 24, 2018

Buttles Street Road Diet
Traffic Data Report
Long term trial period of road diet • Representatives from the Michigan Department
of Transportation (MDOT) are here to present
the traffic data collected as part of the long term
trial period

• Resolution before you receives and files the
traffic data report for the lane reduction on
Buttles Street.

Buttles Street Road Diet
Traffic Data Report

Buttles Street Road Diet
Traffic Data Report

Buttles Street Road Diet
Traffic Data Report

Buttles Street Road Diet
Traffic Data Report

Buttles Street Road Diet
Traffic Data Report

Buttles Street Road Diet
Traffic Data Report

Buttles Street Road Diet
Traffic Data Report
• Level of Service (LOS)
•
•
•
•
•

Measure of the restrictive effects of volume upon capacity
LOS is represented in a range from A to F
LOS of A is the least congested
LOS of D is generally acceptable
City of Midland targets LOS of C

• Traffic data collected shows that Buttles Street, in
the road diet section is operating at a LOS of A.

Buttles Street Road Diet
Traffic Data Report
• Delay Study
• Vehicle delay data was collected between
September 24 and September 27, 2018
• Delay study identifies the number of vehicles
that are delayed at a signalized intersection for
more than one cycle of the signal
• During the November 2017 delay study, no
vehicle delays were identified
• During the September 2018 delay study, long
queues were noted but no vehicle delays
identified

Buttles Street Road Diet
Traffic Data Report
Long Term Trial Period:
• Observed LOS of A is in line with the LOS observed
during the two short term assessments completed
in 2017.
• Observed LOS of A is in line with the LOS
anticipated from the traffic model developed for the
corridor study.

Buttles Street Road Diet
Traffic Data Report
Crash Data:
• Collected and reviewed since implementation of the
long term trial period (May to October 2018)
• 15 crashes observed 2018
• 9 crashes observed 2017
• 12 crashes observed 2016

2018
2017
2016

Angle
Straight
7
1
5

Misc
Single
Vehicle
1
0
0

Misc
Multiple
Vehicle
0
3
1

Rear End
Straight
5
0
2

Side
Swipe
Same
2
5
4

Total
15
9
12

Buttles Street Road Diet
Traffic Data Report
Long Term Trial Period:
• Traffic data will continue to be collected this fall
• Traffic data will also be collected in spring
2019
• An assessment of the traffic data will be
presented in spring of 2019

End
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BY COUNCILMAN BROWN WILHELM
WHEREAS, the City Engineering Department and the Michigan Department of Transportation
have reported the most recent traffic data collection associated with the lane reduction, or road
diet, of the Buttles Road; now therefore
RESOLVED, that City Council hereby receives and files the traffic data report for the lane
reduction of Buttles Road.
YEAS:

Adams, Arnosky, Brown Wilhelm, Donker, Wazbinski

NAYS:

None

ABSENT:

None

I, Selina Tisdale, City Clerk, City of Midland, Counties of Bay and Midland, State of
Michigan, do hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of a resolution
adopted by a 5/0 yea vote of all the Councilmen present at a regular meeting of the City
Council held Monday, October 29, 2018.

________________________________________
Selina Tisdale, City Clerk
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Item Attachment Documents:
4.

Buttles Road Diet – Traffic Report Update. FREDRICKSON
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SUMMARY REPORT TO MANAGER
for City Council Meeting of May 20, 2019

SUBJECT:

US-10 Business Route Lane Reduction (Buttles Street Road Diet)
Traffic Data Report

INITIATED BY:

City of Midland Engineering Department

RESOLUTION
SUMMARY:

This resolution receives and files the Traffic Data Report for the Buttles
Street Road Diet.

ITEMS ATTACHED:
1.
Letter of Transmittal
2.
Traffic Data
3.
Resolution
4.
Location Map
5.
Correspondence Received
COUNCIL ACTION:
1.
3/5 vote required to approve resolution

Joshua N. Fredrickson
Engineering Department
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City Hall  333 West Ellsworth Street  Midland, Michigan 48640-5132  989.837.3300  989.835.2717 Fax  www.cityofmidlandmi.gov

May 15, 2019
C. Bradley Kaye, AICP CFM
City Manager
City of Midland
Midland, Michigan
Dear Mr. Kaye:
The Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT), knowing of the increase in building
activity in Midland and the location of their street network and facilities within the
Downtown Development Authority boundaries, initiated a traffic study of the US-10
Business Route (BR) corridor. This project study focused on the US-10 BR corridor
between Washington Street to the US-10 interchange at Eastman Avenue. The study was
performed by DLZ, Michigan and MKSK Studios. This study, which began in 2015,
concluded in early 2017 and was presented at the March 27, 2017 meeting of the City
Council.
The purpose of the corridor study was to identify potential roadway improvements to US10 BR corridor that will accommodate future traffic, enhance safety, increase connectivity,
improve non-motorized mobility, be context sensitive and support economic development
within the corridor.
The corridor study presented in March 2017 included three alternatives developed through
data analysis and public input. The preferred alternative in the study is a lane reduction, or
road diet, on US-10 BR (Buttles Street and Indian Street) between M-20 (Jerome Street)
and State Street. MDOT performed two short term assessments of the preferred alternative
in 2017. Both assessments supported the traffic model, developed for the initial study, to
represent actual conditions when Buttles Street is reduced to two lanes. A public meeting
was also hosted by MDOT on September 13, 2017 to discuss the preferred alternative.
The data from the short term assessments and public comment were then presented to City
Council at the December 18, 2017 meeting. At that meeting, City Council approved a
resolution of support for the lane reduction, or road diet. It was presented that a long term
trial period would be utilized to assess the lane reduction on Buttles Street, due in part to
the construction activities on the M-20 bridge. During the trial period traffic data would be
collected and periodically presented to City Council.
On May 14, 2018 traffic bollards and pavement markings were installed to reduce Buttles
Street from three lanes of traffic to a two lane roadway section between Jerome Street and
State Street. Beginning on September 24, 2018 MDOT collected traffic data related to
traffic speed, volumes, delays and safety. An initial report on traffic data was presented to
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City Council at the October 29, 2018 regular meeting of Council. The first report on traffic
data supported the findings of the short term assessments conducted in 2017, that the
conditions of traffic on Buttles Street are represented by the traffic model when Buttles
Street is reduced from three lanes to two.
Since the October 2018 traffic data report on the long term trial period of the road diet,
MDOT has continued to collected traffic data including vehicular speed and volume for the
two lanes of Buttles Street. MDOT also performed a traffic delay study. Crash reports have
also been compiled and summarized as part of this report.
Traffic Speed and Volume
Buttles Street between Jerome (M-20) and State Street has a posted speed limit of 35 miles
per hour. The timing of traffic signals on Buttles Street is established to allow traffic,
coming from Eastman Avenue, the ability to travel at the posted speed through the corridor
without having to stop at a signalized intersection. The traffic data collected through the
road diet corridor is consistent with this design. Attached are three examples of volume and
speed data collected through the corridor (see Figures 1-3). Data was collected at two
separate locations to provide representative speed and volume data for the corridor. The
bar graphs shown on the attached figures represent a cumulative hour of data collected.
Figure 1 shows traffic data collected the week of December 19 through December 25, 2018
(Wednesday through Tuesday) and is included to show traffic volume and speed in the
corridor near a holiday. The volume and speed during this time was collected near the
intersection of Buttles Street at State Street. The average vehicule speed shows little
variation, even during the peak volume times. This data is collected near the end of the
road diet, where vehicles are beginning to increase speed. This increase in speed may be
attributed to being at the end of the road diet and near a point where the posted speed
increases to 45 miles per hour on the three lane section of roadway. As expected traffic
volumes begin to taper over the weekend and then remain relatively lower on the holiday.
Figure 2 shows traffic data collected the week of March 3 through March 9, 2019 (Sunday
through Saturday) collected near the intersection of Buttles Street at State Street for a nonholiday week. As with speeds in Figure 1, speeds during this week show little variation
even during peak volumes. Peak volumes are apparent for Monday through Friday and
coincide with typical commute times. Volumes on the weekend are lower than during the
week. Traffic volumes and speed are relatively consistent.
Figure 3 shows traffic data collected for a week near the intersection of Buttles Street at
Fitzhugh Street. The data shown in the figure was collected the week of April 28 through
May 4, 2019 (Sunday through Saturday) and is representative of the traffic data collected
for this section of the road diet. Peak traffic is well defined during weekdays and weekend
volumes are lower. The average vehicle speed shows more variation and is lower
compared to Figure 1 and 2. This is consistent with the data being collected near the
beginning of the road diet where speeds are lower.
Traffic volumes are consistent with what has been observed over the previous years.
Traffic patterns are also similar with the anticipated peak travel volumes in the morning and
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the evening along with a reduction in vehicular volume on the weekends. During peak
volume times the traffic data appear to remain consistent with what was anticipated based
on the original model developed for MDOT.
Traffic Delay
MDOT’s data collection unit out of Lansing performed a vehicle backup study to identify
vehicle delay within the road diet study corridor. The field crew observes and documents
any vehicles stopped at a signal that are unable to “clear” that signal during the green phase.
The delay study was performed at the signalized intersections along Buttles Street within
the road diet area which included George Street, Cronkright Street, Rodd Street and
Ashman Street. MDOT field crews observed traffic conditions May 7 and 8, 2019. Traffic
was observed between 7:00-9:00 a.m.; 11:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m. and 2:00-6:30 p.m. at each of
the signalized intersections. The field work reports are included which state that there were
no observed delays during the time periods at these intersections. This is consistent with
the reports from the previous delay study performed for the October 29, 2019 update to City
Council.
Traffic Crashes
To be consistent with the October 29, 2019 report on traffic data, the traffic crash data used
is from the State database using a State reporting tool which is able to filter and search the
database by the specific limits of the road diet. Other tools are available to search the crash
database but is not able to refine the project limits as closely as the State’s reporting tool.
This report uses the project limits of the road diet for representing the crash data. Table 1
shows the crash history for the road diet section of Buttles Street. The dates were selected
to coincide with the installation of the road diet.

May 14, 2009 to May 13, 2010
May 14, 2010 to May 13, 2011
May 14, 2011 to May 13, 2012
May 14, 2012 to May 13, 2013
May 14, 2013 to May 13, 2014
May 14, 2014 to May 13, 2015
May 14, 2015 to May 13, 2016
May 14, 2016 to May 13, 2017
May 14, 2017 to May 13, 2018
May 14, 2018 to May 13, 2019

Total No. of Crashes
21
21
28
26
26
17
24
18
26
37

Table 1. Total Number of Crashes in the road diet section of Buttles Street
Tables 2 and 3 show a comparison of crash data for the past ten years. When a crash is
reported and added to the database, the report includes information regarding the crash.
Two categories on the report are “Crash by Driver Violation” and “Crash Type”. The
category “Crash by Diver Violation” may have one or more options selected for each crash.
For example, a crash may involve an improper turn and a disobey traffic control device.
For the category “Crash Type” only one category can be selected for each crash occurrence.
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Table 2 is a summary of “Crash by Driver Violation”. Table 3 shows the summary of
“Crash by Type”. Crash information is separated by year using the installation date as start.
The categories of “Crash by Driver Violation” and “Crash Type” provides information as to
the condition of the crash.
From the time of installation of the road diet in May 2018 there have been 37 reported
crashes within the corridor. Attached is a drawing showing the reported locations of
crashes since the road diet began. Of the crashes reported since the road diet was installed,
the majority are classified as “Angle-Straight” which occurs when a vehicle is impacted by
another vehicle at a perpendicular angle, this is usually associated with crossing traffic.
Seven crashes were rear end and eight were changing lanes. Two of the crashes were where
one vehicle pulled out in front of another vehicle. Two crashes occurred at the dual right
located at Jerome Street, and one vehicle slid into a fixed object behind the curb.
The largest increase in crashes during the road diet are attributable to red light running. It is
of note that of the 17 red light running events that have occurred since the road diet was
installed, 12 involved vehicles on the side streets running the red light and four were related
to vehicles on Buttles Street running the red light and one was reported as undetermined.
Revisions made to the road diet
Since the initial installation of the road diet two modifications of note have been made to
the delineators which reduces the number of lanes. This includes revising the layout of the
delineator markers in front of several drive approaches to improve access. The second
revision was to reinstate the right turn at Cronkright Street.
The traffic data collected since the previous update is consistent with the information
provided during the first update. MDOT will be present at the meeting to provide
information related to the traffic data collected since the update on traffic presented on
October 29, 2018.
A resolution is attached for your consideration to receive and file this report.
Sincerely,

Joshua N. Fredrickson
City Engineer
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FIGURE 1
Buttles Street at State Street
December 19 through December 25, 2018
Traffic Volume
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FIGURE 2
Buttles Street at State Street
March 3 through March 9, 2019
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FIGURE 3
Buttles Street at Fitzhugh Street
April 28 through May 4, 2019
Traffic Volume
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Buttles Road Diet – M-20 (Jerome Street) to State Street

Careless
or
Negligent
May 14, 2009 to May 13, 2010
May 14, 2010 to May 13, 2011
May 14, 2011 to May 13, 2012
May 14, 2012 to May 13, 2013
May 14, 2013 to May 13, 2014
May 14, 2014 to May 13, 2015
May 14, 2015 to May 13, 2016
May 14, 2016 to May 13, 2017
May 14, 2017 to May 13, 2018
May 14, 2018 to May 13, 2019
Table 2. Crashes by Driver Violation

1

Disobeyed
Traffic
Control
Device
8
7
11
10
6
9
5
5
9
12

May 15, 2019

Drove
Wrong
Way
1

1

Fail to
Stop
ACD
1
3
4
4
2
4
3
1
6

Failed
to Yield
3
3
3
7
9
2
5
4
3
6

Improper
Lane Use
5
5
4
1
3
1
3
2
4
1

Improper
Turn
1
3
2
1
3
2
4
3
6
2

Other
2

Speed
Too
Fast

1

1
1

1

Ran Red
Light
7
7
13
11
7
10
8
6
10
17
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Buttles Road Diet – M-20 (Jerome Street) to State Street

Angle
Driveway
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May 14, 2011 to May 13, 2012
May 14, 2012 to May 13, 2013
May 14, 2013 to May 13, 2014
May 14, 2014 to May 13, 2015
May 14, 2015 to May 13, 2016
May 14, 2016 to May 13, 2017
May 14, 2017 to May 13, 2018
May 14, 2018 to May 13, 2019
Table 3. Crashes by Type

1
1

Angle
Straight
11
10
13
15
11
11
9
7
10
17

Misc.
Angle
Fixed Multiple
Turn Bicycle Object Vehicle
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
2
2
1
2
1
5
3

May 15, 2019

Misc.
Single
Vehicle

Parking

Rear
End
Drive
way

Rear
End
Left
Turn

1
1

1

1

2

1

1

Rear
End
Straight
1
1
2
4
3
1
3
2
3
5

Side
Swipe
Same
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6
8
4
7
2
9
6
7
8
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City Hall  333 West Ellsworth Street  Midland, Michigan 48640-5132  989.837.3300  989.835.2717 Fax  www.cityofmidlandmi.gov

BY COUNCILMAN
WHEREAS, the City Engineering Department and the Michigan Department of Transportation
have reported the most recent traffic data collection associated with the lane reduction, or road
diet, of the Buttles Road; now therefore
RESOLVED, that City Council hereby receives and files the traffic data report for the lane
reduction of Buttles Road.

YEAS:
NAYS:
ABSENT:
I, Selina Tisdale, City Clerk, City of Midland, Counties of Bay and Midland, State of
Michigan, do hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of a resolution
adopted by a
yea vote of all the Councilmen present at a regular meeting of the City
Council held Monday, May 20, 2019.

________________________________________
Selina Tisdale, City Clerk
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Correspondence received by the City regarding the proposed lane reduction
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Fredrickson, Joshua
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Eric Anders
Saturday, October 27, 2018 10:19 AM
Adams, Tom; Donker, Maureen; Arnosky, Steve; Brown Wilhelm, Diane; Wazbinski,
Marty; Kaye, Brad
Bill Mayhew; Jay Reithel; Fredrickson, Joshua
Resolution #6 - Buttles Road Diet Traffic Data Report

In September, 2018, three of of the 5 Midland City Council members (Adams, Arnosky,
and Wazbinski) publicly stated, collectively, that “two thirds” (66%) of their constituents
who had contacted them about Momentum Midland's road diet pilot were against the
closure of the right lane of eastbound US-10 BR/Buttles between Jerome and State
streets that began on May 14.
That figure was significantly (25%+) less than what the Michigan Department of
Transportation (MDOT) service center in Mt. Pleasant, MI stated their official records
showed.
Twenty-five (25) of the thirty-seven (37 public) comments (67.6%) included in the
agenda packet for the City Council meeting scheduled for Monday, October 29, 2018,
speak out against the road diet. https://goo.gl/Z75Zoj
A citizen-initiated petition started on October 10, 2018 and circulated on social media
calls for the immediate termination of the road diet on US-10 BR downtown.
As of this writing, it has already collected 164 signatures and comments.
https://goo.gl/q7U83A
What's different from the previous community feedback sent to the city is that this
petition contains signatures and comments from regular users of the federal highway
who live, work, and travel outside of the City of Midland.
SEE THE MAP https://goo.gl/h7Zcze
Taken together, that's ten times more more public feedback than the was collected by
the special select Road Diet Steering Committee on December 14, 2016.
This online petition will remain open and active until:
1. The road diet on Buttles street is terminated by either the City of Midland or the
MDOT, OR,
2. Until the three-year long Road Diet Pilot approved by city council resolution in
2018 is officially terminated in 2021.

1

Please
vote to terminate this road diet experiment immediately and stand resolved to
88
start a new, open and transparent conversation about US-10 BR highway within the
entire taxpaying community.
Thanks,
Eric Anders
Midland, MI

2
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Fredrickson, Joshua
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

VSTAFFORD
Friday, November 2, 2018 10:06 PM
reithelj@michigan.gov; mayhewb@michigan.gov; Fredrickson, Joshua
Kaye, Brad
The road diet

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Completed

I am sad to see that our city has given their road diet either an A or an A+. I thought that Delta College was going to build
a campus downtown and were given a whole city block to use. I assume Delta College will put in lots of parking on their
block, but it looks like we will have one lane to get in and out of town.
To me this makes no sense!
Vivian

PS Please confirm that you received this email.

1
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From: Amanda Dikeman
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2018 11:12 AM
To: Donker, Maureen
Subject: Lane Diet

Good morning – I am writing to let you know that I am not in favor of the road diet. I live less than 2
miles from my work and due to crossing the M20 bridge backed up almost to Curry and being able to
idle, not even come close to the 45 mile an hour speed limit let alone the 35 mile an hour while crossing
the bridge it took 20 minutes to get to work. I work near the bike lane and have never seen a bike on
it. I have seen multiple people ride their bike on the sidewalk. I just wanted to voice my
opinion. Thank you for taking the time to read it. Amanda Dikeman
This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to which
they are addressed. If you have received this email in error, please notify the originator of this message. This email message has
been scanned for the presence of computer viruses. Any views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender,
except where the sender specifies and with authority states them to be the views of Midland County.
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Midland MI 48640
December 16, 2018

Mayor Donker and the Members
of the Midland City Council
City of Midland
333 W Ellsworth Street
Midland M 48640

Dear Mayor Donker and Members of the Midland City Council:
It is important that the city receive comments both for and against the proposed
road diet.
I looked at the city homepage and do not see an easy link for people to use to
provide comments. Ideally, these comments should be provided to the members of
City Council as they are the ones who ultimately have to decide what the City
should do on this issue.
As many residents do not know who is their city councilperson, comments should
also be made to the city department that would be coordinating the technical
aspects of implementing the road diet.
I suggest the city add an update link on the home page that would offer two
options. The first option would go to the City Council page that provides the phone
number and email for each member of the City Council. The second option would
go to a dedicated phone number/ voice mail and an email address where
individuals could leave their comments.

I assume someone at the city is keeping track of the letters to the Editor of the
MDN on the Road Diet? If not, I suggest someone should as some of these letters
are well written and provide useful information as the City tracks the three-year
test

92

The same comment applies to keeping track of the comments that are being made
in the City Facebook page.
Thank you,

Don Deibert
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Midland, MI 48642
February 10, 2019

Bill Mayhew

Marty Wazbinski

Brad Kaye

RE: PROPOSED BUTTLES BOTTLENECK

I do not see any advantages in reducing ~9 blocks of Buttles Road from Jerome to
State Street from 3 lanes to 2 lanes. Quite the contrary, I see it as an impediment to
smooth traffic flow. I believe this lane closure is a mistake that Midland would have
to correct later. Why take a busy area and make it more congested?
M-20 (Jerome) is a major thoroughfare through Midland and has a large amount of
traffic, including large trucks. More traffic probably, once the bridgework is
completed. One specific area that is a problem is the turn from Jerome unto Buttles.
During the last four months that I have watched the turn, the pylons have been run
over several times. I am assuming they have been replaced, once run over. The
lane closure creates a tighter turn for semi-trucks and is not an improvement. Once
I had to stop in the inner lane for a semi so it could complete the turn.
Congestion should increase. The same amount of traffic in 3 lanes suddenly reduced
to 2 lanes guarantees this. Loss of the middle lane on Buttles insures this. The
middle lane was used for through traffic, traffic not wanting to turn left or right.
More braking, more accidents.
I have not seen ANY pedestrian traffic crossing Buttles on the SE side of M-20. The
same amount of cars, reduced to 2 lanes, should increase crossing & frustration time.
The same holds for the 8 streets before the bottleneck disappears. If you want to
consider pedestrian safety, consider crossing lights on Buttles & Lyons at Mills,
Haley, State for the Loons games. My wife and I no longer park on the other side of
Lyons. Too old to do a gauntlet.
Converting an auto/truck lane on Buttles for bicycle traffic is not rational. A bicycle
lane is not safe or worthwhile. Buttles is heavily trafficked with plenty of other
hazards to watch out for even without the presence of bicycles. There are
alternative routes for bicycles. Roads parallel to Buttles have lower traffic levels
and are much safer. Ride there. In the four months I have been watching, I have not
seen ONE bicycle in the closed lane. I understand that this time frame doesn’t
include good bicycling months, but I would not ride my bicycle down Buttles for any
reason.
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I think I saw an article in the Midland Daily News that stated that about 75% of
correspondence on this issue came from opponents. How can MDOT give this an A
rating? I seem to recall that about 50% of the proponents’ correspondence came
from businesses along the Buttles corridor. Is the City paying for business property
improvements?
I know it’s a 3 year test – but people in one year will forget it is a test until the
deplorable consequences are seen.
There would be a substantial cost for this project. I do not see the benefit of this
cost.

Bill Pike
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From: J. Michael Dizer
Sent: Monday, February 11, 2019 3:48 PM
To: Reithel, Jay (MDOT) <ReithelJ@michigan.gov>
Cc: Steven Arnosky <167arnosky@gmail.com>
Subject: Midland 'Road Diet'
Dear Sirs:
I was given your email addresses by my Precinct Representative, Steve Arnosky to ask about the subject.
The one lane closure on Buttles St. between Jerome and State is baffling to me. There has yet to be any
clear explanation given as to why this stretch of road was reduced to two lanes and what (if any) benefit
this lane closure is supposed to provide. The only thing that I can see is that there is no longer a 'middle'
lane that allows vehicles traveling through this part of Midland to not have to reduce speed for those
vehicles turning left or right of of Buttles.
There does not appear to be any additional pedestrian or bicycle traffic, especially during the winter
months. I am also curious why this 'study' will take 3 years. That seems to be an incredibly long time for
ANY road study let alone one that is at least an inconvenience and at most a hazard.
If the ultimate goal were to make Buttles and Indian streets tow-way again, why not just say that? or if
the goal is to reduce the lanes so as to add more usable land for building, say that. A 3 year study is a
waste of time and taxpayer money that could be better spent elsewhere.
I would ask that the information gathered to date be used to make a decision on so-called road diets'
results and to discontinue the lane closure immediately.
Thank you for your consideration.
Mike Dizer
Midland, MI 48640
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From: Joe Blewett
Date: 4/6/19 2:12 PM (GMT-05:00)
To: "Brown Wilhelm, Diane" <dbrown@midland-mi.org>
Subject: Road Diet
Dear Ms. Brown-Wilhelm,
My family and I love Midland and I have very, very few complaints. I strongly support the job you do as my
representative. However, I wanted to share my disapproval of the road diet taking place on Buttles street. As a
county employee I am at the county services building regularly and find the road diet to be challenging. I understand
the rationale for the diet, but none the less personally oppose it. I would support a decision to end the road diet
sooner than the 3 year study is completed.
Thank you,
Joe Blewett
Midland, MI 48640
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Dear Councilwoman Hall
I am a user of Buttles returning from the hospital to my home on Rockwell Drive. Three lanes of Buttles
have been narrowed down to two lanes; with thoughts of making this permanent.
You have read the many letters to the newspaper describing all the problems this “diet” has caused,- the
much higher accident rate, the piling up of traffic as drivers slow down to turn from Buttles, making the
synchronization of stop lights ineffective, etc.
The City Council has the power to stop this terrible idea. Please introduce a motion to the council to
abandon this diet.
Thank you,
John Bennett
Midland, MI 48642
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Fredrickson, Joshua
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Dave Waite
Friday, May 10, 2019 2:22 PM
Fredrickson, Joshua
Wendell Dilling; Mark McCartney; Thoralf Brecht
D.Waite Support for traffic calming on Buttles and Indian
Traffic Calming.docx

I strongly support the implementation of road diets on Buttles and Indian as a traffic calming solution and as a
part of the overall plan to revitalize downtown and reconnect it to the communities north of downtown.
I believe this is necessary to improve the safety of non-motorized users (walkers, bikers, personal mobility
users) crossing these streets either heading downtown or to northern communities and parks.
I have attached a document that contains extracts from DOT, The Institute of Traffic Engineers and MDOT
assessments that support traffic calming.
Unfortunately I cannot be at the May 20 City Council meeting to present my support in person so as discussed
today I request you include this email and document in the package you provide the City Council.
Respectfully
D.E.Waite
Midland, MI 48640

1
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Traffic Calming
The following sources support Traffic Calming. Compiled by Dave Waite 5/9/2019.
DOT:
https://www.transportation.gov/mission/health/Traffic-Calming-to-Slow-Vehicle-Speeds
 decreasing vehicle travel lanes for pedestrians to cross
 providing room for a pedestrian crossing median
 improving safety for bicyclists when bicycle lanes are added
 reducing rear-end and side-swipe crashes
 improving speed limit compliance
 decreasing crash severity when crashes do occur
Institute of Traffic Engineers:
https://www.ite.org/pub/?id=e2742f06%2D2354%2Dd714%2D514e%2Dde01e77d5505
All four of the projects achieved reductions in collision frequency, severity, and the annual collision
claim costs. The magnitude of these benefits varied among the projects, with an average 40 percent
reduction in collision frequency and 38 percent reduction’ in the annual claims costs.
MDOT:
https://www.michigan.gov/documents/mdot/MDOT_Research_Report_RC1555_Appendices_AE_376150_7.pdf
 A 25% reduction in crash frequency per mile and a 19% reduction in crash rate. This differs from the
Huang, et al. study which reported a 6% reduction in crash frequency per mile.
 A similar reduction in the number and severity of injury crashes
 Reductions in the involvement of age groups that are traditionally at risk, those 25 and under as well
as those 65 and older
 A significant reduction in the number of crashes types related to left-turns and stopped traffic.
 A 34% reduction in the number of injury crashes, as well as a reduction in the severity of the crashes
that do occur.

US-10 Business Route
Buttles Street Road Diet
Traffic Data Update

Buttles Street Road Diet
Traffic Data Update
• In 2015 MDOT commissioned a corridor
study of US-10 BR through City of Midland
• Washington Street to US-10 BR/US-10
Interchange

• Partnership with the City
• Corridor Study presented to City Council
March 27, 2017
• Preferred Alternative – Road Diet (reduce to
two travel lanes)

Buttles Street Road Diet
Traffic Data Update

Buttles Street Road Diet
Traffic Data Update

Buttles Street Road Diet
Traffic Data Update

Buttles Street Road Diet
Traffic Data Update
• Traffic data previously collected and
reported includes two short term
assessments of a lane reduction on
Buttles Street
• August 28-30, 2017
• November 6-13, 2017
• Data collected included volume and speed during
peak travel times
• Reviewed for backup and delay at signalized
intersections

Buttles Street Road Diet
Traffic Data Update
• Traffic data from the short term assessments
presented to City Council on December 18,
2017
• A long term trial period was implemented to
assess the lane reduction on Buttles Street
• Assessment includes traffic data collection
• Volume, speeds, delay and crashes

Buttles Street Road Diet
Traffic Data Update
Long term trial period of road diet • May 14, 2018 traffic bollards and pavement
markings were installed on Buttles Street,
reducing the three lane road section to two lanes
• Previous update on traffic data was presented
October 29, 2018
• Additional traffic data has been collected since
that time

Buttles Street Road Diet
Traffic Data Update
Long term trial period of road diet • Representatives from the Michigan Department
of Transportation (MDOT) are here to present an
update to the traffic data collected since the
October 2018 report on traffic

Buttles Street Road Diet
Traffic Data Update

• Traffic data collected
• Volume
• Speed
• Delay Study
• Crash information
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Buttles Street Road Diet
Traffic Data Update
Buttles Street at State Street
December 19 through December 25, 2018
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Buttles Street Road Diet
Traffic Data Update
Buttles Street at State Street
March 3 through March 9, 2019
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Buttles Street Road Diet
Traffic Data Update
Buttles Street at Fitzhugh Street
April 28 through May 4, 2019
Traffic Volume
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Buttles Street Road Diet
Traffic Data Update

Buttles Street Road Diet
Traffic Data Update
• Delay Study
• Vehicle delay data was collected May 7 and May
8, 2019
• Delay study identifies the number of vehicles
that are delayed at a signalized intersection for
more than one cycle of the signal
• During the May 2019 delay study, no vehicle
delays were identified
• This is consistent with the September 2018 and
November 2017 delay studies

Buttles Street Road Diet
Traffic Data Update
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Buttles Street Road Diet
Traffic Data Update
• Crash
locations
May 2018
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Traffic Data Update
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Traffic Data Update
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Buttles Street Road Diet
Traffic Data Update
Long Term Trial Period:
• Traffic data including volume, speed and delay
information collected since the last update are
consistent with previous traffic data
• Anticipate collecting additional traffic data after
the M-20 bridge construction is complete
• Angle-Straight crashes have increased,
Working with MPD to specifically look at red
light running

Buttles Street Road Diet
Traffic Data Update
Long Term Trial Period:
• The next assessment of the traffic data will be
presented in spring 2020
• Resolution before you receives and files the
Traffic Data Update for the lane reduction on
Buttles Street

End
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BY COUNCILMAN WAZBINSKI
WHEREAS, the City Engineering Department and the Michigan Department of Transportation
have reported the most recent traffic data collection associated with the lane reduction, or road
diet, of the Buttles Road; now therefore
RESOLVED, that City Council hereby receives and files the traffic data report for the lane
reduction of Buttles Road.
YEAS:

Arnosky, Brown Wilhelm, Donker, Hall, Wazbinski

NAYS:

None

ABSENT:

None

I, Selina Tisdale, City Clerk, City of Midland, Counties of Bay and Midland, State of Michigan,
do hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of a resolution adopted by a
yea vote of all the Councilmen present at a regular meeting of the City Council held Monday,
May 20, 2019.

________________________________________
Selina Tisdale, City Clerk

DOWNTOWN MIDLAND

INDIAN & BUTTLES STREET CORRIDOR

TONIGHT’S AGENDA

STAFF PRESENTATION (est. 30-40 min)
2WALKING TOUR (est. 30-40 min)
3COMMENTS ON OBSERVATIONS (est. 10-30 min)
1

AIRPORT ROAD

2015-17
MDOT US10 BR
CORRIDOR STUDY

WASHINGTON STREET

AIRPORT ROAD

9-BLOCK ROAD DIET
TRIAL AREA

2015-17
MDOT US10 BR
CORRIDOR STUDY

WASHINGTON STREET

HISTORY OF DOWNTOWN
MIDLAND PLANNING

HISTORIC MAIN STREET

A MODERN DOWNTOWN DISTRICT
1997 MASTER PLAN

A MODERN DOWNTOWN DISTRICT
2007 MASTER PLAN

DOWNTOWN FUTURE LAND USE

Objective: Expanding and enhancing the
vibrancy of downtown by adding density,
mixed-use developments, and expanding to
incorporate the ballpark area

A MODERN DOWNTOWN DISTRICT
MASTER PLANNING
PRIVATE PROPERTY
PUBLIC SPACES
STREET RIGHT-OF-WAYS
ZONING REGULATIONS

A MODERN DOWNTOWN DISTRICT
MASTER PLANNING
PRIVATE PROPERTY
PUBLIC SPACES
STREET RIGHT-OF-WAYS
ZONING REGULATIONS

A MODERN DOWNTOWN DISTRICT
MASTER PLANNING
PRIVATE PROPERTY
PUBLIC SPACES
STREET RIGHT-OF-WAYS
ZONING REGULATIONS

AIRPORT ROAD

2015-17
MDOT US10 BR
CORRIDOR STUDY

WASHINGTON STREET

PURPOSE OF 2015-17 STUDY

Accomodate TRAFFIC (existing and future)
2Enhance SAFETY for all modes of transportation
3Increase CONNECTIVITY to surrounding neighborhoods
4Improve NON-MOTORIZED MOBILITY
5Implement CONTEXT SENSITIVE DESIGN
6Support ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT within the corridor
1

COMPLETE STREETS POLICIES
MDOT (Governor Granholm in mid-2000s)
2City of Midland (adopt June 2010)
1

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT IN THE
2015-17 STUDY
STEERING COMMITTEE
2PUBLIC INPUT SESSION (December 14, 2016)
1

STEERING COMMITTEE PARTICIPANTS

MDOT
2CITY OF MIDLAND (including DDA & Non-Motorized
Transportation Committee)
3DISCOVERY SQUARE (MCFTA)
4MIDLAND BUSINESS ALLIANCE (Chamber & Midland Tomorrow)
5MICHIGAN BASEBALL FOUNDATION (Momentum Midland)
6MIDLAND AREA COMMUNITY FOUNDATION
1

FOCUS OF DOWNTOWN
STUDY AREA

TRAFFIC & SAFETY

TRAFFIC & SAFETY:

EXCESS CAPACITY in current design
2TRAFFIC SPEED must be slowed to improve non-motorized
experience and improve context sensitive design
3SAFETY of corridor for all users must not decrease
1

Traffic flow monitoring, traffic speed analysis, intersection
performance, corridor crash data (MDOT & City)

TRAFFIC SPEED

Traffic speed analysis (MDOT)

SAFETY

Corridor crash data (MDOT & City)

MEASUREMENTS

EXCESS CAPACITY

ACCIDENT DATA:

Increase in number of accidents (from prior year)
2Details of accidents is more accurate
3Data should not be looked at solely in aggregate
1

By DRIVER VIOLATION

By CRASH TYPE

CONNECTIVITY &
NON-MOTORIZED MOBILITY

DOWNTOWN CONNECTIVITY

DOWNTOWN CONNECTIVITY

DOWNTOWN CONNECTIVITY
MIDTOWN

HISTORIC

DOWNTOWN CONNECTIVITY
MIDTOWN

HISTORIC

NON-MOTORIZED TRANSPORT

OFF-STREET

MIDTOWN

HISTORIC

NON-MOTORIZED TRANSPORT

w/ON-STREET

MIDTOWN

CONTEXT SENSITIVE DESIGN &
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

INDIAN STREET

BUTTLES STREET

W. THOMAS STREET (M-25) Bay City

DAVENPORT AVENUE (M-58) Saginaw

Pedestrian safety/incident reporting (MDOT & City)
Final design of a two-lane road profile has not been
completed. The design will ultimately determine the
experience while in and/or crossing of the corridor.
The corridor is planned for mixed-use purposes.
Infill mixed-use development = High ROI of public
investment

MEASUREMENTS

PLANNING:

2015-17 CORRIDOR STUDY RESULTS

MDOT DESIGN
ALTERNATIVES

MDOT DESIGN
ALTERNATIVES

PREFERRED
ALTERNATIVE

PREFERRED
ALTERNATIVE

COMMON MISUNDERSTANDINGS

WHO ASKED FOR THE STUDY TO BE DONE?
Michigan Department of Transportation
initiated and commissioned the 2015-17 Study.
City of Midland with MDOT initiated the 2018-current road diet
trial.

WHY DO WE NOT SEE ANYONE WALKING OR BIKING IN THE
CLOSED LANE?
The lane is closed as a trial for studying purposes only.

THE ORANGE BOLLARDS ARE UNSIGHTLY AND DO NOT LOOK
ATTRACTIVE IN DOWNTOWN
The lane is closed temporarily.
Final design of the corridor has not been completed (future
consideration involving public input).

TONIGHT’S WALKING TOUR

OBSERVE THE SCALE OF THE ROADWAY IN CONTEXT WITH
SURROUNDING DEVELOPMENT
2ENVISION A POTENTIAL TWO-LANE CORRIDOR
3OBSERVE PEDESTRIAN AND BICYCLE DESIGN FEATURES
4OBSERVE VEHICLE DESIGN FEATURES and TRAFFIC FLOW
5ENVISION ADDITIONAL MIXED-USE AND MISSING MIDDLE
HOUSING DEVELOPMENT ALONG THE CORRIDOR
1

WRITTEN COMMENT FORMS

WRITTEN COMMENTS WILL BE COLLECTED AND MADE PART OF
THE RECORD
2PLEASE COMPLETE THE FORM AND INCLUDE NAME AND
ADDRESS
1

WALKING TOUR

CONCLUSION OF THE TOUR

Reconvene back in Council Chambers for final comments on
observations and adjournment.

OBSERVATIONS

*CIVILITY REMINDER

Please keep comments short and concise to respect others’ time
2Please do not cheer or applaud after comments
3Please direct comments to City staff and not other members of
the public
4Please stay on topic with the specific questions
1

TONIGHT’S WALKING TOUR

OBSERVATIONS ABOUT THE PEDESTRIAN ENVIRONMENT &
EXPERIENCE
2OBSERVATIONS ABOUT VEHICLE TRAFFIC AND THE ROADWAY
3OBSERVATIONS ABOUT THE FUTURE VISION OF THE CORRIDOR
1

OBSERVATIONS ABOUT THE PEDESTRIAN ENVIRONMENT &
EXPERIENCE
1

OBSERVATIONS ABOUT VEHICLE TRAFFIC AND THE ROADWAY

2

OBSERVATIONS ABOUT THE FUTURE VISION OF THE CORRIDOR

3

BUTTLES STREET ROAD DIET TRIAL
COMMUNITY CONVERSATION
September 18, 2019

TONIGHT’S AGENDA

CORRIDOR STUDY & ROAD DIET TRIAL OVERVIEW
PRESENTATION OF STUDY CRITERIA & TABLE DISCUSSIONS

1
2

TRAFFIC & SAFETY
bNON-MOTORIZED TRANSPORTATION & NEIGHBORHOOD CONNECTIVITY
cECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT & CONTEXT SENSITIVE DESIGN
a

REPORTS BY INDIVIDUAL TABLES
FINAL COMMENTS AND OBSERVATIONS

2
3

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

TABLE DISCUSSIONS will follow staff presentations
Please HOLD QUESTIONS DURING PRESENTATIONS
Staff will be walking about the room during table discussions
Please be respectful and civil

1
2
3
4

*More guidance will be provided before the first table discussion

OVERVIEW OF THE MDOT
2016 US-10 BR CORRIDOR STUDY

AIRPORT ROAD

2016
MDOT US10 BR
CORRIDOR STUDY

WASHINGTON STREET

AIRPORT ROAD

9-BLOCK ROAD DIET
TRIAL AREA

2016
MDOT US10 BR
CORRIDOR STUDY

WASHINGTON STREET

STUDY OBJECTIVES:

ACCOMODATE CURRENT & ANTICIPATED FUTURE TRAFFIC
ENHANCE SAFETY FOR ALL MODES OF TRANSPORTATION
INCREASE NEIGHBORHOOD CONNECTIVITY
IMPROVE NON-MOTORIZED MOBILITY
CONTEXT SENSITIVE DESIGN
SUPPORT ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT WITHIN THE CORRIDOR

1
2
3
4
5
6

STUDY vs. TRIAL

STUDY REFERS TO THE 2016 CORRIDOR STUDY
TRIAL REFERS TO THE 3-YEAR ROAD DIET TRIAL THAT BEGAN

1

2

IN 2018

ON-GOING ROAD DIET TRIAL
3-YEAR ASSESSMENT INTIATED IN MAY 2018
ASSESSMENT FOLLOWED…

1
2

a

TWO BRIEF TRIAL IMPLEMENTATIONS IN AUG. 2017 & NOV. 2017

Public Open House on Sept. 13, 2017

b

FAQ:

WHO ASKED FOR THE STUDY TO BE DONE?
WHO INITIATED THE STUDY?
WHO INITIATED THE TRIAL?
CAN MDOT STOP THE TRIAL TOMORROW?
WHAT IS MDOT’s POSITION ON THE TRIAL?

1
2
3
4
5

FIRST 2 OBJECTIVES

ACCOMODATE CURRENT & ANTICIPATED FUTURE TRAFFIC
ENHANCE SAFETY FOR ALL MODES OF TRANSPORTATION

1
2

STUDY CONSIDERATIONS

ROADWAY STATUS AS A BUSINESS ROUTE AND A PRINCIPAL ARTERIAL
ROAD
CURRENT AND FUTURE GROWTH TRENDS
ALL USERS OF THE CORRIDOR, INCLUDING SEMIS AND PERSONAL
VEHICLES
CURRENT AND FUTURE GROWTH TRENDS
1

2
3

4

TRAFFIC SPEED & VOLUME

Traffic flow monitoring, speed analysis, and intersection
performance (MDOT)

SAFETY

Corridor crash data (MDOT & City)

MEASUREMENTS

ROAD DIET TRIAL DATA COLLECTION

FIRST TABLE DISCUSSION

DESIGNATE THE FOLLOWING TABLE MEMBERS:
TABLE NOTE TAKER
TABLE SPOKESPERSON (who will present at the end)
DISCUSS THE FIRST TWO OBJECTIVES (5-7 min)

1

a

b

2

HISTORY OF DOWNTOWN
MIDLAND PLANNING

HISTORIC MAIN STREET

A MODERN DOWNTOWN DISTRICT
CURRENT MASTER PLAN
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SPECIAL MEETING OF THE MIDLAND CITY COUNCIL
Memorial Presbyterian Church, 1310 Ashman Street

September 18, 2019

7:00 PM
AGENDA

CALL TO ORDER - Maureen Donker, Mayor
ROLL CALL -

Steve Arnosky
Diane Brown Wilhelm
Maureen Donker
Pamela Hall
Marty Wazbinski

1.

Downtown Planning History and 2015-17 Corridor Study Overview. MURSCHEL

2.

Review of the Study Criteria and Table Discussion.
a.
b.
c.

Traffic and Safety
Non-Motorized Mobility and Neighborhood Connectivity
Economic Development and Context Sensitive Design

3.

Presentation of Table Reports.

4.

Additional Considerations and Questions.

TO CONTACT THE CITY WITH QUESTIONS OR FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
Citizen Comment Line
City of Midland website address:
City of Midland email address:
Government Information Center:

837-3400
www.cityofmidlandmi.gov
cityhall@midland-mi.org
located near the reference desk at the Grace A. Dow Memorial
Library

INDIAN & BUTTLES CORRIDOR
COMMUNITY CONVERSATION
Additional Information Packet

Prepared September 18, 2019
333 W. Ellsworth Street | Midland, MI 48640 | 989.837.3300 | cityofmidlandmi.gov

Timeline of Downtown Midland Planning Actions
To better understand how the Indian and Buttles corridors are included in the City’s overall economic
development strategy, review the timeline below.

1989

Midland Downtown Development Authority
Tax Increment Financing (TIF) district is
formed.

1997

The City of Midland Master Plan envisions
office and commercial use for the blocks
between Indian and Buttles streets.

2007

The City of Midland Master Plan envisions
mixed use for the blocks between Indian and
Buttles streets.

2012

The expanded Downtown Development
Authority district is formed to include the
blocks between Indian and Buttles streets.

Frequently Asked Questions
Please find below a list of questions the City has received since the road diet trial began. For more
information or answers to additional questions, please visit www.cityofmidlandmi.gov/roadstudy.
How was the Corridor Study initiated?
The US-10 Business Route (BR) Corridor Study was commissioned by the Michigan Department of
Transportation (MDOT). This study included a corridor-wide data collection effort, review of traffic data,
development of a traffic model, and development of alternatives which met the project purpose. The
study was supported by the City.
What is the purpose of even considering a reduction in the number of lanes on Buttles Street?
Why would we consider reducing the number of lanes? What is the long term goal?
Buttles and Indian Streets are overbuilt in their current designs. This provides conditions that are
unnecessarily unsafe. A single lane reduction is being considered to change how drivers, bicyclists, and
pedestrians use the road in order to reduce speeding and encourage safety for everyone. A lane reduction
would also result in more space that can be devoted to other uses. A final decision has not been made as
to how the space could be used, but examples of potential uses include widened sidewalks, buffer zones,
dedicated vehicle turn lanes, or separated bike lanes.
The long-term goal for this area of Downtown Midland can be found within the City’s Master Plan. The
Master Plan envisions this corridor for additional mixed use development that consists of a combination
of restaurants, shops, residential, services, and offices. Indian and Buttles Streets in the current, overbuilt
design do not support mixed use development.
What is the purpose of the road diet trial now taking place?
A study completed by consultants examined several redesign options for the US 10 Business Route
corridor. The preferred alternative, based on the needs of all corridor users, was a reduction in the
number of lanes from three to two.
The consultants’ recommendation to reduce Buttles Street from three to two lanes was based on an
engineering analysis completed and presented in the final study report using a variety of available and
collected traffic data. Although the recommendation was and remains supported by the information that
was available at that time, on-street testing was desired by both MDOT and the City of Midland to make
certain the consultant’s findings would hold up under real-world conditions. Short trials took place in
August 2017 and November 2017, both of which supported the consultants’ findings that only two lanes
of travel are needed to accommodate the traffic using the corridor between Jerome Street and State
Street. The trial now underway is an expanded testing of this finding and continues to collect data that
will be used to make a final decision for the future of this corridor.

I don’t see pedestrians or bicyclists using the closed lane on Buttles Street. Doesn’t this show that the
trial isn’t working and the lane closure is not needed?
No. The closed lane is closed to all users, including bicyclists and pedestrians. It is not intended for any
use during the trial that is taking place. In fact, since the markings of this lane are only temporary plastic
bollards, it is not safe for anyone to use that lane at this time. Both MDOT and the City therefore actively
discourage any use of the lane at this time. As such, there should be no pedestrians or bicyclists in the
lane - which is what we are observing.
Why are we considering closing a lane of traffic to accommodate bicyclists?
There is a common misconception that the road diet is intended to create a bike lane for the use of
bicyclists. This misconception likely came from early concept drawings showing bike lanes in several of
the options considered for the Buttles Street corridor. The reality is that no design for the corridor has
yet been developed and no decision has been made on what could be included in that corridor. While a
bike lane is one possible option, other options for non-motorized mobility and connectivity include
separated, off-street pathways or widened sidewalks.
It has been reported that Buttles Street has seen an increase in crashes because of the road diet. Why?
In the first year of the road diet trial (from May 2018 to May 2019), 37 accidents were reported in the trial
area, compared to 26 crashes for the same timeframe in the previous year. While traffic accidents are
never an ideal situation, it’s not uncommon for areas to experience an increase in traffic crashes for a
brief time period after experiencing a change in traffic patterns. In fact, the 42% increase in year-overyear traffic accidents (26 versus 37) is not the largest percentage increase in accidents this corridor has
seen in the past five years. See the charts at the end of this document for more information.
In 17 of the 37 crashes reported in the trial area since data collection began, a motorist disregarded a
traffic control signal (ran a red light or stop sign) on Buttles or a cross street and experienced a collision.
(See the “Angle straight” column in the chart above.) These types of crashes are almost exclusively
attributable to driver error and are not likely to have been caused by the lane reduction on Buttles Street.
Who was responsible for initiating the US 10 Corridor Study in 2015?
The study of the US 10 Business Route Corridor, including Indian and Buttles streets, was initiated by the
Michigan Department of Transportation with the support of the City of Midland. Momentum Midland
(now known as the Michigan Baseball Foundation) was invited to participate as part of a stakeholders’
group during the study, but did not initiate either the 2015 study or the road diet trial now underway.

Whom are the stakeholders that asked for this?
The US 10 Business Route Corridor Study conducted in 2015 was initiated by the Michigan Department
of Transportation with the support of the City of Midland. It was not initiated by any other organization
or stakeholder. At an early meeting between MDOT and the City in June 2015, several stakeholders
whose input would be sought were identified. The stakeholders identified at that meeting included the
following, in addition to the City of Midland and MDOT personnel:








City of Midland Non-Motorized Transportation Committee
Chamber of Commerce
Discovery Square businesses
Downtown Development Authority
Midland Area Community Foundation
Midland Tomorrow
Momentum Midland

What has already been decided by City Council?
City Council has received the 2015 Corridor Study and considered the options presented in that report.
On December 17, 2017, City Council passed a resolution that supported in principle the conversion of
Buttles Street between Jerome Street and State Street from 3 lanes to 2 lanes. This resolution provided
for the longer data collection process known as the Buttles Street Road Diet Trial that is now underway.
The trial started on May 14, 2018.
A decision regarding the lane configuration on Buttles Street has not yet been made. Similarly, the
decision of what this section of Buttles Street would look like if converted to a two-lane corridor has also
not yet been made. Opportunities for public comment and input that will be considered before those
decisions are made are currently underway and will continue to be provided before City Council takes any
position and makes any final recommendation to MDOT.
The decision on this trial has already been made. Why should I participate in any future meetings?
The only decision made by the City Council to date is to support the conversion of Buttles Street from
Jerome Street to State Street in principle. This has permitted the trial now underway to take place,
thereby allowing MDOT and the City to collect and analyze real-world data. It is not a final decision and
does not direct what would be done with the corridor if a lane reduction is ultimately determined to be
appropriate. In fact, specific alternative designs for the corridor have not even been prepared, so a final
decision could not have been made. Further discussion and deliberation will be needed, and all input
received will be considered through that process.
If you have specific comments you feel we should hear and consider, we would encourage you to submit
them in writing to us. If you simply want to talk about the corridor, we would encourage you to contact

the City Planning Department for that purpose. Through September 30, 2019, you can also share your
experience via an online survey the City’s public engagement platform, E-CityHall, at
www.cityofmidlandmi.gov/ecityhall.
What data is being collected during the current trial period?
Traffic data collected during the trial period includes vehicle speed and traffic volume. MDOT has also
performed two delay studies during this trial period. Crash data within the corridor is also being collected
by MDOT and the City during the trial period. The traffic data collected has been presented at two prior
meetings of City Council, including at the October 29, 2018 meeting and then again at the May 20, 2019
meeting.
What happens next?
Following conclusion of the trial, the final data will be reviewed and analyzed by MDOT and presented to
City Council. City Council will then need to make a decision on whether or not to move forward with the
process to determine a final design for Buttles Street with two-lanes. Consideration at that time could
also include Indian Street and the possibility of maintaining the current three-lane profile.
How can I share my experiences in the corridor with the City?
Discussions with a staff member to share specific experiences you have had in the trial area are always
helpful. The more specific you can be, the more helpful that discussion will be for us at the City as the trial
progresses. City Planning staff would be happy to have that discussion with you.
If you wish to have your thoughts, experiences, and suggestions noted officially for the public record, you
may always do so in written form. Emailing a member of City staff, an elected member of City Council, or
sending a mailed letter are all available options. Finally, you are encouraged to take an online survey about
your experiences during the trial on the City’s public engagement platform, E-CityHall, at
www.cityofmidlandmi.gov/ecityhall.
What happens to my comments after I submit them in writing to the City?
Every written correspondence sent to the City is included in the official record. Each time that the trial
comes before the City Council, letters received since the last meeting and prior to the City Council agenda
being posted are included in the agenda packet so that all members of City Council receive and are able
to review them. As City Council agenda packets are publicly available, this also makes every written
correspondence available to the public for review and consideration.

Does the City compile other communications about the road diet, such as letters to the editor in the
Midland Daily News or posts on social media outlets?
No. While we do monitor both print and digital communications outlets in the community, comments
must be submitted directly to the City via the methods suggested above if you wish them to be part of
the formal public record.
How does a lane reduction better connect downtown to the surrounding community?
Buttles and Indian Streets are overbuilt in their current design. This provides conditions that are
unnecessarily unsafe. A single lane reduction is being considered to change how drivers, bicyclists and
pedestrians use the road in order to reduce speeding and encourage safety for everyone. A lane-reduction
would also result in more space that can be devoted to other users. While a final design has not been
determined, the resulting space could be used to accommodate other non-motorized users thereby
improve these users access into downtown. Improved infrastructure to support non-motorized access
will better connect the surrounding neighborhoods to downtown, while still maintaining adequate access
by vehicle users.
What is the plan for evaluating the lane reduction?
The lane reduction (or road diet) is being evaluated against the purpose outlined in the 2015 MDOT study.
This purpose is to provide a change that will accommodate future traffic, enhance safety, increase
connectivity, improve non-motorized mobility, be context sensitive and support economic development
within the corridor.
The information being collected now for evaluation is related to traffic data only. This traffic data will be
used to test the validity of the information used in the traffic model for the 2016 study and the
corresponding recommendation in the 2016 Corridor Study. Various traffic indicators identified have
been collected during the trial period, including information on vehicle speed and volume. Also vehicle
delay information and crash data is collected.
Once traffic data confirms whether or not a reduction in lanes can be accommodated now and into the
foreseeable future, City Council will review that data as well as all public comments received. Additional
data may be requested at that time, and additional public input opportunities will be provided. Once City
Council is satisfied that the data they need to render a decision has been provided, they will make a further
recommendation to MDOT on their preferred design for the corridor.
How will City Council address the public feedback it receives?
As with all of its decisions, members of the City Council will review all received public comments and
reflect on discussions with residents of the community. Public feedback from residents, as well as the data
collected during the road diet trial, will be reviewed and utilized by the City and members of the City
Council before any final decision is made.

The plastic bollards in place are ugly and make the area unattractive. Can’t we do something that looks
better?
Yes, the orange plastic bollards in place are not attractive; however, only certain traffic control devices
are permitted for use on a public road. The bollards need to stay as long as the data collection process
continues. As soon as that data collection is complete, the orange bollards will be removed and the
community discussion about what the future of this corridor will continue.
How will this impact emergency vehicles traveling through the corridor if traffic is backed up?
Police, fire and ambulance service are all being considered as various options for the Buttles Street
corridor are explored. During the road diet trial, no delays for these emergency service providers have
been reported. Following the completion of the trial, all three emergency services will be further
consulted to assess their experiences in greater detail before any design options are developed or
considered.
Why were earlier trials conducted before the current trial was started?
Both MDOT and the City of Midland have been taking a slow, measured approach to testing the feasibility
of a two-lane street along Buttles Street from Jerome Street to State Street. The first step, following
presentation of the Corridor Study by MDOT to City Council in March of 2017, was a three-day temporary
lane reduction from August 28 - 30, 2017 to assess the impact of reduced lanes in this corridor. Following
a public open house that was held by MDOT on September 13, 2017, concerns were expressed about the
timing and duration of the first temporary lane reduction. A second temporary lane reduction was
therefore implemented from November 6 - 13, 2017.
Using information obtained from the two temporary lane reductions, MDOT presented the final report
and recommendations to City Council on December 18, 2017. City Council supported in principle the
preferred option of reducing Buttles Street to 2 lanes. The road diet trial now underway is testing on a
larger and more complete scale the report findings and the ability of the corridor to handle the traffic that
travels through this corridor regularly. The longer trial allows all anticipated travel volumes and conditions
to be assessed. The trial will last until the M-20 bridge construction is completed, traffic patterns return
to normal thereafter, and sufficient data is obtained to fully understand the effect of the reduced lanes
on vehicles in this corridor. MDOT and the City are currently discussing how much longer the trial will be
needed once the M-20 bridge construction ends this fall.
Why is the trial taking so long to complete? When will it end?
The trial is complicated and lengthened by the ongoing construction of the M-20 bridge crossing the
Tittabawassee River. Traffic conditions through the study corridor during this construction are different
than what will be experienced when that bridge is completed and traffic returns to its normal patterns.

Because of this, the trial will need to run past the completion of the bridge (currently on schedule to be
completed in September of 2019). The original thought was that one year of data collection following the
bridge completion may be necessary, although MDOT and City officials are discussing this timing now.
Remembering that the trial’s purpose is to collect data that will be used to help inform upcoming decisions
on the future of the road corridor, the trial will end as soon as MDOT and City officials are confident in the
data collected. As soon as that takes place, the City will work with MDOT to immediately end the trial,
remove the temporary plastic bollards, and begin a broader community discussion on what should be
done with the corridor.
Are there plans to do the same on Indian Street?
The 2015 US 10 Business Route Corridor Study conducted by MDOT included several options for Indian
Street. The preferred option for that street was the same as for Buttles Street: a reduction from three to
two travel lanes. Consideration of those options has not yet taken place and no direction or decision on
Indian Street has yet been made by City Council or MDOT.
Wouldn’t it be better to stop the trial until all construction downtown is finished?
The trial is intended to collect data on the ability of Buttles Street to operate as a two-lane road instead
of the current three-lane configuration. Construction in the downtown area does not significantly impact
the trial or the data being collected. While specific construction sites may be in the study area and may
have an impact on traffic at times, observing this and seeing the impacts of the trial during this time is
beneficial. Since construction in the downtown area never really stops, it would also be difficult to select
a time where no construction is taking place. Stopping the trial now, and then restarting it again in the
future, would also prove more problematic and frustrating for corridor users than would finishing the trial
now as quickly as possible.

Why are there three lanes now? If they were needed before, why aren’t they needed now?
A traffic study conducted by MDOT in 1959 proposed the idea of 2 one-way streets to relocate the main
thoroughfare that then passed through downtown. Prior to 1962, Ellsworth Street served as the primary
route through Downtown Midland. In 1962, the change was made to the 2 three-lane one-ways of Indian
and Buttles Streets.
During the mid-century, traffic planners and road designers had one main goal: move as many vehicles
through communities as quickly as possible with the only consideration given to cars. While this approach
- called “Motordom” - was efficient for vehicles, it had little to no regard for the impact that those roads
would have on the surrounding neighborhoods. This resulted in some very impactful tradeoffs that
weren’t all positive.

Additionally, local traffic on Indian and Buttles during the 1950s - 1980s was heavily influenced by shift
changes at the area’s manufacturing employers. As staffing levels have changed, and access routes have
shifted into the industrial park, volumes during peak times has greatly decreased on Buttles and Indian
Streets. In fact, traffic volumes during the roads’ peak rush hour - between 7 - 8 a.m. - are down 28%
from where they were 30 years ago. This reduction results in a corridor that is overbuilt for current and
forecasted future needs.

The City has been growing. How does reducing the number of lanes make sense? Have you accounted
for future growth?
Midland has experienced a negligible population growth over the past two decades. Midland’s
population in 2000 was 41,869; in 2018, it was estimated at 41,800. While new development has taken
place and the city has spread outward, the number of people living here has not increased.
Nevertheless, to account for commercial/industrial growth and residential development beyond the City
limits, the traffic studies all included an assumed 0.5% growth in traffic each year moving forward.
The number of vehicles commuting into the downtown area has dramatically decreased over the years as
manufacturing activities have moved to other areas of the community. Today, commuting traffic makes
up most of the motoring population on Buttles and Indian streets. While getting the motoring public from
point A to point B safely is important, it is also important to provide an enjoyable experience that slows
traffic for those working and living along the corridor and encourages those driving through our
community to perhaps stop in for shopping, dining and entertainment.

Who will be paying for any future changes to the road and what would the timeframe be to start
construction?
Buttles Street is an MDOT corridor, so changes made to its roadway fall within MDOT’s jurisdiction and
control. Once plans are developed for the corridor, MDOT will coordinate the project and ultimately
contract for the changes through an open bidding process.
The cost of any work to be done in the corridor is ultimately the responsibility of MDOT, but there are
both federal and local shares of the project cost that would be the responsibility of the City of Midland.
Previously, typical MDOT projects have required a 2 - 3% City match.
The timeline to start any possible work within the Buttles Street corridor is not known at this time. Once
a project design is decided upon, cost estimates will need to be prepared and both MDOT and the City of
Midland will need to budget funds for the project. This process is likely to take several years given State
of Michigan and City of Midland budgeting processes.

How have road diets benefited other communities?
Many other communities across the state of Michigan and the country have seen improvements following
road diet improvements. While many of these involve four lane, bi-directional roadways being “dieted”
to three lanes, the same improvements can be achieved by reducing a one-way roadway from three lanes
to two. These improvements include traffic calming and better accommodation of other corridor users
including pedestrians and bicycles. To read case study examples, please visit
www.cityofmidlandmi.gov/roadstudy.

Has future development growth and increased pedestrian usage been considered?
Yes. The 2015-17 Corridor Study commissioned by MDOT included modeling and forecasts for increased
vehicle and pedestrian volumes that could result from increased development not only in downtown
Midland but also throughout the community and the surrounding area.

Is the corridor improvements only being considered to benefit the immediately surrounding
properties?
No. The improvements identified within the 2015 Corridor Study apply to the entire U.S. 10 Business Route
corridor. These improvements include context sensitive design, improved safety and better access for
pedestrians and bicyclists between surrounding neighborhoods, specifically Midtown, Downtown, and the
cultural area that includes Midland Center for the Arts, Dow Gardens and Whiting Forest, and the Grace
A. Dow Memorial Library.

Buttles Street – Total Vehicle Crashes
(Year-over-year increase delineated to the right)

Source: Michigan Department of Transportation, May 20, 2019

Buttles Street – Vehicle Crashes by Type

Source: Michigan Department of Transportation, May 20, 2019

Buttles Street – Vehicle Crashes by Violation

Source: Michigan Department of Transportation, May 20, 2019

Please note: Multiple violations can be issued for each accident, so these totals may not equal the total number of accidents recorded.
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November 21, 2019
Bob Ranck
Region Engineer
Michigan Department of Transportation
5859 Sherman Road
Saginaw, MI 48604
Subject:

Buttles Street Road Diet Trial Completion

Dear Mr. Ranck,
As you know, the City of Midland and MDOT have been working together to determine the
future of the US BR-10 corridor as it passes through the City of Midland. Of particular note, we
have been working together on a trial road diet along the Buttles Street corridor, running
between Jerome Street and State Street through the edge of our downtown area. The trial
started in the spring of 2018 and continues today.
One of the complicating factors in the road diet trail has been the construction of the M-20
Bridge crossing the Tittabawassee River. That construction had the effect of altering normal
traffic flows along Jerome Street and heading into the stretch of Buttles Street subject to the
trial. As such, both the City of Midland and MDOT fully understood that the bridge construction
would need to be completed and regular traffic flows reestablished before final traffic data in the
road diet trial area could be collected. It was also made clear to the City by MDOT staff that
adequate data after full reopening of the M-20 Bridge would be necessary for MDOT to be able
to consider and potentially approve a permanent reduction in the number of lanes on Buttles
Street. The initial and still public statement of MDOT was that this last phase of the data
collection could take as long as one year after the M-20 Bridge was completed. City and MDOT
staff have, however, been actively discussing an earlier end to the trial as soon as adequate
data has been collected to meet MDOT’s decision-making needs.
Construction of the M-20 Bridge is now nearing full and final completion. On October 29, 2019,
all four lanes on the bridge were reopened to vehicular traffic. With that, the flow of traffic has
returned to normal patterns. We are advised that traffic data is being collected by MDOT to
verify that the volumes of traffic along this corridor have also returned to normal. Our
expectation, three weeks post opening, is that this has taken place.
Consistent with the position that City staff has taken with you and your staff, Midland City
Council has now formally asked that the road diet trial end as soon as possible. At their regular
meeting held on November 18, 2019, they passed the following resolution:
RESOLVED, that City Council instruct the City Manager, on behalf of City Council, to
send a letter to MDOT requesting that the Road Diet be completed by the end of the
year if they have the information needed, and if not, that they come and explain why,
and what else is needed in January.

MDOT – Road Diet

November 21, 2019

Based on the motion adopted by City Council, the City is asking that the road diet trial be ended
by December 31, 2019. That request is tempered by the acknowledgement that sufficient data
must first be collected to ensure that a decision can be made and substantiated when the time
comes for that decision. To be very clear, the City has no desire to end the trial prematurely
and then be faced with the possibility of having to replicate it at a later time should a decision to
reduce travel lanes be further pursued. So, while the City is of the opinion that two full months
of data following the opening of the M-20 Bridge should be sufficient for that purpose, we also
acknowledge that it is MDOT, and not the City of Midland, that must make that determination.
Should MDOT disagree or otherwise believe that sufficient data to make a decision will not be
collected by December 31, 2019, City Council has then requested that MDOT appear before
City Council to discuss what additional data is needed and what the process moving forward
from there will look like.
As always, our goal is to work cooperatively with MDOT. I am confident based on past
discussions that both MDOT and the City have the common goal of ending this trial and data
collection process as soon as the data provides MDOT with a sufficient basis to recommend
whether a reduction in travel lanes can or cannot be considered. I am hopeful that can take
place in accord with the timing requested by Midland City Council.
One final point, just to clarify previous conversations. There has been some confusion in the
community over what will take once the data has been collected and the trial ends. The City
position on this has always been that the temporary traffic control devices (plastic bollards) be
removed at that time and the three lane road profile be restored. As it will undoubtedly be a
number of years before funding is made available and the full rebuild of this corridor is
undertaken, the City does not want the bollards to remain following the trial while decisions are
made, funding is (hopefully) secured for whatever road configuration is ultimately decided upon,
and road reconstruction takes place. My understanding is that MDOT staff understand this
position of the City and agree with it.
With apologies for the length of this letter, I look forward to hearing back from you in response to
City Council’s request. Should you need any further information from myself or other City staff,
please let me know at your earliest convenience.
Sincerely,

C. Bradley Kaye, AICP CFM
City Manager
Copy Midland City Council
Bill Mayhew, MDOT
Jay Reithel, MDOT
Josh Fredrickson, City Engineer
Grant Murschel, City Planning Director
Selina Tisdale, City Community Affairs/DDA
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File Attachments for Item:

5. MDOT Road Diet Traffic Data. BJORGE
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SUMMARY REPORT TO MANAGER
for City Council Meeting of November 23, 2020

SUBJECT:

Buttles Street post-road diet traffic data presentation by MDOT

INITIATED BY:

City of Midland Engineering Department

RESOLUTION
SUMMARY:

This resolution receives and files the 2020 MDOT Buttles Street Traffic
Report

ITEMS ATTACHED:
1.
Letter of Transmittal
2.
Resolution
3.
Location Map
COUNCIL ACTION:
1.
3/5 vote required to approve resolution

Shane Bjorge
Engineering Department
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November 18, 2020
C. Bradley Kaye, AICP CFM
City Manager
City of Midland
Midland, Michigan
Dear Mr. Kaye:
On December 18, 2017, City Council adopted a resolution supporting the concept of
converting the three-lane vehicular traffic section of BR-10 (Buttles Street) into two lanes
of vehicular traffic in the section from Jerome Street to State Street. Adoption of that
resolution further initiated a long-term trial period to analyze the traffic and impact of the
lane reduction, or road diet, on Buttles Street. The original planned duration of the road diet
was three years, in order to capture data both during and after then-ongoing M-20 bridge
construction.
The road diet was implemented on May 14, 2018. During the trial, traffic data was presented
by the Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT) at City Council meetings held on
October 29, 2018 and May 20, 2019. Based on a request from City Council, MDOT agreed
to end the Buttles Street road diet trial, earlier than planned, on December 9, 2019.
As planned, MDOT continued to collect traffic data following the removal of the temporary
lane restriction (December 2019) and completion of the M-20 bridge construction (October
2019). It was planned that MDOT would present this data in the spring of 2020, however
this was delayed largely due to Covid-19 and May dam failures resulting in flooding.
MDOT representatives will now present 2020 traffic data and compare it to data from before
and during the road diet trial at the November 23, 2020 City Council meeting. The resolution
for this meeting is to receive and file the traffic data presented by MDOT. Following receipt
of this data, staff would encourage Council direction on next steps to be taken moving
towards a final decision on the lane reduction. To be clear, however, no decision on the lane
reduction is requested or anticipated at this meeting.
Respectfully submitted,

Shane Bjorge
Asst. City Engineer
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BY COUNCILMAN
WHEREAS, City Council adopted a resolution to support the concept of converting the three-lane
vehicular traffic section of BR-10 (Buttles Street) into two lanes of vehicular traffic in the section
from Jerome Street to State Street on December 18, 2017; and
WHEREAS adoption of the resolution initiated a long-term trial period to analyze the traffic and
impact of the lane reduction, or road diet, on Buttles Street from Jerome Street to State Street that
was implemented on May 14, 2018; and
WHEREAS, on December 9, 2019, City Council resolved to terminate the road diet trial and
requested that MDOT collect additional traffic data; and
WHEREAS, the collection and presentation of post-road diet trial data has been completed by
MDOT but the presentation of that information was delayed due to Covid-19 and May dam failures
and flooding; and
WHEREAS that information has now been prepared and presented to City Council by MDOT;
now therefore
RESOLVED, that City Council hereby receives and files the 2020 MDOT Buttles Street Traffic
Report
YEAS:
NAYS:
ABSENT:
I, Erica Armstrong, City Clerk, City of Midland, Counties of Bay and Midland, State of Michigan,
do hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of a resolution adopted by a
yea
vote of all the Councilmen present at a regular meeting of the City Council held Monday,
November 23, 2020.

__________________________________________
Erica Armstrong, City Clerk
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Alternative 1:

• Retain one-ways
• Capacity Reduction

Alternative 2:

• Eliminate one-ways
• Propose two 5 lane
bi-directional roads

Alternative 3:

• Eliminate one-ways
• Propose:
• 3 lane bi-directional
• 5 lane bi-directional

Further analysis
revealed that
Alternative 1
(capacity
reduction/road
diet) was the most
feasible

• 2017 Trial Implementations
•
•

Aug. 28 – Aug. 30
Nov. 6 – Nov. 13

• December 2017
•
•

Initial findings presented to city council
Agreed to 3-year trial implementation to assess data collected prior to
and after M-20 bridge construction

• May 14, 2018 – Dec. 20, 2019
•

Temporary bollards placed along Buttles Street between Jerome Street
and State Street

• Assess the impact on safety and mobility of a proposed
capacity reduction along Buttles Street
• Compare data collected from the time of the capacity
reduction to data collected after full capacity is restored
• Allow for completion of the M-20 bridge and stabilized
traffic patterns
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Speed and Volume Comparison
10/2/2019 (Wednesday) Road Diet
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5/1/2019 (Wednesday) Road Diet

Speed and Volume Comparison
10/5/2019 (Saturday) Road Diet
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From: Cathy Yanacek <chyanacek@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 24, 2020 4:52 PM
To: Brown Wilhelm, Diane
Subject: [bayes] Lane reduction

Ms Brown,
Please do not close a lane on Buttles/US10. It was dangerous and annoying during the Road Diet. I
avoided the area at times and was very relieved when the lanes were finally opened. My son lives in that
area so I’m down there a lot.

The DOT sees no need to lose a lane. Please give the people of Midland a break and leave that third lane
as is.

Thanks so much for your work to represent us!
Cathy

From: Jim Malek
Sent: Tuesday, November 24, 2020 5:58 PM
To: phall@midland-mi.org <phall@midland-mi.org>
Cc: Donker, Maureen <mdonker@midland-mi.org>; mwazbinski@midland-mi.org
<mwazbinski@midland-mi.org>; sarnosky@midland-mi.org <sarnosky@midland-mi.org>; Brown
Wilhelm, Diane <dbrown@midland-mi.org>; bkaye@midland-mi.gov <bkaye@midland-mi.gov>
Subject: Road Diet

I know this issue will raise the hackles of old-time residents who don't like change, even when change
may be positive in the long run.
The road diet has been beaten to death, sadly, and although I would love to see it happen, I am
concerned that public opinion against the change will once again prevail. Perhaps if there wasn't the
January deadline involved, some progress towards a more rational approach to the situation could be
examined. The presentation from MDOT was very informative, indicating a two-lane option had no
major problems. Let's be aware that the necessary reconstruction will be with us for many years to
come. Please take time to really think on this, as this road was initially designed when the city was much
different than today. A new design should incorporate new data.
I am very much in favor of a redesigned corridor with two lanes of traffic.
Thank You,
Jim Malek
201 E. Ellsworth Street
Ward 1

From: kathy5809@aol.com [mailto:kathy5809@aol.com]
Sent: Wednesday, December 2, 2020 7:45 PM
To: Arnosky, Steve; Hall, Pam; Donker, Maureen; Brown Wilhelm, Diane; Wazbinski, Marty
Cc: Kaye, Brad; Murschel, Grant
Subject: Road Diet

Dear City Council,

Thank you for all you do to keep our city modern and moving forward. I've lived here for 37 years and
have witnessed and/or enjoyed many of the developments and improvements over the years. With
respect to the road diet, I would like to encourage you to keep Buttles and Indian three lanes for safety
and efficiency of traffic flow because they are connectors to major roadways carrying a fair volume of
large vehicles traversing this region.

I appreciate the development issues and desire to make downtown more walkable and I believe there are
other, safer options to accomplish this. For example,

*

install speed limit signs that report their speed to vehicles to increase awareness

*

adjust the lights to give more crossing time, if needed to safely cross 3 lanes

*

lower the speed limit to 30 mph through the corridor

* do not increase the speed limit to 45 mph until well past Dow Diamond on Buttles and decrease it to
35 mph (or 30 mph) well before Dow Diamond on Indian
*

increase enforcement of the speed limits

I believe a combination of the above will provide the enhanced walkability that developers want as well as
the continued smooth, efficient traffic flow that drivers need.

Thank you for your consideration.

Best regards,

Kathy Doering

From: Roger and Pam <fournrogpam@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, November 30, 2020 11:09 AM
To: Donker, Maureen
Subject: [phishing] my thoughts on the road diet

Dear Mayor Donker and City Commissioners,
I am writing about the Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT) road diet data collection
process.
This route was my go-to route to get to US 10 and out of town. I drove the center lane because of the
stop-start traffic of people turning and felt safe from being in an accident. When the road diet started,
it felt unsafe. I was concerned about being rear-ended, and I switched to heading in the opposite
direction on Eastman and getting on US-10. The same amount of travel time, fewer people turning
off to side streets, and a chance of being rear-ended. I shopped more on the Eastman corridor and
forgot about downtown and the Farmers Market.
The trial claims to have shown no positive or negative impact on traffic speed, safety, or vehicle
delays.
Per the article below, it appears that accident data DOES indicate that there was a negative impact.
There was a 57% increase in accidents in this area over one year.
https://www.ourmidland.com/.../Anniversary-report-on-road...

"According to Midland Police Department accident report statistics obtained through a Freedom of
Information request, there were 44 vehicle crashes within the area affected by the road diet between
March 14, 2018, and March 21, 2019 -- a period of time encompassing the entire road trial so far.
In comparison, the same stretch of road experienced 28 crashes in 2017 and 26 in 2016."
As a resident of Midland County, I would request that the citizens' opinions be heavily considered, as
most social media discussion seems to trend toward leaving Buttles as 3 lanes. Eastman Road in
Midland was a pain point that took 10+ years to get fixed after starting the discussion in 2006; please
do not put another pain point into Midland traffic when we just got one of the biggest ones fixed.
Regards,
Pam Fournier
4215 Dyckman Rd.
Midland Michigan

